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THE MAINE STATE PRESS
published every Thursday Morning at $2.60 a
year, If paid in advance at $2.00 a year.
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Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
.engtb of column, constitutes a “square.’’
$1.60 per square, daily first week; 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or loss, $1.00; oontinu
ine every other day aftor first week, 60 eeuts.
Half square, throe insertions or less, 76 cants;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Acctiob
Salks,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less. $1.60.
Advertisements Inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for $1.00 per Bquare for first insertion, and 60 cents per square for each subs uent

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

....

ASSETS,==
$13,16 5.46 6.40.
Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and liter Feb. 7,1882.

PARASOLS

!

OPEN

J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A.

RAVEN,

3d Vice President

J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

166 FORE ST.

PORTLAND:

J. W.
sntf

aplO

MUIMGER,

WHY

Kohling,
Exchange St.

CLOTHS

To be found at No Other Establishment in this city.

Spring and Summer Suitings,
The Noblest Ever Exhibited.

quality,

CLOTHS,

IS

and cannot be

seriously

HOME

A

affected

by

COMPANY.

POLICIES!

policie

All

ssued after Nov. 16,1881, are incontestible after
three years from the date of the policies for any
cause except fraud or mistatemeut of age.

Goods Ever
Displayed in this city.

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

occur

during

Exchange Street.
sneod2mos

WALL PAPERS.

BUTTONS.
We have just opened as line a
line of new Buttons to match all
shades of Dress Goods and Cloakings as has ever been offered in the

city.

We have just received
assortment of made up

PROBPT PMIEItT OF DEATH LOSSES.

President.
JOHN E. DE WITT,
DANIEL SHARP. Vice President,
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
NICHOLAS DeGROOT, Assistant Secretary,
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.

FERRIS,
Manager for Maine and New Hampshire
Special Agt.,

JAMES A. ANDERSON,

JONES,

R. EMMERTON
Portland.

Agent for

dec3

eo

for the neck in

As we have a very low rent the
expense of running our store is
very small and we can afford to
sell any of our goods at

LOWER PRICES
than those doing business under
Our motto is
a larger expense.
“QUICK SALES AND SMALL
PROFITS.”
Learn our prices and you will
see that we mean what we say.

Good Goods and Low Prices,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

LOW, SHORT & HARMON. Twenly-Ttiird

Annual Statement, January
1st, 1882.

sneod2m

*

USING

SOHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harm less; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns Warts, Bunions and Calion*
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

IOTA CURE IS GUARANTEE
For sate by all Rraggisto.
Price 35 cento.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
value.

who have used it and now testify to its
Ask for Hcb Jotter beck’s Eor» and
Solvent and take no other.

and choice

dtf

AT LOW PRICES. LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Cure YouF Corns

new

styles-

STUDLEY,

Mutual

mar23

large

a

Lace Goods

ana

OUR ESTABLISHED RULE is to pav cur death
claims promptly upon their approval by the loss
committee, without waiting the customary ninety
days—and without rebate of interest!

All grades of goods

■'

for Ladies, Gents
and Children.

great variety

NOItTHWESTEM

SPRING OPENING.

in

in

its

is so simple and clear that even a
child can understand it.
ITS MAINE LAW EXTENSION is the most just
and perfect plan for protecting the interest of the
policy-holder ever devised.
Whenever
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend additions thereto, amount to the sum insured, the policy becomes payable at once as a matured endow

continuance,

J. F.

KOHLING,

SPRING HOSIERY

POLICY provides

■

The Richest

mar25

cstab-

ment.

Something Entirely New for Dress Saits.

No. 89

age mortality,
epidemics.

ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT
for every contingency which can

Excelling all others in Texture and
Finish.

been

having

HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC since its organisation, paying every honest
loss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
an established character for liberality by many
years of fair dealing with its policy-holders.
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the highest in
surance authorities and the most prominent business and professional men all over the country, and
for all these reasons is entitled to your consideration and respect.
IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, having
no stockholders to take the lion’s share of the profits. Mutual companies never fail.
IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
CIES in foroe, and is therefore sure of a fair aver

kinds with Trimmings to
match.
New

IT

INCONTESTIBLE

Splendid

Light Overcoatings,

f

OF PORTLAND, MAINE.
IT IS AN OLD COMPANY,
ished ovor thirty years.

IT

PANTALOONINGS

HAIR LINE

of all

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Just Received by

and

Cloaking Material

TH7"

UNION M rUAL

Patterns

In the above goods we are now
to show as fine a line of
can be fonnd in the city.
Also a nice assortment of

prepared
styles as

INSURE

YOU SHOULD
-IN

IMPORTED

Ulsters.

CORRESPONDENT.
feb4dlmteodllm&w6w0
Fob. 4.1882.

ELEGANT

Exquisite

and

Days

Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

Losses

are

Of

TALMAS

40 PER CEIT.

Slit UMBRELLAS

at No. 89

Dolmans,

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1881

and

NOW

SACKS,

1,687,634 47

Total Marine Premiums.$5,627,021 67

Our stock of

SPRING

10

1881.$4,039,487

PARASOLS.

NEW

Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

marked off

253 Middle Street

EndowMatured
ments..
and
Surrendered

GALL and SEE

3,374,133.33

J9IWBCR8EMENTS.
Death Losses......#816,435.50

Decker Bros

575,030.41

Lapsed Policies... 110,908.26

Dividends to Policy

Holders.

dtf

apO

INCOME.
For Premiums.. ..$2,179,562.30
For Interest. 1,194,570.97
Total. ..$

'

Pianos,

iMsrsed b| ANNIE LOUISE CAGY.

768,610.86

aAeo

Total.$2,271,016.02
Taxes, salaries, commissions to agents,
medical fees, advertising, postage,
expressage and all
other expenses.... 620,270.88

a

aboica stock of

brit-olae*

PianOS AND 0RGAN8.

Total.T..3.8» 1,385.90

nov23

‘assets.

educational
Harvard Examiuations for Women.

examination is the same as that for entrance
to Harvard College. French and German may
be substituted for Greek. Candidates for 1882
must send their name and address to one of the
Secretaries of Committees by May 1st. Secretary
for Cambridge: Box 80, Beverly Farms, Mass.
Secretary for New York: Box U9, Stockbridge,
Secretary for Philadelphia: 908 Clinton
Mass.
67
street, Phila., Pa. Secretary for Cincinnati:
Walnut street, Cincinnati, Ohio._ap22a.it

THE

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
Given to

private pupils by

the

subscribe,.

COLCORD,

J. W.

143 Pearl Street.
■an 24

dt<

ALL 11II Hi,

and. year alter year, the standard and beautiful collection of Music pub!ished by Oliver JJitson & Co.,
excelkeep their hold on public favor, simply by the
Such books of bound music
lence of their contents.
GEMS OF ENGLISH SONG (#2), NORWAY MUSIC ALBUM ($2.50), FRANZ’S ALBUM ($2).
GEMS OF STRAUSS ($2), BEAUTIES OF SACRED SONG ($2), and 30 to 40 others (send for
lists) contain a perfectly immense amount of file
best and most popular music, at the lowest price
Suoh standard Operas as
MIGNON (*3>; AIDA ($2), CARMEN (82), MEFISTOFELE (82), FATINITZA ($2), MANOLA, OR
DAY AND NIGHT (81.50), BELLS OF CORNEVILLE ($1.50), and the well known lighter and
easier ones (send for lists), have in them a large
proportion of all the popular melodies.
Such good Temperance Boohs as
TEMPERANCE LIGHT (12 cts.), TEMPERANCE
JEWELS (35cts.), and HULL’S TEMPERANCE
GLEE BOOK (40 cts.) cannot well be improved
upon.
Such capital Sunday School and
Books as MALE VOICE CHOIR
Gospel Music, LIGHT and LIFE

Praise Meeting
(50 cts.) with
(36 cts.) and
BANNER OF VICTORS (35 cents).
Any book mailed for retail price.

OLIVER D1TS0N
aprlG

&

LIQUORS

—FOB SALE

STANLEY

&

MIKR ST

JOST

A

Financial Record from Organi-

January 1st, 1882.

Received for premiums.#39,631,785.47
Paid for death

losses.$9,528,649.65
endowments...

SON, Importers,
POItTI AAPIBI'

MORTON,

Maike« Square.
Prloer reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
li*

aiy

Murray

& Lanman’s

FLORIDA WATEB.
Best for TOILET. BATH

and HANDKERCHIEF.

Paid for matured
Paid for surrend-

IMPERISHABLE
PERFUME.

3,318,815,04

lapsed
policies. 5,811,479.76
Paid for dividends 8,620,039.28
ered and

FIRST ARRIVAL

Total.$27,278,894.24

Add pres, assets. .18,859,458.96

OF

$46,138,353.20
Amount paid policy holders and
invested for them. 46,138,353,30
Received for premiums. 39,631,785.47
Total premiums received deducted
from total payments to policy
holders and invested assets.give
interest gain over all expenses

6,506,567.73

of..

INTEREST RECEIPTS SINCE 1873 IIAVL PAID
DEATH LOSSES AND EXPENSES.
Premium receipts in 1881 were 300,000 more
than for 1880.
There

was an

increase of

over

$500,000

of assets
The

—3,319 policies and $9,530,657 insurance.

NEW CROP RARBABOES

MOLASSES.
387 PENS.
) Now lnndin«
34 TIERCESo tral Wharf,
10 BIH,8.
) “Allhen.”

were $1,104,215 more than
premiums received—yet the assets and surplus, one
excepted, have steadily increased.

100

ENDOWMENT INVESTMENTS.
The $3,318,815 matured endowments paid living

members have given insurance and paid an average
of 4Va per cent, compound interest on the money
invested. For insurance apply to

T. T. Merry
AttT., AUBCBK.

POETLANP
I.OCAIi

OFFICE:
feb!7

AttENTS,

49 1-2

EXCHANGEJSrfREEi'.
eodtf

CARRIAGES,

NEW AND

SECOND IIAN»,

Phaetons,Open & Top Buggies,
GROCERY AND EXPffFSS
WAGONS,

CONCORD,

McLELLAN,

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,

CeaScbe.

Ill Commercial Street.
atf

mh3t>

miums.
In 1878 payments

»t
ex

GEO. S. HUNT & CO.,

new insurance amounted to $15,038,242.
Since 1876 the payments of the company to policy holders have been $2,901,348 in excess of pre-

eoBBAn.

frescopainters.
Portland.
jes

THE

18,859,458.96

Total....15,836,847.35
Surplu* Over 4 per cent.
Reserve.
3,033,611.61

LEWIS

BY—

dtf

3.

LIABILITIES.
actuaReserve,
ries, 4 per ct.. .$15,563,008.09
All other liabilities.
283,779.85

zation to

Block, PORTLAND.

sep29

2,486,491.66

Gash on hand and
in bank..
3,864,422.97
Accrued interest
and rent.
295,954.01
All other assets.,
288,468.53
Total..

STATE

PACKAGES,

ORIGINAL

,pj

Boston.

kind**, in eke

of all

value).

3 Free Street

year

__ST&Th&wtf
IMPORTED

WINES &
R.

CO.,

Loans on bonds
& morigages. .$11,043,228.04
Premium notes..
1,620,674.45
Real estate.
1,720,219.30
U, S. and other

bonds, (market

twknty-foub

V W

uTBRINfi; Lt

state prison.
MAJNE
mb*?<llro
Corn Packers !
PRESSES and Dies for the manufacture
of Corn Cans for sale. Enquire of

SCREW

mh20dtf

UUKN1IAT1 AHOItllllili.

APRIL

A

Passenger

ISESSEtti&mi

25, 1882.

ANOTHER HORROR.
Steamer Burned Near

Jacksonville, Fla.
NINE LIVES LOST-A CITY FULL OF
MOURNING.

For New England,

THE PERUVIAN COMPANY.
Mr.

Blaine

Upon

the Witness

Stand.
A SPECIFIC JDENIAL OF SHIPHEED’S
STATEMENTS.

Ex-Secretary
Washington,
April 24.
Blaine appeared before the foreign affairs committee this morning, in the Shipherd investiWinds in the lake region, New Ragland,
Florida waters was the burning of the steamer gation, and as a result there was a
large crowd
Tennessee and Ohio Valley are northerly.
City of Sanford about five miles above this in attendance. He was sworn, and Chairman
The steamer
There has been a slight rise in the temperature
at 4 o’clock this morning.
city,
Williams
the
put
inquiry.
When opno*
was on her way from Sanford.
and fair weather prevails in all districts east of
“Do you know Jacob *B. Shipherd? Have
site Lavista fire was discovered issuing from
the Mississippi.
you read his testimony?”
New
a
indicated
for
England the forward hold from among
Fair weather is
quantity of
Tho witness replied, "X do. I have read
and Middle Atlantic States today and tomorpine wood. The alarm was given and the pur- his testimony and endeavored to understand
ser went through the boat and aroused the pasrow.
it.”
sengers but in order to prevent a panic he told
Mr. Blaine then asked that the resolution
them not to be alarmed as there was plenty of authorizing the investigation bo read, which
time. This caused some to lose valuable time.
was done. Mr. Blaine then stated in substance
The boat was headed for the shore and was in
that he never saw or knew of the letters in the
a few minutes
grounded in three feet of water State Department until Shipherd wa3 introbut the fire had driven the engineer from his
duced to him (Blaine) by Senator Blair. Until
post and the engine could not be stopped. An
then he had never seen the man, nor heard of
MAINE.
attempt was made to rescue the passengers by
Mr. Blaine exhim until the 25th of July.
having them go and jump Overboard but not- plained the method of disposing of papers in
and
nine
persons
withstanding their efforts
the State Departments, which would account
A BIO BLAZE IN NORWAY.
probably more perished. The steamer Geo. for his previous statement. Such trashy matM. Bird rendered valuable assistance in resters as the Shipherd letters would never bo
cuing survivors and bringing them together ealled to the attention of the head of a groat
Eight Bui’dlngs in the Business Portion
with tne remains of fthe victims, to this city.
department, as they were scarcely fit for the
Some bodies are burned to crisp. The city is
of the Town Destroyed—Loss $20,000.
waste basket.
full of mourning and considerable excitement
Mr. Kasson asked, “Do you know how they
prevails. A coroner’s jury is now is session.
came to be missing from the files?”
broke
Answer—I don’t know a thing about it. I
Norway, April 24.—A destructive fire
know as little of it as a child unborn. Those
Hathaout in Norway village this morning.
WALL STREET.
not addressed to me but simply routine (matway block, Mason’s block, Cole’s carding mill,
ters were referred in the ordinary course of
Cummings’s pancake shop and many other Tha Bear Policy Unchanged—Predicted business. One would suppose I had passed the
Break in Denver—General Street Gossummer
with him. As a matter in regard to
fire
is
The
still
Rre
burned.
raging,
buildings
the interview alleged that I had with Shipherd
sip.
(6 a. m.) and there is a prospect of a largo conon being introduced by him
New York, April 24.—Wall street report8
by Senator Blair
flagration.
the 35 th of July, so far from that interview
states that the bear party asserts that its posi[second despatch.]
until
late
it
lasted
some
stocks
will
at
and
that
is
tion
lasting
night
only abont
unchanged,
The fire was discovered at half-past five this
15 minutes. Then X excused' myself on the
inevitably go lower, but admits that the im
morning in the attic of Mason’s block, Main provoment in the Vanderbilts may be the be- ground of important business and the interof an upward turn of considerable
view was postponed until the next morning. X
street, Norway. At this hour (11.20 a. m.) it is ginning
Conservative operators think the
did not see Shipherd after that or hear of him
importance.
unknown.
under control. The cause is
Eight market will be lower this week, bu t advise until the 13th of October. After Shipherd
buildings were burned. Loss $20,000, as fol- extreme caution tin making short sales. Con- has had his full say as to what the policy of
trary to expectation the borrowing demand on the government was toward him, it occurs to
lows:
Saturday was as large as on any previous day me that the best course for the committee to
C. G. Mason’s building, valued at $3,000; inof the week. Missouri Pacific, Jersey Central, pursue would be to inquire of the department
sured $1,000 in the Phcenix, $1,000 in the Imwhat that policy was.
New York Central, Michigan Central, Reading
and Northern, $500 in the Newark Fire.
Mr.Blaine then produced what he stated was
and Wabash preferred loaned flat; Lake
Insured
Cason Brothers’ stock was removed.
the entire correspondence between himself and
at 2, while the short interest in
loaned
Shore
in
the
North
in
the
$1,000
Phoenix,
$1,000
WesternjUnion seemed to be comparatively Hulbut during his administration at Lima.
American, $500 in the New York city.
He said:
small.
H. L. Libby, blacksmith shop, in the baseThe Vanderbilt letter, of which so much has
“Shipherd came to me and stated that he was
ment, loss $500; insured in the Star.
the representative of a very important claim
amounts to this: A prominent man
besn
said,
H. E. Mixer, carriage shop, $300, in the Concalled the Cochet claim. I never before heard
some days ago wrote to Mr. Vanderbilt, saying
necticut.
of it, and asked him how he spelled the name.
that he had given Mr. Vanderbilt his proxies
Henry Upton, law office, $300 in the Home,
He told me that Blair was his counsel and also
for years, and had considered him a safe custoNew York.
added the names of ex-Senator Conklin®, Hon.
dian for the interests of the company. On Mr.
George C. Norsworthy, furniture store, $900, Vanderbilt’s advice he had bought Lake Shore Scott Lord, ex-Senator of Oregon, and others.
in the Liverpool, London and Globe.
Mr.
told
I
He
was
now
at higher figures.
by
thought it a very strong array of course. He
The Oxford County Advertiser lost all, inOsgood that Mr. Vanderbilt had sold all his named about a dozen prominent financiers and
insured
in
the
and
$350
books
list;
cluding
What did it mean? Mr. Vanbankers, including the Seligmans, Morton.
Lake Shore.
Manhattan and $150 in the Star.
1 mention these facts
Bliss & Co. and others.
derbilt replied, saying, first that he had not
C. L. Hathaway’s new block valued at $3,him
for
60
to
to
seen Mr. Osgood
days; because I have been criticised for not kicking
speak
500; insured $2500 in the ^Etna.
out of the department the first mornthat he had more Lake Shore than
and
Shipherd
second,
S. L. Crockett, drug store, stock removed;
at any time during 1881, and more than he had
iog he called; but when a man comes introducinsured for $2,500 in the Fire Association.
ed by a United States Senator, with three exheld in 1882, except during a short time when
Charles E. Holt, law offico, library removed;
Senators and an ex-Secretary of the Treasury as
for a purpose, ho increased his speculative
insured $1000 in the Liverpool, London and
holdings. Ho had sold some of his speculative counsel, and an array of bankers such as he
Globe.
mentioned, it would har-lly be the custom of
stock, but still owned more Lake Shore than
Knights of Pythias hall, $300; insured in the at any time since 1880. It is understood that a
the department to kick him out on sight. This
State of Pennsylvania.
soon
effect
will
to
the
above
why I did not do what I virtually did
statement
explains
public
not
loss
A.
$600;
Cole, carding mill;
George
do later, and for not doing which earlier, I have
be mado, to be followed by vigorous buying.
insured.
been severely criticised.,’
It is beyond question that Mr. Vanderbilt has
Joel Frost, bam, loss $150; not insured.
Mr. Blaine then related the points of his conbought Lake Shore. It is equally cerGeorge A. Cole, tenement,|$500;inBured$250 lately
versation with Shipherd, in which he (Shipherd)
that D. O. Mills has baen a large buyer.
tain
in the Liverpool, London and Globe and $250 A
strong party of capitalists have lately been read what he claimed to be the opinion of exin the Royal.
Secretary Evarta to the effect that Cochet could
expecting to buy Lake Shore at par, but began
Cole’s paint shop, $500; insured in the Meclaim one-third of the guano.
to buy Saturday at 103 and 104.
tropolitan.
in
the
marMr. Blame said with much emphasis, “I
weak
was
the
Central
spot
Jersey
C. B. Cummings, stave mill, pancake manuwould be willing to take the most solemn
ket. It had no support whatever, and shorts
factory and storehouse, loss about $5000; build- had no difiiculty in covering at handsome pro- oath that President Garfield died without
ings insured with the jEtna for $1,500.
ever having heard of this vile scheme or
fits. A Broadway house “mashed” the stock
of
Other buildings caught, but by the energy of
over having heard the name of Cochet menprobably in the interest of Mr. Gould. Mostthe
tioned.”
the buying was to cover. One object of
the firemon of Norway and Paris it was conMr. Blaine then proceeded to read the entire
drive has been to shake out stock, and as that
fined to the above limits.
been
have
to
not
seem
does
accomplish- correspondence between the department of
object
state and Minister Hulbut touching the Cochet
ed, lower pri :es for Jersey Central are not
improbaDle. The action of the Gowen party claim. In the latter part of July Hulbut was
SAD ACCIDENT.
be
reinstructed to “take no step toward committing
in calling a stockholders’ meeting will
the government thereto till you have received
sisted by the present management, and will
merely develop a new phase in the oontest for further definite instruction.”
Two Children Perish in a Burning BuildThe 22d of September Hurlbut replied, “I
Central.
ing.
It is understood that the St. Paul Company
acknowledge the receipt of your despatch. As
to the Cochet claim this legation has nothing
will appeal from the decision of the United
but vague statements looking to the creatStates Circuit Court awarding $1,740,800 to
Wm. Barnes on account of the invalidity of
ing of commercial enterprises and can take no
Four Fairfield, April 24.—The house
with
the
Laforeclosure suits in connection
judicial action. I have been favored with two
owned and occupied by a man named Rideout,
letters to which I reply by this mail, asking
crosse and Milwaukee road.
at Salmon River, was destroyed by fire yesterfor information.”
It can be stated definitely that the Denver
November 17th Blaine replied to the effect
day. Two of his children were unable to es- Company has paid for all locomotives, between
that if Americans purchased the Landreau
30 and 40, that have been delivered according
cape from the burning building and were conclaim they purchased nothing more and there
to the terms of contract. On Saturday there
sumed with it. Mr. Rideout made a desperate
was some German
selling. The buying ap- was no just ground upon which our governeffort to rescue them, but could not.sncced,
peared to be upon sealed orders. Mr. Stockwell ment could intervene, and instructing Hurlbut not to extend to them its good offices.
the
was
largest buyer in the morning. It is
and in the attempt he was severely burned.
Other despatches were read of the same
stated that there will be a break in Denver this
}
week.
tenor, and Mr. Blaine proceeded further as to
in
his relations with Shipherd.
A bearish feeling prevailed yesterday
Shockingly Mangled by Cars.
In regard to
Lackawanna. Lower prices for coal are expectShipherd’s story about the
Banoor, April 24.—This afternoon abput five
ed in May. The earnings of the Union Pacific
8250,000 bribe offered Hurlbut, and Shipherd’s
an
of
the
Maine
Centril
while
o’clock
employe
railway increased$514,458 duripgthc first three statement that he told him (the witness) about
said
it and took the opinion dl all his counsel
engaged in shackling cars at the Maine Central weeks of April. A strong combination is for
a
about it, Mr. Blaine made a positive denial
to hold Louisville and Nashville, ready
depot in this city, slipped under the cars and
rapid rise when the market turns. Over 12,000 of this for himself and produced letters from
the wheels passed over one leg j ust above tli9
the following persons, all of whom denied that
shares have been bought for investment within
Mr. Keene is credited with covering
a week.
they ever heard of this letter offering a bribe
knee, and over the foot of the other leg. The
at
at
the
close.
to
Hurlbut until they saw Shipherd’s letters to
offered
was
shorts.
58J
Reading
poor fellow was taken to his boarding house
the New York papers, namely, Senator Blair,
Some heavy selling was supposed to be for
near the depot, where
the leg and foot have
borGov. Boutwell, Judge Robertson, ex-Senator
London account. Philadelphia is a large
A dispatch
been amputated. He was named A. B. Taylor
Cragin and Scott Lord, while Mr. Evarts derower of Reading in this market.
that
the
financial
clared
that neither be nor his firm nor any
states
Mr.
Gowen
plan
from
from
the
Kennab
ec
a
and came to Bangor
member of it at at any time gave Shipherd an
has been unanimously approved by the EngHis
month ago. His mother is at Gardiner.
lish stockholders.
opinion on any subject whatever.
Mr. Blaine did not believe that Shipherd
recovery is doubtful.
Banks are not contracting their circulation
On the
and Hurlbut ever held a conference in New
on account of the high price of 4s.
A Horrible Death.
York as alleged by the former.
Said Mr.
contrary, the deposits of 4s and 4is to secure
About the same hour Jere. Mahouy wa9
Blaine, “Forgery is his employment and percirculation are increasing. The increase in
killed at the mill of,Hodgkins, Hall & Co., in
the dedosits of 4s for this purpose during the
jury his pastime. I don’t regard him as responsible. If he is, it, it is a matter for the
three months ending April 1 exceeded $3,000,this city. A plank from the edging machine
000.
grand jury.”
was thrown about 150 feet and struck Mahony,
Mr. Blaine then directed his attention to
of
the
J. C. Clark, General Superintendent
fracturing his skull and cutting his throat De- Union Pacific railroad has resigned and accept- Mr. Belmont, a member of the committee, and
complained that in the course of Shipherd’s
ed the position of Superintendent of the Chicaceased was about 38 years of age and unmarexamination Mr. Belmont had misquoted his
go, Milwaukee and St. Paul railway.
ried.
(Blaine’s)
dispatches and put an entirely difLaunch at Thomaston.
ferent meaning to them than was intended by
Thomaston, April 24.—J. O. Cushing &
WASHINGTON.
witness.
Mr. Belmont declined to enter into an arguCo. launched today a schooner of 100 tons burment upon the subject, merely stating that the
The owners
Guiteau’s Case.
then, named Eliza Levensaler.
quotation marks in thej reports as printed in
24.—The
are J. O. Cushing, Atwood Levensaler, Wm.
Supremo the official records were not his but that he
Washington, April
8th as
M. Hyler and others.
there had been no radical misinterCapt. Singer Kellar is Court in bane to-day fixed upon Maythe
thought
bill
the date for heating arguments upon
pretation of his official correspondence.
to command her.
of exceptions in the Guiteau case. A lettor
The committee adjourned until Wednesday
A Shapleigh Cattle Dealer Missing.
from Scoville announcing his
was received
when the examination of Mr. Blaine will be
resumed.
Biddbford, April 24.—Francis Winn, a we^ retirement from the case.
Admiral Rodgers’s Condition.
known cattle dealer of Shapleigh, came to this
Admiral Rodgers, who has been lying very EXTENSION OP BANK CHARTcity several days ago and put up at a hotel.
ERS.
ill for some time at the naval observatory, was
He afterwards took hs team and rode out into
this afternoon moved to the Barber mansion
the country and has not been seen since.
Democratic
on Georgetown Heights, the site recently purThe
Leaders
Becoming
chased for the new observatory. His condiAbout one o’clock the next mornfng his horse
Alarmed—Better Prospects
for Mr.
such as to cause grave anxiety to his
is
tion
Cleaves
at
KenBill.
the
of
came into
Crapo’s
Irving
yard
friends.
Washington, April 24.—The friends of the
nebunkport, but all efforts to find Mr. Winn
The Utah Commission.
bill which provides for the extension of nahave so far proved unavailing.
The Critic says the President has selected
bank charters are very much more contional
ex-Sonator Paddock of Nebraska as the first
fident of success than they were two weeks
member of the Utah commission provided for
MARINE NEWS.
The
refusal of a certain number of Demago.
in the anti-polygamy bill.
ocrats on two different occasions to vote to alMiscellaneous.
low the bill even to be heard has given Democratic leaders a good deal of uneasiness, and
In the U. S. Supreme Court to-day a deciA Saco Schooner Short or Provisions.
the City of
of
the
case
rendered
in
was
sion
very loud protests are being received almost
New Yoke, April 24.—The steamer British
Ottawa, plaintiff in error vs. the First National
daily from prominent Democrats throughout
off
Mantanilla
that
16th,
Empire reports
April
the country against committing the party to
Bank of Portsmouth, N. H in error to the
Bank, she spoke the schooner Delhi of Saco, Circuit Court of the United States for the such a course. These protests are made with
The
Illinois.
District
of
Northern
judgment
special earnestness from the financial centres,
Me., short of provisions and supplied her.
The
where the effect upon the markets and the
was affirmed with costs and interest.
Portlandof
to
Bark
Ethel
Damage
general course of business which would result
opinion was by Justice Harlan.
The ship Helicon of Boston, from Manil a,
from non-action upon this bill and the inevitaCol. E. F. M. Fachtz, secretary of the Gerhere
this
died
Fire
Insurance
ble stringency which is likely to follow in the
man
Company,
reports that April 21st she spoke the hark
event that the extension bill shall not be
morning._
Ethel of Portland, with loss of main topmast
passed are properly estimated. A few of the
She wanted no assistance
and other damage.
Democratic leaders are very much in earnest
SOUTHERN CYCLONE.
upon this subject, and there is reason to think
and would make for the nearest port.
that the combination which has been attemptA Steamer Sunk and Three Lives Lost.
ed, notably by Mr. Flower 'of New York and
and Dwellings Demolished and
Mr. Hardenburg of New Jersey, will succeed
Hannibal, Mo., April 24.—Steamer Little Churches
Lost.
Lives
Many
Eagle was carried against the bridge here yes- ;
in giving the extension bill a day fora hear24.—Advices
N.
Wilmington,
C., April
terday and sunk. Three of the crow were
ing. Those who are best qualified to judge
from Brunswick and Pender countios give pardrowned. Loss $10,000.
say that if the bill is ever brought before the
ticulars of a terrible tornado that occurred
House for fair consideration, and an opportuniSaturday afternoon, causing great destruction. ty is given to vote upon it, there can be no
MASSACHUSETTS.
One church, two saw mills, several dwellings
doubt it will pass. Should it pass the House
were destroyed.
One child was killed and two
there could be no question that the Senate
adults known to have been seriously injured.
Three Men Seriously Injured.
would approve it.
Jackson, Miss., April 24.—Latest reports
Abington, April 24.—Three painters named
from the Montecello tornado put the death list
LABOR TROUBLES.
Bonney, Ray and Ramsdell, working on Danbar & Rhode’s eyelet factory at South Abingat 15 and wounded at 30. Many of the latter
the
to
were
25
feet
will
some
die.
ton,
precipitated
The Harmony Mills Closed—Thousands of
ground by the giving way of a swing stage on
Macon, Ga., April 24.—A fearful cyclone
Operatives Out of Work.
Saturday afternoon.
Bonney was taken up
struck Bibb county Saturday night, passing inunconscious.
Ramsdell had one rib broken,
Cohoes. NY. April 24.—The Harmony Mills
to Twiggs, Jones and
Wilkinson countios,
and was otherwise injured.
Ray is delirious plowing a track 800 yards wide and mowing closed to day. A platoon of police is on duty
At 6.30 o’clock today the
and injured internally.
in the vicinity.
down fences, farm buildings, etc. Two perstreets were deserted. There is no excitement.
Greenfield Roughs in Court.
sons were killed.
have worked thair “notice”
who
The employes
Greenfield, April 24.—Three of the gang
Selma, Ala.. April 23.—A disastrous cyclone will be paid to-morrow; all others will wait
of bridge builders concerned in the outrages of
this
passed through
county Saturday evening.
The committee of
until regular pay days.
Saturday night were arraigned to day for as- At Kings Landing three negroes were killed thirteen,
which became famous in the strike
sault upon John Flynn with intent to murder.
and at Graves Ferry two othors were killed
has
been
revised.
two years ago,
Soliciting
They plead not guilty and were held iu $5,000
Houses were
and many seriously wounded.
committees were organized
today. Public
each for examination on Monday next.
unroofed and great damage done to timber for
is strongly with the working class in
opinion
Poisoned by a Baker’s Brown Bread.
many miles.
their resistance of the 10 per cent reduction.
Boston, April 24.—Eight persons were
The Harmony Mills comprise a group of six,
THE INDIANS.
seriously poisoned at the Highlands Sunday by
occupying 200 acres of ground. Three storeeating brown bread pnrchased from John
houses give them a capacity of 40,000 bales of
Rommelt. Members of Rommelt’s family are
cotton. Their teuemeuts number 900 and the
among those affected. Physicians believe the
number of operatives 3500 boys and girls and
Another Ehcounter With the Apaches—
parties well recover and thiuk the poison was
2000 men and women. The mills contain 7000
A Deadly Conflict.
in
the
was
of
contained
which the bread
rye
looms and run 3250 spindles. The motive powLordsbuuo, N. M., April 24.—A fight oc- er is equivalent to 3700 horse power and derivmade.
curred yesterday at Horse Shoe Canon between
Ralph Waldo Emerson Better.
ed lrom the Mohawk river. The consumption
Indian "scouts and troops, in which the latter
A proAt midnight the condition of Ralph Waldo
of cotton is 400,000 pounds per week.
were victorious.
Four Indian scouts and three
Emerson is considered more encouraging.
tracted struggle is looked for.
soldiers were killed and four soldiers wounded.
Condition of Affairs at the Lawrence
A small band of hostiles were'seen going south
Senator McPherson t» Sue the New ft’ ork
Mills.
over San Simon Flat and a band of 20 or 30
for
Libel.
Her®ht
crossed the Southern Pacific, track near here
Lawrence, April 24.
north
towards
Burro
this
24.—Julius
Chambers
Philadelphia, April
early
The Pacific Central mill to-day employed 117
morning, going
Mountains. McDonald, a well known prosof Philadelphia, correspondent of the New
work last week.
more weavers than were at
York-H'eralu, was brought before a magistrate pector of this section, arrivod from Gila River The strikers held a meeting this afternoon and
of
a
of
this morning. He assisted in burying the bodcharge
op
lioelling Senator McPherson
voted to appoint a committee to visit the prinNew Jersey by publishing Mantrop’s stateies of 20 mou yesterday and reports several
cipal manufacturing cities in New England
ment that the Senator owned and paid ©1000
A mass meeting
persona missing. The Indians number over 300
and solicit contributions.
for 1-20 share
in the Peruvian company.
bucks, squaws and shildren, as ishown by actu- will be held Thursday afternoon. It was votChambers was held in 810,000 bail. The Senaal count. The Indians are completely sured to request those engaged in in different
tor said the New York Herald will be sued on
rounded and corralled in Doubtly Canon.
branches of business in the city to hold meetthe same charge in New York.
Those seen in San Simon Flat last evening
ings for the purpose of feeling the public pulse
At the hearing to-day Senator McPherson
are evidently stragglers.
All male citizens of
in relation to the course pursued by the mantestified he knew nothing about the Peruvian
unand
are
Leitendorf,Shakespoare
Lordsburg
agement and strikers.
der arms.
company; that he never saw nor knew James
B. Mantrop and that he proposed to test the
Arrested on a Bribery Charge.
The South Carolina Election Frauds.
right of a newspaper to go into a penitentiary
Richmond, April 24.—A warrant was issued
and take the statement of a convict reflecting
Charleston, April 24.—The jury in case of today for the arrest of G. II. Kendall of the
upon the character of a citizen.
Kendall Bank Note Co. of New York, charged
the Maysville managers of election failed to
witli attemDting to bribe a member of the
agree and were discharged today. The governA fire late last night in the furniture storage
board of the sinking fund commissioners with
ment then took up the case against Jno. Thogg
warehouse of Geo. C. Flint & Co. in New York
of
a view to obtaing the contract for printing
and 38 other defendants charged with conspircity on West street destroyed the building and ing to prevent qualified voters from voting in
Kendall destate bonds recently authorized.
its contents, causing a damage of ©75,000.
nies the charge.
Barnwell aounty.

[special bulletin.]
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Jacksonville, Fla., April 24.—The most
shocking disaster which ever occurred in

most

XLVIIth

PRICE 3 CENTS.

Congress-lst

Chicago the receipts of Corn were only 164,000
bosh, while the shipments amounted to 483,000
bush. Pork and Lard are dull and quiet. At New

Session.

SENATE.
■Washington, April 24.
A memorial was presented and referred au
follows: By Mr. Aldrich, from the Providence,
R. I., board of trade, and by Mr. Lapham,
from the jobbers and manufacturers of Rochester, N. Y,, in favor of the Lowell bankruptcy bill; by Mr. Lapham, a resolution of the
Union League of New York approving the
veto of the Chinese bill.
Several Indian bills wore passed and the
Mississippi river improvement bill taken up
but it went over without action.
Mr. Morgan introduced a bill for tbo encouragement of a closer commercial relationship
between the United States and South American countries. (It proposes the holding of a
convention in Washington during the present
year with a view to the construction of a
through line of railroad along the eastern
slope of the great mountain chain from Central America to Chili, and the establishment
of other facilities of communication.

Adjourned.

HOUSE.
Mr. Robinson offered a resolution dischargthe
committeo
on foreign
relations from
ing
the subject of imprisonment of American citizens abroad and declaring the same be brought
before the House for immediate consideiation.
After some discussion the matter went over
till to-morrow
Mr. Page from the committoe on commerce
reported a bill appropriating 850,000 to be immediately available for removal of obstructions from Hell Gate, N. Y. Passed.
A number of bill and resolutions were introduced and referred, among them the following: By Mr. Cox a resolution as to the American peace congress and its extension for purposes of trade; by Mr. Dezendorf appropriating 8100,000 for the erection of a presidential
mansion in Washington; by Mr. Robinson for
the final adjournment of Congress the 22d of
May.
By Mr. Anderson to reduce the
rate of postage on letter matter to two cents;
by Mr. Burch a resolution calling on the attorney general for information as to the enforcement or non-enforcement of the eight hour law
in the various departments of the government.
Mr. Humphrey from the committee on judiciary reported a bill to establish a uniform
Ordered printed and
system of bankruptcy.
recommitted.
A bill increasing by 100 the members of the
police of the District of Columbia gave rise to
some discussion upon the provision authorizing
the commissioner of the district in the appointment of policemen to give preference to men
honorably discharged from the volunteer force
of the army, and an animated controversy
took place between Messrs. Cox and Robeson in
which the former severely criticized Mr. Robethe bloody
son for attempting again to wave
shirt in the face of Congress.
Mr. Robeson moved to strike out the provision of the bill which repeals|the statute requiring that no person shall be appointed who has
not served in the army or navy.
Agreod to.
Considerable debate was occasioned by a motion by Mr. McLane, to recommit the bill and
his assertion that under the law in force as to
the district police more democrats were likely to be appointed than republicans. During
the discussion Messrs. McLane and Robeson
became engaged in a warm controversy and
the debate took a political turn, Messrs. Miller
and Randall also participating. After an hour
and a half of confusion the bill was passed;
117 to 06. Several other district bills were then

passed.

On motion of Mr. Cox a bill was passed prothat foreign vessels sailing from a port
of the United States shall be subject to the
same inspection as vessels of the United States.

viding

Adjourned.
Serious Fire Raging in Eau Claire, Wia.
Milwaukee, April 24.—A disastrous fire
started in Eau Claire, Wis., this afternoon,
and at midnight is still raging.
Reports are
meagre, the only statement being that there is
the
of
whole
town
being destroyed.
danger

Lynching an Accused Murderer.
Greensbueo, Ind., April 24.—A mob of 50
masked men forcibly took S. M. Garrett from
jail this morning and hanged him to a tree.
Garrett was charged with complicity in the
murder of a white man by a negro.

Gratifying: Crop Reports from the West.
Chicago, April 24.—The Tribune says that
crop reports given this morning from a large

number of localities in the West, present a
most uniformly gratifying and favorable showng-

more active at very strong
Pork and Lard.
Muscat’l and Valencia
Raisins are arm and higher. Sugar is more steady
at lOVscJor granulated and 9%o for Extra C. Potatoes—the shipping demand Is about over and the
market is dull. Apples scarce and firm.
Potatoes.
Early Rose, 19 bush:Houlton.1 00® 1 06

York the market closed

rates for

MaineOentral.1 00®1 06
Grand Trunk.1 0031 06

Praliacs, Eastern

The above prices are for
l As about oc higher.
drain

HE

Commons.

COMPLIMENTS

THE

ing began to-day.

Parnell Arrives at Kilmainham.

Dublin, April 24.—Parnell arrived at Kilmainham jail this evening.
The Pope Indisposed.
Rome, April 24.—The Pope is seriously indisposed and his physicians urge a change of
_

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
McCulloch's tannery, at Williamsport, Pa.,
was burned yesterday.
Loss 875,000.
The four story buildings and contents on
Staten Island Sound, owned by the Bowker
fertilizing works, wore burned yesterday. Loss
8100,000; insured ?300,000. Origin of the Are
unknown.
The Franklin hotel and opera house building at Franklin, Ind., were burned yesterday.
Loss 820,000.
Tbe spreading building of the Goodyear
iLdia rubber gtovo company in Nangatnck,
Cain., was destroyed by Are yesterday aftorno«n. Loss 85,000; insured.
R Porter Lee, President, and Herman J.
Hali, were arrosted last nigbt for irregularities
in connection with tbe affairs of the dtfunct
FirstNational Bank of Buffalo, N. Y,

FINANCIAL AND C0MMERC8AI
Portand Rail) Wholesale ?larb«i.
There is

10

change

to

FOBTLAND. April 24.
in Flour, but the
firm, and some millers

note

market is seady with prices

were askiughigher rates to-day
during the present month. At

'l

market.

&

Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.

Ohloago-Wheat-- -Corn---Oats—.
Time. May.
June. May. June. May. June.
9.45.. 129%
10.30. .130
11.30. 129%

130%
131 Vs
130%

72

70%
71%
71%
71%
71%

72%
72%
71%
72%

12.30..130% 131
1.04.. 130%
131%
July Wheat 9.45 a m 129; 1.04 p
129%.

48%
48%
48%
48%
48%

m

47%
48
48

47%

129%; call

_

market.
Corrected for the Press dally by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants In Chicago firstsed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Fresh Beef

Sides.10%@11%

@15

Hinds.13

Fores.7%@8% Rattles. 6%ig 7%
10211
Backs.9 @10 Rounds.
Loins.18
Rumps.15' @10
@21
Romo Loins.18%@18
dtceiyii et idubu Central.
Portland, April 22.
For Portland, ears 20 miscellaneous merchandise
for connecting roads 65 ears miscellaneous mar
c

hand tee

Daily Domestic Receipt**
-1000 bush Corometl

W

By waterconveyance

to

.TnmftOc._
Mteck Market.

The following quotations of stocks are received
and corrected dally by Woodbury A Moulton (mem
bers of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange 8tree

Closing.
7%

Overling.
.7%
6
WaterPower.

Boston Land—

6
6

5
Land.
22
Flint & Pore Marquette common
A
Clev.
7s.100
C. S.
Hartford & Erie 7fl. 47
A. T. A S. P. 80
Boston A Maine.148
Flint A Pere Marquette preferred. 96%
47
L. R. A Ft. Smith....
80
Marquette, Houghton & Out.

Aspinwall

23%
100

48%
88%
146

96%
47%
80

..

Summit Branch. 11%
11%
Denver A Rio Grande. 69%
60%
84
86
Mexican Central 7s.
78
Northern Pacific preferred. 77%
••
Common. 38%
38%
[Sales at the Broker’s Board. Boston, April 24.
11c
Milton
Deer Isle Mining Company.23c
Eastern R. R.. 4%s.108%
Sullivan Mining Co .1%
Twin Lead. 3c
New York
New Yokk.
from 3 to 2%,

Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)

Mfock and

April 24—Evening. Money loaned

closing 2%: prime mercantile paper
6@5%. Exchange is steady at 487 for long and
489% for short. Governments unchanged. State
bonds fairly active and strong. Railroad bonds are
generally strong on large volume of business.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of

Government tsecurities:
101%
United States 6s, ex.
United States 6*s ext.
101%
United States new, 4% s, reg. 116%
United States new, 4%’b coup.116%
United States new, 4’s, reg.121%
United States new, 4’s, coup.121%
Pacific 6’sof 95.132
The following are the closing quotations of stocks:
Ch!cago& Alton. ....129
Chicago A Alton preferred.130
C. B. Quincy.130%
37%
Erie.
Erie preferred. 76
136%
Illinois Central.
Lake Shore.
104%

Michigan Central...*. 80%

New

Jersey Central. 67%

Northwestern.130%
Northwestern preferred.140

York Central....127%
Rock Island
1..,127%
...
Milwaukee & St. Paul.112%

New

St. Paul preferred...122%
Union Pacific stock.111%
Western Union Tel. Co. 82%
California

mining Stock*.

(By Telegraph.)
Francisco. April 22 —The following

San
closing onotations of

are

Mining stocks to-day:

Bodie.

the

6%

Best:* Belcher.
•••

£%
2%
1%
7%

3%
1%
7%
Sierra Nevada.
12%
Union Con..
1
Yellow Jacket
Ophir.
Savage

Chicago Live attack market.

(By Telegraph.)

London, April 34.
In the Commons this afternoon it was announced that the objectionable circular issued
by policeinspector Smith concerning Clifford
Lloyd has been withdrawn.
The
Mr. Gladstone introduced the Budget.
actual surplus of revenue over expenditure for
Gladstone attrithe past year was £352,000.
buted the diminution of revenue from alcohol
Continuto increased savings by the people.
ing Gladstone said the condition of trade could
He attributed
not be called unsatisfactory.
the symptom not to diminntion of the resources of the country, but to the absence of those
extreme prices which marked the 'previons period of prosperity.
Mr. Gladstone called attention to certain
prominent increases of expenditure such as an
increase of £45,000 required for .Irish rates including those for police, resident magistrates
and land courts and increase of £107,000 for
charges on account of postal telegraphs and
another of £85,000 for reduction of the debt.
Gladstone regretted the growing popular indifference in regard to the increase of expendiAmericans had shown extraordinary
ture.
vigor and fortitude in reducing their debt and
in bearing heavy taxation for that purpose.
He thought our modern history hardly so creditable. The revenue for the coming year is
estimated at £84,935,000 thus showing an estimated surplus of £305,000. Mr. Gladstone said
the meagreness of this surplus was such lie
had to abandon the hope of a great financial
readjustment in connection with the county
government bill, and in order to fulfil promises
in regard to the reidjustment of the high way
rate he proposed to praise £250,000 more by a
slight increase of carriage duty—this was oniy
He stated the national
a novelty in the bnget.
debt had been reduced £7,1G9,000 during the
year. Sir Stafford Northcote said he would
defer criticism on the buget and speech of (be
Right Hon. Gentlemen.
The English Ministerial Programme.
The Standard says the speedy release of the
American suspects on terms that may involve
the recall of Mr. Lowell, the gradual release
of all political suspects and jthe trial of those
detained upon suspicion of complicity in outrages, the substitution for the coercion act of
a large increase of summary 'jurisdiction vested in magistrates, and the amendment of the
the land act,
arrears and purchase clauses of
the ministeral
are the principal features of
programme.
The English Ministerial Programme.
London, April 21.—The Standard says the
speedy release of tho American suspects on
terms! that may involve the recall of Mr.
Lowell, the gradual release of all political suspects and the trial of those detained upon suspicion of complicity in outrages, the substitution for the Coercion act of a large .increase of
summary jurisdiction vested in magistrates,
and the amendment of the arrears and purchase clauses of the laud act, are the principal
features of the Ministerial programme.
The Ring Theatre Horror Revived.
Vienna, April 24.—The trial of the Mayor,
officials of the lire department and several person counocted with
the management of the
Ring theatre for neglect or punishable action
in connection with the burniug of that build-

>

sma

Portland, April 24.
following quotation, of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago today by S. U. Larmlnie

AMERICAN

PEOPLE.

air.

of Potatoes:

Halo & Norcross..
Mexican.
Northern B*>Ue.

Introduces the Budget

in the

lots

Gould & Curry.

FOREIGN.
Gladstone

car

The

_

Death of an Eminent Divine.
Trenton, N. J., April 34.—Rev. J. K. Burr,
one of tho revisers of the New Testament, died
today, aged 57 years.

@»0

...

Burbanks.@90
Grand Trunk.
§86
Jacksons and White Brooks.75380

than at

any

time

West Wheat
opened lowe: and continued so until near the closo
when a betto1 feeling prevailed, and the markets
closed firm wtb the decline fully recovered; the
export inquiry was reported very light. Grain rules
about tbe sane here, but the market is irregular
and unsettled with a very moderate business. At
the

Chicago, April 24.—Cattle—Receipts 1,8 0 head:
shipments 1800; 10@20 higher and all sold;exports
7 20@7 60; good to choice shipping at 6 76@7 10;
common to fair 5 7036 60.
Hogs— Receipts 20,500 head; shipments 7500
head;market is firra;common to good mixed at 6 60
(§7 16; heavy packing and shipping at 7 20@7 80;

light

6

60@7 20.__

Oomeatle market*.

CBj Telegraph.)
Nbw Yobs, April 23—Evening.—Fleur market
less active and scarcely so firm and in instances 6@
10 lower, mainly on Winter Wheat, with light export and local trade demand.
Receipts Flour 16,062 bbls; exports 1729 bbls;
sales 13,000 bbls; No 2 at 3 10@4 10; Superftre
Western and State 4 0035 26; common to good ext
Western and State 6 00@5 76; good to ehoToe Waster*' extra at 5 8038 76; common to choice White
Wlie<*t Western extra 7 2538 26; fancy do at 8 30
(§8 75; common to good extra Ohio at 5 2038 60;
common to choice extra St. Louis at 6 2039 00;
Patent Minnesota extra at 7 50@8 00; ehoToe to
double extra at 8 1039 35, including 1200 bbls of
Cltv Mill extra 6 90@7 00 for W I; 1300 bbls No 2
at 3 10@4 10; 1100 Superfine at 4 0036 25; 700
bbls low extra at 5 00:35 60; 3,600 boll Winter
Wheat extra at o 20@9 00; 4900 bbls Minnesota extra at 5 1039 25. southern flour is steady; common to fair at 6 70@6 90: good to choice at 6 96@
8 50.
Wheat—receipts 57,300 bush: exports 24,000 bush; opened easier, afterwards stronger and
advanced %@%, then weaker agam and lost most
of improvement, closing firm at best rates of day;
export trade very light and less doing in options;
sales 1.553,000 bU9b, including 49,000 on spot;
No 2 Spring 1 43%; ungraded Red at 1 1831 49;
No 3 at 1 40(31 41; No 2 Red at 1 47@1 47% certificates; No 2 White 1 35; No 1 White. 18,000 bu
at 1 40@1 41. Rye weakjsales Canada 94%@96c.
Barley steady. Malt unchanged. Cora l a2c lower, unsettled and depressed: export inquiry very
light and fairly active trada in options, closing firm
with most decline recovered: receipts 75,665 bush;
exports 2634 bush; sales 1,640,000 bush, including 62,000 bush on spot: ungraded 84@89c; No 2
at 86@87%c in store, 88% @89c (delivered; White
Western 87c; No 2 White at 90c; No 2 for April at
87c; May at 80%@82%c, closing at 82%c; June
at 80@81%c closiDg at 81%c; July at 80%@81%,
closing at8l%c; August at 80%@82c, closing at
81%c. Oats%@l% higher on cash and near by,
late options easier; receipts 28,226 bush; exports
bush: sales 445,000 bush: No 3 at 69c: White
do at 59%c; No 2 at 69%c; do White 59%@60c:
1
at 60c; White do at 61c; Mixed Western at 67
No
360c; White do at 69@63c; Mixed State at 69@
60%c; White do at 60363c. Nngar dull; fair to
good refining at 7%37%c; refined steady. White
Ex C at 8%@8%; off A at 8%39%c; standard %
39% c; powdered at 10%@10%c; Cubes at 10%;
crushed at 10%: Confectioners A at 9%@9 l-16c.
TIoIum-u * steadily held. Petroleum firm; united 78%. Tallow steady: sales 60,000 lbs. Park
more active at very strong rates; sales 1360 bbls of
old mess on spot at 17 2o@17 60; new do at 18 26;
options dull and nominal. Lard opened about 6c
lower, afterwards recovered and advanced 6; closed
very strong with an active trade; Bales 3617 prime
steam on spot, part Western delivery, at 11 80<g
11 32%; 60 oity steam 11 20:reflned for Continent
1140. Blitter dull and unchanged. C'fceeae is
steady.
I
Freights to Liverpool dull; Wheat i> steam %.

Chicago. April 24.—Flour nominally unchanged.
Wheat is generally higher; No 2 Chicago Spring at
1 37@1 38 cash; l 38 for April; 1 30% May;l 31%
@1 31% for June 1 29%@1 29% for July; No 8
Chicago Spring at 1 16%. Com generally lower
at 71%c foi cash and April; 72%o for May; 71%c
for June; 71%@71%c for July; rejected 69%c.
Oats are lower at 48o for cash: 48% c May; 48c for
June; 44c July. Kye dull at 87%c. Barley quiet
at 1 0 :%. Pork is unsettled at 17 85@17 96 cash;
17 85 for April; 17 90®17 92% for May; 18 02%
@18 05 for June; 18 22%@18 26 for July. Lard
is shade lower at 11 00 cash, April apd May: 11 15
for June: 11

27%®@11

30 lor

July.

Bulk Meats

quiet;sboulders 7 60: short ribs 10 20; short clear
10 60.
At the afternoon call of the Board, Wheat closed
82% June;
higher at 1 38 for April; l 31%
I 29% for July. Corn higher at 73,®73Vsc May;
72@72%c for June; 72%c July. Oats higher at
49%c for May; 48%c June: 44%c July. Pork is
higher at 18 00 for May: 18 17% for June; If
for July. Lard higher at 11 05 # 11 07% for May;
II 17%@11 20 for June; 11 35 for July.
Receipts—9,000 bbls hour, 12,000 bush when
154.000 bush own. 72,<M)0 bush oits, 980 bus^
rye. 12,000 bush barley.
Shipments 8 500 btls four, 17,000 bosh wheat,
483.000 bush corn, 85,000 bush oats, 6,0. 0 bosh
rye, 7.000 bush barley.

May;l

|&

ST. Louis. April 24.—Flour we&ki Wheat lowei
until near tne close, when it advanced; No 2 Ued
Fall at 1 33%'al 34% for cash;l 35<@1 35% May;
I 23@1 24% for June; 1 11%@1 13% for July;
No 3 at 1 24®1 24%; No 4 at 1 14. Corn is lower
at 75%@76%c for cash.closing 76%c;72%@73%

May .closing 73%; 71%@71%c June, 72% @72%
July. Pork low er to sell at 17 76 bid for cash,
April and May; 17 95 bid for June. Lard nominally
for

II 10.

Receipts—6,000 bbls flour, 38,000 bush whaai,
73,010 oasn corn, 0,000 bash oats, 0,001 bush r/e,
0 000 bosh barley.
Shipments-13,000 bbls dour, 16,000 bush wheat,
34.000 bush corn, 0,000 bush oats, 00,000 bush
Bariev. 0.0C0 bnsh rye.
Detroit. April 24.—Wheat vorvdull;No 1 White
spot at 1 32; Aprill 32; May at 'l 32%@1 32%;
June 1 31%; July at 1 26% ;No 2 Red 1 39 asked;
No 2 White 1 28.
Receipts 14,000; shipments 0,000 bnsh.
New ORLEAN8,April 24.—Cotton steady;Middling
uplands 12c.

Mobile, April 24.—Cotton quiet: Middling up11% c.
SAVANNAH, April 24.—Cotton is steady;Middling
uplands ll%o.
Memphis,April 24 —Cotton steady; Middling up1 unis at 12c.
lands at

bureptan .Tlnriten.
By Tolegraph.)

Ijusdjn, April 23.—American securities United
States bonds, 4%», 118%.
liivicRPihh.,April 23-1^.30 P.M.—Cotton nuiket
iu moderate inquiry and freely supplied; Uplands at
6 11-16; Orleans 0%d; sales 10,uuO bales, speet
lation and export 2,000; futures dull.
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We do not read anonymous letters and oommunare in
The name and address of the writ

net necessarily for cblicaguaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.

indispensable,

cases

tton but

as a

regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
Every

of every person

claiming to represent

our

journal.

A Republican State Convention
WILL

BE

CITY HALL,

HELD

IN

PORTLAND,

Thursday, June 15th, 1882,
At 11 o’clock A. M.,
purposo of nominating a candidate

for Governor, and four candidates for Representatives in
Congress, to be supported at the September Election: and to transact any other business that may
come before it.
The basis of Representation will be as follows:
each city, town and plantation will be entitled to
one delegate, and for each seventy-five votes cast
for the
Candidate for Governor in 1880
an additional delegate, and for a fraction of forty
votes, In excess of seventy-five votes, an additional

For the

Secretary of War to lay out and construct
a canal through the States of Maryland and
Delaware, to connect by the most practicable

properly

aud convenient route the waters of Chesapeake and Delaware bays. The bill provides
that the canal shall not be less than 100 feet
wide at the bottom, 26 feet below mean low
water, and 178 feet wide at low water level,
with docks 60 feet by 600 feet in the chambers, and sufficient to allow the passage of
vessels drawing 22} to 23 feet of water. The
probable cost is not given, but it would be
very great, and the work would be of doubtful value.

Or the twenty-six Senators whose terms
expire on the fourth of March next, eleven
are Republicans, fourteen Democrats, and
one, Davis of Illinois, both or neither as
may happen for the moment to suit his view
of his own interest. The Republicans are
Chilcott of Colorado, McDill of Iowa, Plumb
of Kansas, Kellogg of Louisiana, Frye of
Maine, Hoar of Massachusetts, Ferry of
Michigan, Windom of Minnesota, Saunders
of Nebraska, Rollins of New Hampshire,
Anthony of Rhode Island. Most of these
Will probably be re-elected; all, with the exception of Kellogg, will doubtless be succeeded by Republicans, and the successor of
Mr. Davis of Illinois will also probably be a
Republican. The Democrats whose terms
expire are Morgan of Alabama, Garland of
Arkansas, Saulsbury of Delaware, Hill of
Georgia, Beck of Kentucky, Lamar of Mississippi, McPherson of New Jersey, Ransom
of North Carolina, Grover of Oregon, Butler
of South Carolina, Harris of Tennessee,
Coke of Texas, Johnston of Virginia, and
Davis of West Virginia. Most of these of
will be succeeded by Democrats, but
Republicans, to offset their loss in Louisiana, where General Gibson is already eletted in place of Kellogg, have gained one in
Virginia, Riddleberger having been chosen
in place of Johnston, and have a fair prospect of gains in New Jersey and Oregon as
course

the

well

as

in Illinois.

The senate committee on postoffices and
post roads have reported favorably a bill to
pay ante-bellum mail contractors in the
south. It revives the appropriation of $375,000 made by act of March 3,1877, but provides that no payments shall be made after
the claimants ceased to carry the mails for
the United States nor for mail services rendered after May 31,1861, when discontinuordered by the postmaster general,
where payments were made by the Confederate or any State government for mail
ance was
nor

services rendered prior or subsequent to
such times or said dates. It however declares
inapplicable to the payments authorized by
this bill the section of the revised statutes
making it unlawful to pay claims of persons
who were not loyal. The bill directs the
at

once

Secretary of the Treasury to begin
to pay in full the late mail contractors of the

Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Missouri, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Texas, Tennessee, Virginia and West Virginia, their heirs or legal representatives,
the amount due under their respective conand 1861, in
tracts, for the years 1859, 1860
the order in which the claims are duly and
States of

legally presented.

_

Fbof. Wells, of the Rochester (New York
Free Academy, has a practical way of teachare
ing civil government. Regular caucuses
held among the students, at which delegates
are chosen to State and national conventions. Nominations are made and elections
are held.
In short, the details of government are

practically exhibited.

The Lewiston Gazette, one of the ablest
and brightest papers in Maine, has changed
it* “make-up,” and now appears in quarto
form. It looks better than before, which is
saying much for so handsome and well-conducted

a

journal.

Republicans

have

large majorities

in

fifteen and Democrats in five of the new
Ohio Congressional districts, and in the
other the Democrats had, in 1S80, a majority
of 364. The State has now five Democrats
in

Congress.

Mothers, Nurses
and Doctors ngroo that for Sour-Stomach,
and
Flatulency, Diarrhoea,
Constipation,
nothing is so prompt as old Dr. Pitcher's
Castoria. By assimilating the food,
Castoria gives robust health and nat*

oral sleep.

law’s seven-year-old boy, seeing
box from the table, aimed a cocked revolver
at bim, exclaiming, “That’s my mamma’s;
The subscription
d—n you, put it down.”
for the support of that sort of viper ought to
be

hurJniment

gigantic.

The Great

members of the

The Louisville Journal tells its Democrat,
ic colleagues that their opposition to the national banks arises from ignorance. The
truth does not often crowd politeness out of
a Democratic paper like that.
Advice to Young Poets.
[The Saturday Review.]
Unluckily, tbe result of all romantic and
“naturalistic” recreations against consecrated
formula; is to introduce new commonplaces, or
to set each poet on inventing commonplaces
which become characteristic of his own work.
Poetry must always be more or less a matter of
convention.
ers, just as
comes

a

Some epithets are allowed; othappropriate, are tabooed. Then

poet who employs

a

tabooed word suc-

cessfully, and then a school of imitators convert the novelty into a conventional formula.
For example, it has long been common to talk
of an “orange” sky. Orange sunsets fade, and
crimson dies into deep orange, and no one is
offended. But, let a poet try a lemon twilight;
let him say that the lemon-colored sunset
smiles, or that the orange sunset dies and
fades into pale lemon o’er the sea, and the bard
will have the critics down upon him. Yet the
late sunset is very often lemon-liued, so that
lemon-yellow is found in almost every box of
water-color pigments. And lemons are just as
poetical articles of commerce as oranges—more
so, we venture to think—and the pale glow of
lemons in the dark glossy leaves on the southern coast is as beautiful as any golden apples

Healing Remedy.

An infallible cure for Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Wounds,Burns, Sprains,
Spavin, and Lameness from

Stiff Joints,
any cause.

P.T. Barnaul, the great Showman, says
“Among my vast troupe of Equestrians, Teamsters, Horses, Camols, and Elephants, some are
always strained, bruised, or wounded. My Sur*
and Yeterinaries all say, that for casual*
itics to men and animals, nothing is sc
efficacious as Centaur Liniment.”

Wanted.
every county in New England, for
our new indexed atlas of tlio United States
and World, with maps of every oountry on the face

of the globe; last census; indexed list of tcwns; history of every state and territory; sells for one
third the price of other world atlases. PERRY &
SPAULDING, 106 Court St., Boston.
aprlBdlm

Try

Tomato-red

the sunset

Inspect

our

Stock before

-

-

Purchasing.

R. R. 1st Mort.

.PAIN

DAVIS*'
House

Never-Failing Cure for Burns,
Scalds, Bruises, Cats, Sores, etc.
After forty years of trial. Perry

Davis’ Pain Killer stands unrivaled.
It acts immediately! It
never foils I
Editor of the Et. John (N. B.) News, says:
In flesh wounds, aches, pains, sores, etc.,
It la the most effectual remedy we know of.
No family should bo without a bottle of It

I use your Pain Killer frequently. It
relieves pain and soreness, and heals wounds
like magic.

J. W. Dee says:
For scalds and bums It has no equal
PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KIIXER Is not
Eor forty years
a new untried remedy.

it lias been in constant use; and those who
have used it tho longest are its best friends.
Its success is entirely because of its merit.
Since the Pain Killer was first introduced,
hundreds of new medicines have come and
gone, while to-day this medicine is more
extensively used and more highly valued
than ever before.
family should have
a bottle ready for use. Much pain and heavy
doctors’ bills may often be saved by prompt
of the Pain Killer. Unlike most
icines, it isverfectly safe even in the hands
of a child. Try It once thoroughly, and It
will prove its value. Your druggist has it
at 25c., 50c. and 81.00 per bottle.
PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Provldenoe, R. I.

Every

Slication

eou&wiy

the Shore,

REAL

ESTATE.

For Sale

or

Three story Brick House, ten rooms
and Bath room, all in good order, Sebago Water, Was and Furnace, Cemented
Cellar and good drainage. Enquire on
LEWIS O’BKION,
the premises of
89 Pleasant Street.
dlw
ap24

A

FOR SALE.
DESIRABLE residence pleasantly situated

within ten minutes walk of Post
Office, Store, depot, church and school house, and
on direct road from Portland to Yarmouth.
The
property consists of a good story and half house,
containing six rooms, in first class condition. Hard
and soft water. A good stable. Seven acres good
land and 100 fruit trees, apple, pear and plum, all
in bearing condition. Inquire of JOEL WHITNEY.
69 Franklin Street, Portland, Maine, or D. 0,
MOULTON, Falmouth, Me.
ap20dtf
FAIOI FOR SALF.

belonging to the late L. O. Small, very
pleasantly located on road loading from South
Windham to Windham Hill, one mile from Gambo
P. 0. U. It. Station, will he sold at a bargain. Small
payment required, balance can stand with mortgage
orrtime. Said farm contains about 90 acres land,
divided into Wood, Timber, Pasturing and Mowing
lands; the buildings are a good two story house with
ell, wood and carriage house with large barn, all in
Will he sold with farm, a good
good condition.
For further particulars,
stock of Farming Tools.
inquire of JOHN M. ALLEN, Saccarappa, Me.
d&wtf
aprl

THE

IN

aprl9

dlw&w2w*

For Sale in Deering.

Comer of Ocean and Reed streets, a
Fine Bnilding Lot, 130x140 feet. Cedar
hedge, shade trees, sidewalk, on line
of horse cars. Terns liberal. Inquire
of John C. Proctor, 03 Exchange street.
eod2w2
Apl5_

AMPUTATION OF THE LEG.
The Old Family Physician at Fanlt—Or.
David Kennedy the Successful Surgeon.

Money the universal necessity, and none but a
cynic or a fool will affect to despise it. Mr. Abram
Ellsworth, of Port Ewen, Ulster county, N. Y., had
realized this truth. His disease involved the whole
of his iliigh-bone, a1 d the suffering man looked forward, not without apparent reason, to death as his
only deliverer. His family physician refused to am.
putate the limb—asserting that the operation would
kill the patient on the spot. Dr. David Kennedy^
of Rondout, N. Y. who was consulted, held a differThe Doctor
ent opinion, and amputated the limb.
then administered freely his great Blood Specific
FAVORITE REMEDY to afford tone and strength
to the system, prevent the return of the disease,
and Mr. Ellsworth remains to this day in the bloom
of health. This gentleman’s disease was the offspring of foul blood, and Kennedy’s FAVORITE
REMEDY purified the blood and restored to him
the power once more to enjoy his life. Are you suffering from any disease traceable to the same cause?
Try Favorite Remedy. Your druggist has it. ONE
DOLLAR a bo tie. Bear in mind the proprietor’s
name and address: Dr. David KENNEDY, Rondout,
New York.
ap25T,Th&S&wlm
is

We shall offer special bargains in each department of
stock of spring goods as follows:

pieces standard new style Gingham, at 10 cents per yard; sold
erywhere for 15 cents.
2 cases yard wide Cambrics, in new styles, at 10 cents per yard.
50 pieces Colored Debege, at 10 cents; former price 20 cents.
25 pieces Black Grenadine, at 25 eents; former price 75 cents.
10 pieces all wool Shoodah Cloths, at 50 cents; regular price 62 1-2
1 case all wool Shoodah, 48 inches wide, at 75 cents; worth $1.

FOR SALE.
Story House and Ell, containing

IVarooms,

one

ted with ell, 2

6

finished

unfinished room, with stable connecacres cf excellent garden land, besicd

number of acres of flats, water front; about 70
on
the County
road, leading from Knightville to Turner’s Island
in Capo Elizabeth, Va mile from Portland Bridge.
For further particulars, apply to
John Watson, near the premises or N. S/GARDINER, R. E.
Agent, 93 Exchange St., City.
apr7dlm
a

fruit trees in bearing; situated

Lawn

Dressing.

Messrs. C. W.

Belknap

& Son

Manufacture aud keep constantly on hand a Lawn
Dressing which is second to none in the world;
every article of which it is composed is food for
grass. It also eCeetually drives earth worms from
the lawns, and likewise kills moss, which is often so
troublesome in old lawns. After applying stable
manures to lawn*, also Superphosphates and many

other lawn dressings now in use, it is a long time
before ihe children can be allowed to play on them
Not so with the
on account of the offensive odor.
composition which we offer to the public, for there
Is nothing of which it is composod to prevent chjl
dren using the lawn as a play ground at any and all

English

Duplex, Oxford
and Harrard Burners.

c. E. JOSE &

oclO

_^

G0.„

OP THE

SKIN
OAN

A

RESIST

as

142 Jk 144 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

dtf

iuh20

GRAND TRUNK RAW GO.
OF CANADA.

invited for

STORES
TENDERS
kinds, required by the Company at MONTREat PORT H if RON.
at

of various

AL, Que.,
Mich.,
Me., and at other places during the
commencing July 1, 1882.

PORTLAND,

t welve

months

Forms of Tender, with full particulars, can be
had ou application to the General Storekeeper of
the Company, at Montreal, Que., or to the Deputy
Storekeepers at Port Huron, Mich., and Portland,

Me.
Tenders

‘'Tender

endorsed,

and addressed to the undersigned,
on or before Wednesday, May 31st.

for Stores,”
will be received

Montreal, April 15th,

1882.

GRATKFUL-COJIFO^TIIVG.

COCOA

BREAKFAST.

“By

thorough knowledge of the natural lawk
which
govern the operaiions of digestion and
nutrition, and hy a careful .pplication of the fine
properties of well selected Cotoa, Mr. Epps has pro
vided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of
diet that a constitution may be gradually bujlt up
until strong enough to resist every tendency to
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever tbere is a weak
point. We may escape many a fatal Staf t by keeping ourselves well fortitted with pure Hood and a
properly nourished frame.”— Civil Service Quzettc.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. s0id j'n
tins only (l4-fb and ibl, labeled.
JAMES EPPS dfc
CO., Hommopnliiic
Chemists, Loudon, Englnnd.
a

Tu,8&w 1 yr4'J

nov28

MARKS

111

Orders oy mall

Cuts

or

Printing a Specialty,
In person promptly attar,ued

Particular attention paid

Pamphlet Printing

glowel

On verdant wavee cucambFine,
Till night, descending, indig-’d
With h ue the mournful q>ep divine.
If you are successful, you will *oon have fob
tolowers enough; and indigo, cucumbers and
matoes will be as common in song as rcses
oranges and daffodils.

to

M

h

to

and

TnTh8tlvl

C.H.LAMSON
20J Middle Street,
Sole

©odeow&weoTFiy

for Portland and vifor tho bale of first-claw

Agent

efuity,

ja2

ME.,

EVANSVILLE,

MUNICIPAL

4s

MUNICIPAL

4

Bicycles, including tho Columbia’s, Harvard’s,Yale’s etc. Also,
agent for tho MARINE Bicyole,
tho greatest novelty afloat.
aplSdtf

In* In* I

MUNICIPAL

58
6s

INDIANA,
MUNICIPAL

68

Woodbury & Moulton
dec31

Exchange Sts.,
eodtf

BOISTBS.
Portland Water

Co.,

1st

Mort.

6s

Cincinnati,.5a
6s
Cincinnati,.
Cook County

-.7s

Evansville lnd.,.7s

Chicago,.7s
Maine Central R. R. Consol,
7s
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. 1st Mort.,
6s
Eastern Car Trust,
6s
V. S, 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and Coupon,

SWAN & BARRETT,
186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

■

A

Fj |

Kw *■■■1*^

in Timothy, Clover, Flax, Hun
gai-ian, Millet, Red Top, Blue <*raa»,
l.invu €*rasn, Orchard l-rnin,
CSardea, Flower, Bird Meed*, A c.

Dealers

T
A
™

Market Hall. Market
"

feb?5

DR

F. II. KJENISON
bas

opened

an

office

in

^Portland andean bo found

ws.' |
^

No. 276 Middle St.,
over

Edwards & Walker’s

Hardware
may 8tf»

store,

from

to

dtf

DANCE

Tickets, admitting Gent

obtained of

and Ladies,

$1.00;

the committee, and at W. S.

to be
Banks’

Drugstore; F. R. Farrington, Middle street; Geo.
C. Frye, Congress street, and at the door.

Band Concert from 8 to 9. Grand March at 9. p.
manic by tJinadler’* Maud.
aplodtd

m.

TTT 1.1 DRAMA
ENTITLED

be presented

at the Vestry corner of C'ongroae and India
Ntreet*. Tickets 20 cents; Children under 12.10
cents. Entertainment at 8 o’clock.
ap2543t

Theatre.

.Proprietor

Frank Curtis

&

manager.

Two Nights and one Matinee,
Friday
and Saturday, April 28 Sc 29.

WHITCOMB
Supported by the

same

Company

which

peared with him during

has ap-

219 Nights in Chicago, 156 Nights in
New York City, 103 Nights in San
Francisco, and Eleven weeks in Boston.
Music by our own Orchestra.
Secure your seats.
Sale of
Seats .50, .75 and $1.00. Gallery 35.
seats commence Wednesday, April 26.
ap24ptd

CITY

HALL,
&

Evening,

BOSWORTH RELIEF CORPS
Willprodufte the Juvenile Operetta

Riding Hood,

Under the direction of Miss Emma Pond of Boston.
During the production of the Operetta will be introduced a squad Drill by

HIGH SCHOOL CADETS.
Singing by Miss Leila Farrell, Mr. F. C. Cushing
and others. Admission, Matinee, Adults 15, Children 10. Evening, Adults 26, Children 15 cts.
Deserved Seats, 35 cts., for sale at Stock bridge’s,
and at the door. Doors open at 1.30. Matinee at
2.30. Evening doors open at 7 and perf >rmance at
7.46.
apr‘2~>dlw

THOSE
NEW
KNOX
AND
DUNLAP

STYLES
IN
STIFF
HATS

FOOTWEAR !
LADIES’
Front Lace Boots, new and stylish.
sizes and half sizes.

All widths,

SPECIALTIES.
Ladies’ Front Lace Boots.
Ladies’ Cloili Tod Button.
Ladies’ Oil Goat Button.
Ladies* French Kid Button.
Ladies’ and Misses* White Kid
Ladies’ Fancy Slippers.
Ladies’ Newport Ties.

>

have arrived and are on our counters to-day. We have the nobbiest
lot of Stiff and Soft Hats ever
shown in Portland. We bay direct from the the manufacturers
and can sell much less than others.

KNOX
BOYD’S HATS.
Knox,
York,
Slippers.

Ladies’ Newport Button.

E. W.

Fine New.York Boots for Ladies’ wear, in all the

leading styles.

Woodmansee &

Garside’s

appointed

ns as

the sale of his
in Portland.

of New
has
Sole Agents for
celebrated

Hats,

Fine New York Boots for Ladies’ wear, all widths,
sizes and half sizes.

TRUNKS
AND
GENTLEMEN’S
BAGS.
Ladies’
a

specialty.

Goods

styles.

v

Onr Stock is large and prices
are low.

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

& WHITNEY,

A

a

TINT CITY HALL,
Wednesday Evening, April 20th, 1882.

eodtf

At 421 CONGRESS STREET,

eodtf

Oi

be celebrated by

BAND CONCERT AND

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

mcli7

Boots and Shoes in all the
leading
sent byjnail, postage prepaid.

Street, sip of the Gold Hat.
|^^
W a

will

s

FOR SALE BV

BROWN,

SON & CO.’S noted Soft Hat of Philadelphia.

^1

Exchange St., Portland, He.
Pine Jab

Face,
Burns,

Wroliauge,

—

Chorus of 100 Voices,

ME.,

SPECIAL. AGENT FOR DUNLAP & CO.’S
SHOE
celebrated Stiff Hat of New York, and STET- THE
ap8

ap22

OF

FELLOWSHIP

ODD

Red

CLEVELAND, OHIO,
(BOARD OF EDUCATION)

If you have not got bnt a small amount of money he will try and
please you. He keeps the lluest goods in the world, and is

237 Middle

—

May 1st, Afternoon

STOCK EXCHANGE.)

THE

Fine New York Goods

OR
CHILD
TO-DAY
TO A HAT!

JOSEPH HJCKSON,
General Manager.

1J rinters'

Redness of
Nose

eod3t

CAN SUIT EITHER
MAN, BOY

__aprl9Fri&Tu4w

Barbers*

Itch,

St.

THE
MERRY
HATTER

Book, Card, and Jon Printer KENDALL

Blotches,
;
Hash
Erysipelas,
Ringworm,

DEERING,

Hj li km Ik tel Harp.
Millett & Little,

C. W. BELKNAP & SON,

WM. M.

SKIN,

Tetters,
Pimples, Sores,

Such

Co.,

GARDINER, ME.,

Ill ii U

|@r*Try

FOR ALL

DISEASES OF THE

Clews &

BONDS.

new

times.

EPPS’S

For Sal© Wholesale and Retail.

12 Wall Street, New York,

and sell all active stocks on three to five per
cent, margin. They send FREE their

Cor. Middle &

novelties in Ladies’ and Children’s neck wear.
The best assortment of Spanish, Moresque, Oriental and Dutchess Laces
and French embroidery in Portland.
Extra bargains in Gloves, Hosiery, Handkerchiefs, Ties and Sashes.
Passementeries. Braided Fringes, Ornaments, &c.
We sell the best quality of Germantown Wool in the market; 9
skeins to a pound. We have made our wide reputation in this article
by giving the best quality of wool, full weight, at the very lowest prices

it and you will use no other.
Put up in bags of 10, 25, 50 and 100 pounds.
E^^Directions in each bag.
It may also be found at Messrs. Kendall & Whitney’s, Market Square, W. C. Sawyer & Co.’s, No. 7
Preble Street, Geo. Blanchard & Brothers, No. 46
Union Street, and A. A. Mitchell’s, corner High and
Commercial Street.

<i3d ANNIVERSARY

JOSHUA

CO.,

Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only on commission for cash or on margin.
Deposits received.
4 per cent, allowed on all'daily balances. Members
of N. Y. Stock Exchange and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
jan31eodtf

FANCY GOODS.

Congress

TIIK

AS

(NEXT DOOR TO

suits such as
Scotch Mixtures.
12 pieces White Figured French Cloaking, for Infants and Children. The largest and best variety evr shown in this market.
Price
from $3.50 to $8.50 per yard.

No. 516

I. 0.0.F.

18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.

men’s and boys’
Police Cloth, and

apl'.kltd

The old-established Banking House of

BATH,

ap20

Costumes and Appointments.
eta. Gallery 35.
Sale of seats

60 and

WALE STREET OPERATIONS.

Henry

WOOLEN DEPARTMENT.

Whiling,

Boniface, E. L. Tilton. Joseph
Wilke*. W. H. Unboll, M. B. Mayder, Adele
Belgardc, Lizzie Uudttou, Roue Graham,
Little Geoigie, Archie Cow per.

THOMPSON

Street.eodtf

Middle

-OF-

cts.

Daughter.

Company includes Joseph

DENMAN

BANKING HOUSE

down from $2.50.

We offer all the

York

-FOR SALE BY-

are

Fitted complete with the

ev-

special attention of oar p-Orons to our stock of Black
and Colored Silks and Satins. We purchase the e goods direct from the
importers, and, consequently, can compete in prices with any retai lestablishment in America.
We have just opened 25 pieces of lthadames, in colors, superb
goods, which we offer at $1.75 per yard; never offered at retail less
than $2.
10 pieces Foulard Satin, magnificent designs.
20 pieces Moree Satin, in colors, at $1.25.
10 pieces Brocade and Satin Stripe, extra heavy, at $1.75; marked

Cloths, also elegant goods for
Tricots, Diagonals, Granite, Yacht Cloth,

The
G. C.

New Portland

WEEKLY FINANCIAL REPORT,”
Showing how large profits can be made on investments of #10 to $1,4)00.
febl8 eodlyr

We call the

STORES CONTRACTS.

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemiues
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

194

No.

Bay

SILKS AND SATINS.

and Sack

Banker’s

HANSON,

JOHN A. DODGE &

100

Dolman

oct8

extensive

DRESS DEPARTMENT.

ELEGANT

With iseautful Pottery
flentreci.

our

Farm

Cape Elizabeth, on the Spurwink road, about 3
miles from Portland, containing 50 acres, divided into tillage, wood and pasture land; is under a
high state of cultivaticn, good convenient buildings,
never failing water, also an orchard.
Apply to EDWIN F. HUTCHINSON, Town House Corner or W.
H. HUTCHINSON, on the place.

T.ThSiwlm

•

in

Falmouth

Bonds

bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic quotation* from New
Stock Exchange.

TUESDAY, APRIL 18.

ON

J. W. COLLIER,.Manager.
Under the Auspices of A. M. PALMER, Esq. of
the UNION SQIAKK THKATKK, NBW
VtfBKi in the Romautic.Play by Baojisos Howard, entitled the

will

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

SAMUEL

to Let.

Daughter

THURSDAY EYEJH30, APRIL 27,

-AND

St.

organised

ever

COMBINATION !

MUNICIPAL

Railway

Congress

Banker’s

eodly

STO C KB

MILLETT & LITTLE, 516

Farm for Sale.

generally.

Spring Ms

STORE

to

fflHE three story brick house, No. 53 Leering St.
JL Has all the modern improvements. In a desir- !
able locality, on the sunny side. Lot 130x37V2
feet. Also a lot of land on Cumberland Street, adjoining the above lot, 100x45 foet, Terms easy,
aplodtfJ. M. F1FIELL.

apl

in

-BY-

Store to Eet.
No. 47 Free St., now occupied by S. T.
Soule & Co. Possession given May 1st. Apply
C. A. WESTON, 45 Free Street.
ap20dtf

FORSALK

For a quarter of a century or more Hostetter’s
Stomach Bitters has been the reigning specific for
indigestion, dyspepsia, fever and ague, a loss of
physical stamina, liver complaint and other disorders, and has been most emphatically indorsed by
medical men as a health and strength restorative.
It counteracts a tendency to premature decay, and
sustains and comforts the aged and infirm.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers

Special Bargains

COOL

hour.

Prom the Cincinnati Dispatch:
We have seen Its magic effects, and know
It to bo a good article.
From I. S. Potter, U. S. Consul at Crefeld,
Rhenish Prussia:
After long years of use, I am satisfied It
Is positively efficient as a healing remedy
for wounds, bruises, and sprains.
W. W. Sharper, Valdosta, Ga., says:
It Is a panacea for all bruises and burns.
From R. W. Adams, Saco, He.:
It gave me Immediate relief.
R.Lewis says:
In forty years’ use It never has failed me.
W. W. Lum, Nicholville, N. V., says :

on

To Eet, by the Mouth or Summer,
or For Sale.
location. Bathing, boating, fishing and
shooting. Accessible from Boston and Maine
or Eastern R. R.
Address or apply to
GEO. E. BIRD,
apr20d2w
Exchange St., Portland, Me.

It is safe t

single

Rental of Safes in Vault, $10 to $75 per year.
Special deposits at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address
WILLIAM SWEAT, Sec’y and Trea*.,
87 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
mar 30

Strongest Dramatic Company

THE

Deposit Co.,

gusta, Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

.

A

for a

GRAND SPRING OPENING!

TO LET.

\ KILLER/

ap22d3t

coimnenceeFRIDAY, April 21.

Directors. John Mussey, Francis K. Swan,
William E. Gould, William G. Davis, H. J. Libby,
Jacob McLellan, Philip H. Brown, Edward A.
Noyes, H. M. Payson, W. H. Moulton, William
Sweat, L. D. M. Sweat, all of Portland.
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan, Anson P. Morrill, Au-

Railroad Wharf.
ap4 dtf

The

Seats

Chartered in 1875 by the Legi*lature of
Maine for the SAFE KEEPING of
VALUABLES, and the RENTAL
of SAFES in it* FIRE and
BURGLAR PROOF
VAULTS.

aplSdtf

TO

Hall open at 3

Clnb.

Elegant Scenery,

18,21*25

Portland Safe

READ THIS.

6s

-

ap!8

Corner Brown.

49Sj> Congress Street,

first-class bushelier, at 470
ALLEN & CO.
Congress St.

Farmer Wauled.
CARRY on a small farm.
Wife must he a
good butter maker. Address A. B., box 1983.
mar 18
dtf

/PERRY
\
f

noddy,

The ronud house and four licomotives of the
Dredit Valley Railroad at Parkdale, Out.,
were burned yesterday- Loss $50,000.

Springfield, Mass.
Leominster, Mass.
Adams, Mass.
4s
Cincinnati, Ohio,
Grant County, Ind.
6s
&
Bur.
Toledo, Delphos
7s
Equipment Trust.
New York & New England

GEO. A.m GAlf dks OO.,

A

Steamer City of Richmond.

7s
7s
7s
7s
7s

West

EVER DISPLAYED IN PORTLAND.

Please call and

for the benefit of the Reform
p. m. ArimiwMiou Free.

Two Nights, iUoiidny and Tuesday, April 241 ii & 25 tli.

We display this Spring a larger and more select stock than has over been shown in our store, embraciDg
the most Elegant and Stylish Goods to be found in any market.' Prices reasonable.

WANTED.

And then

This may seem a “queerly” way of writing (for
if we should say “grimly” for “grim,” we must
it is “right,”
say “queerly” for “queer”), but
it is “the thing.”
If we mignt oner a wora oi auvice iu a juuus
Do
poet, it would be somewhat in this manner.
not be fashionable. If you find you have spokthe
en of a slim maiden or a white girl, cut out
adjective. If you must have an |adjective,
beware
But
old
one.
find a new or disinter aii
of "brown,” for that is Mr. Rossetti’s private
of "withproperty. Make as little use as possible
al,” and in other words do not displace theususl
on
the «1accent, so as to make it rest heavily
timata syllable. Forswear “utter,” "white,
and
"wet,” "warm,” "sweet,” "wonderful,”
especigenerally keep a keen eye onbe"foam,
•
Disblown.
ally if it shows a tendency to
trust "ah,” especially if conscience whispers
would have sighed
that Matthew Arnold
‘ah” in this very place he had been working
Avoid metres iavepted
on the same subject.
or revived by Mr. Swinburne; they arc many
write
and meritorious, but you cannot will
As you value your
them with originality.
ana
“*an
waters
;
reputation, do not call the
if tempted to use a violet or nrangesunset, try
if a tomato sunset won’t do just as veil or betThe color of the tomato is beautiful, ana
ter,
this
only its association with chops pevents
as oranges.
vegetable from being aa poetical
something like this;

in

AGENTS

ON

“straightway turtle eat,”

a

PARTNER in a first class Manufacturers’
Business, who has got §2000 and can devote
his whole time to the business, can get in one of the
best paying businesses in the State. Orders enough
Goods sold for cosh. Adon hand to last one year.
dress at once, real name,
Post Office Box 1433, Portland, Me.
dlw*
apli)

A

Oyster Supper

Temperance Hall on
Tuesday Afternoon & Evening, April 25,

Investment Securities.

Will open To-day one of the finest assortments of

“^WANTED.

Sale and

In Son* of

choice

CEO. A. CAY & CO.

ap20 d9t

Me.

following

Winchester, Mass.

A

_

be green before. But now we all hint green,
and print green, as, according to Mr. Browning, the followers of Keats “hint blue” and

two boobies and

aprl2eodtf

(lie

sale

for

Apron

All

NEW PORTLAND THEATRE.
Frank Curtis..*.Proprietor and Manager.

Joiners Wanted.

When Coleridge called a twilight sky “green,”
there was an indignant protest, and it seemed
that no one had ever seen that the sky could

they left off eating the dead body.
He should have written, and if, he were a minor poet now, he would write—
They caught two herring and of whitebait three,
And nc w no more must eat the dead tHHiee.

CONGRE8H HT.

will llOlil

Hyde Park, Mass.

POSITION as head waiter In a summer hotel.
'The best of references given.
Address
FRANK B. SHERMAN, Bangor Exchange, Bangor,

April 14th.

unfair to “bar” lemon; but if a poet makes a
hit with lemon, all the poetasters in England
will be rhyming to “the bells of St. Clement’s,” and we Bhall have a new convention.

They caught

Cffe OCX,
m7

M-l i I—fc

1 V

Oder

Wanted.

433 Fifth Av., New York, May 9th, 1S75.

known to the “lily maidens,” as Quintus
Sinyrnteus calls the Hesperides. Thus it seems

With Mr. Swinburne, Mr. Morris and Mr.
Rossetti came in a new set, or several new sets
of conventionalities. Original and, striking, if
perhaps too prominent, in the works of
are
forms
these
the poets,
excessively
irritating in the works of the poetasters.
With Mr. Swinburne’s “Atalanta,” (for “The
Queen Mother” passed upnoticed) came in the
constant use of “iron,” the eternal references
to “fire” and “blood,” and a certain meteoric
way of writing about the great blind forces of
the world, stars, winds, foam, and so forth—if
foam can be called a “force,” except when used
to fashion the deadly bolt with which Indra
slew Ahti. Before Mr. Swinburne we almost
doubt whether girls were called “white,” or
necks or other portions of the human frame
“warm;” certainly kisses did not “sting,” nor
were things in general so apt to be “wet.” William Morris presented the poetaster with
“wan,” as an epithet of water. "Wan” had
been a formula in the border ballads from time
immemorial, bnt Mr. Morris first thought of
introducing this inseparable epithet of water.
It was very pleasant in "Jason,” but now it
Mr. Morris's girls
meets one everywhere.
were “slim,” as those of Mr. Swinburne were
Mr.
he
and
Rossetti
added anothBoth
white.
er to the scanty rhymes of “love” by employing “thereof;” and now we never meet “love”
in a poem without an anxious feeling that
"thereof” is lurking in the neighborhood. Who
endowed the common poetaster with “utter”
Mr. Barlow—an author rathwe do not know.
er sensitive, we fear, to criticism—has ridden
“utter” very hard, also “wonderful.” Almost
everything which is not “utter” with this songster is “wonderful," and anything that escapes
these epithets is apt to fall a victim to “warm.”
The habit ef laying stress on the last syllable,
when the penultimate is accented in speaking,
is probably derived by Mr. Rossetti and bis admirers from old English verse. “Di-al,” “water,” “flower,” “bo-dee,” for “dial,” “water,”
“flower” and “body,” are now among the most
ordinary conventionalities of the modern Muse.
They have ceased to attract by their strangeWe know that water is more likely
ness.
to rhyme now to “beer” than to “daughter,”
and that Byron was in error when he said that

*Ta

their other business. Liberal commission paid. KING & OLIVER, ManuPhila.
Market
711
ap24d3t
St.,
facturers,

geons

ever

or “print blue,” and
“claret crowns their cups.” But “What porridge had John Keats?” as Mr. Browning enigmatically inquires. Once more, a fish is as poetic as a vegetable, for all that we can see.
But we can speak, and Mr. Tennyson does
speak of a “daffodil sky,” while poets seem shy
of talking about a “mackerel sky.” Yet the
sky as often displays arrangements like those
we admire in the mackerel as colors like those
which please in the daffodil. It is perilous to
write of “sticky chestnut buds,” but “drooping
chestnut buds” were perfectly safo.
Now,
young chestnut buds are much more obviously
sticky than drooping. There were forms like
“sunny warm,” “thunder fires,” “wan light,”
“dewy dark.” which Mr. Tennyson employed
long ago, and which were rapidly becoming poetic commonplaces when the master wisely discarded them. There is also the frequent employment of the words “happy” and “windy,”
which has always marked the Laureate’s style.
In his earliest volume, and in a “Chorus in an
unpublished drama, written in very early life,”
we read of
mountains riven
to shapes or wuaeBt anarcny
By secret Are and midnight storms
That wander round their windy cones.
No one bnt Mr. Tennyson in all the roll of English poets could probably have written the italicized line. But now the industrious poetaster
has made free with “windy” and “happy,” and
“most can raise the flower, for all have got the

WITH
ades in connection with

Castoria is not narootio.

a

_

One firm alone in a western State raus 200
No less than 1,030,000,000 feet of lumsaws.
ber were cut in a single year in the State of
Wisconsin. At the present rate 10 or at most
20 years will see the end, and the forests of
Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin will have
been destroyed. Fifty thousand acres of Wisconsin timber are annnaliy swept away to sapply the Kansas and Nebraska markets alone.
Now York has lost her maple, walnut and
hickory, and has no big woods worthy the
name of
forest, unless it is her Adirondacks.
How long she will keep this is a question. In
Pennsylvania the forests, except small portions of the AUeghanies have been destroyed.
All the remaining regions havo been bought
up by speculators, and the trees are merely
held for a high market. The fires and the saw
mills will soon do the work, and America become a treeless region.

I prescribe it as superior to any known remedy."
Dr. H. A. Archer, f 1 Portland Av., Brooklyn.

Wanted to Open Correspondence
Travelling Notion, Dry Gools or Clothing
Salesmen, who would sell a line ol Cotton-

THE LADIES’ AID SOCIETY

72 Devonshire st., Boston.
New York,
14 Wall street,

...

<12m

ap24

_ENTERTAINMENTS

TT

BARGAINS.

....
White Quilts,
$1.75
$1.25 worth
.121-2 “
.25
Hemstitched Handkerchiefs,
“
1.50
.50
French Rent Hid Gloves,
“
.50
k
.25
Schrim For Curtains,
Open
Black and Colored Silks, Satins, Rhadames, Morie, Sarah, Grenadine, Hernani, French Dress Goods, Satins, plain and fringed. Table Sets, Damask, Table and Piano Covors,'Laces, Hosiery, Gloves, Trimmings,
Buttons. A1 the Novelties, many of which cannot be found elsewhere, at the lowest prices.

ilMONw,

particular!

■‘Especially adapted children."
Dr. Alex. Robertson, 1057 2d Av., N. Yto

When Marshal Craig sent one of his most
trusted policemen to take charge of the
house where Jesse James was shot, he was
examining things in the room when the outhim take

Gan do better In the West than In any
other Section ol the Country*
Rare Opportunities!—Few as Good, None Better!
75 rapidly growing Towns (most productive reIowa) along the
gions of Minnesota, Dakota, and
recently constructed lines of the Chicago & North
Western Railway, ofTer uneaualed inducements
to pushing business men of limited capital. For
address CIIA8. M. Sl
Land Commissioner C. & N. W.R’y Co.,Ohicatfa

Old Or. Pitcher's remedy for.
Children's Complaints.

_

The appeal to tlio people of Mai f e by the
Society of the Army of the
j
Republican
Cumberland for the erection of a monument
!
in the Nation’s capital to the memory of one
delegate.
The State Committee will be in|session in the Re- ] of its most
distinguished officers and one of
on
nine
o’clock
at
of
the
room
City Hall,
ception
our best beloved chief magistrates, should
the morning of the convention, for the purpose of
receiving the credentials of delegates.
meet a quick and hearty response. The list
All citizens of MaiDe, whatever may heretofore
have been their party affiliations, who believe in
of the committee for this State will comthe purity of the ballot and honesty iu its count; in
popular government unobstructed by Executive mand general confidence and ensures vigor
usurpations; in an independent and honest judiand wisdom in the laudable enterprise.
ciary, whose Judges shall not be exposed to the assaults of partizau Hatred and revenge; in a safe and
Mr. Blaine has assured a Chicago Times
sound currency for the people; in a reasonable encouragement and development of our industries,
correspondent that there was no truth in
and protection of our Laborers against the cheap
labor of Europe, by wise and judicious laws; iu effithe story that he was to run for Congresscient measures for the encouragement of American
subshipping and ship building; in popular education; man-at-large in Maine. He has been
In temperance; in an economical, just and efficient
to a strong pressure to consent to
jected
administration of public affairs, are cordially Inrun for Governor, and to enter the canvass
vited to unite with the Republicans of the State in
•electing delegates to this Convention.
as a candidate for a seat in the House, but
Committee.
State
Per Order Republican
WM. P. FRYE, Chairman.
he has declined to do either.
FRED N. DOW, Secretary.
The real name of Blanche Douglas, inTree Culture.
dicted with the Malley boys for the murder
The census of 1870 shows that the lumber of; Jennie Cramer at New Haven, is Bridget
product of the United States, not including Annie Kearns.
laths and shingles, was 12,755,543 feet.
There were 03,028 establishments engaged
In the manufacture of articles made entirely
of wood, employing 393,383 persons, and using materials worth $309,921,403, annually.
Besides these there were 109,512 establishments in which wood was an important
part of the material used, consuming material worth $488,530,744, and employing 700,.
915 persons. In Michigan, alone, in 1873,
3,231,470,894 feet of lumber were sawed valued at $39,850,156, to which may be added
over $4,000,000 worth of shingles, laths,
staves and other minor products. The figures of 1880 have not yet been compiled, but
there is no reason to suppose they will show
any falling off—the probabilities favor an
increase. In Kansas, Nebraska, and other
States liberal premiums have been offered
for the encourageme nt of tree planting, and
the result is already gratifying. Mintaessota
has its forestry association, under the auspices of which between 7,000,000 aud 10,000,
000 trees have been planted since 1877; but
the gap is still widening—she has planted
but one tree for every acre of trees cut down
or otherwise destroyed. The Arnold arboretum of Harvard University is also doing
good work in a modest way by helping to
cultivate an appreciation of tree culture,
and has been the means of planting many
million trees. A grand forestry convention
is to be held at Cincinnati beginning to-day,
attended by delegates from all parts of the
country. Prominent men in all callings and
professions, including the President and
members of the cabinet, United States Senators and other civil functionaries, with scientists of high rank and great learning, will
be present. A writer from Montana says,
after describing the wicked recklessness
with which the forests of that section are
cut, aawed and burned down:

astoriA
‘Pleasant, Harmless and Wonderfully Efficacious."
Dr. A. J. Green, Royerton, Ind.

SPECIAL

OF

IN

FINANCIAL.

___MISCELLANEOUS._

USINESS
BUSINESS
WANT

the

eattons.
ali

WANTS.

MISCELLANEOUS

A bill for another “great thoroughfare
between the east and the west” has been reported favorably in Congress. It authorizes

Square, Portland, Me.
dtf
*

AIVIVUAI*

DEALER.
eodtf

NOTICE.
The regular monthly meeting of the

Portland Society of Art will be held in
their Room, in Motley Block, on WEDNESDAY EVENING, April 26th, at 7 1-2
o’clock.
WILLIAM S. LOWELL,
Portland, April 24,1882.

Secretary.
d3t

GEO. H. MILL1KEN & CO.,
CORMISII,
ME.,

GLOVES
We have

ap24d3w

Franklin Extension Silver Mining company.

FOR SAFE.

The annual meeting of the Stockholders ot *he
Franklin Extension Silver Mining Company, for tht>
election of officers and transaction of such business
as may be legally acted
upon, will be held at the
office of the Secretary, Wednesday, the third day of
at
2
P.
M.
o’clock
May, 1882,
ARDON W. COOMBS, Secretary.
aplSdtd

THE SCYTHE SHOP

large assortment of
in Dog Skin, Buck,

Goat and Castor.

SILK
HATS.
We have the Young Gents and
Old Gents, and exchange for

-T-—,

are now preparod with the largest and best stock of
goods they have ever ottered to the public, consisting of Reudy-itlacle Clothing. Slut., Cap.,
Boon, Shoe, furnishing anil fancy
Hood-, Carpeting, Ac.
Twenty-five good Coat makers wanted immediate

ly.

a

Spring Shades

COE,
THE
HATTER
197 middle
ap22

Street.
oodii

^

T'FCE PRESS.
TUESDAY* MORNING, APRIL 25.
be obtained at the Periodical Depots ol N. G.
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews, Armstrong, Cox, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland,
Robert Costello, Boston ft Maine Depot, and
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out .ol tin
°

The Portland money market yesterday was
cent, and
very quiet, with bank rates at G per
call loans ranging from 5Js to 6 per cent. There
to further ease, and the demand
was

The Jury Fall to Agree on a Verdict and

yearly has already reached millions,
requiring a large capital, employing a very
large number of men and keeping active more
than one connectin gindustry. The packing
and exporting of fish and the management of
thefishing fleet of this port is represented chiefly by 14 firms in the city; though there is a
much larger number of concerns that confine
themselves more especially to some branch of
this line

Kendrick.

the business; and the aggregate has already
given Portland a decided position in this particular industry, and each year is witnessing
The market for
an enlargement of business.
fish at this time is quiet, it being just between

CITY AND VICINITY.

,*..

—

The last of
the winter and summer catches.
the vessels engaged in winter fishing has arrived and the mackerelmen are off the Delaware and New Jersey coasts, following the fish
north. Portland has about 75 vessels either

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
ENTERTAINMENTS.

The Drama— Com rados.

City Hall—Red Riding Hood.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

owned or fitted out here, in this fleet. Nearly
twenty arrivals were reported at New York the
latter part of last week, with a fair quality of
fish,which are said to have brought good prices.
Int he fleet were the ElizabetligW. Smith, the
Titmouse and Bartie Pierce, belonging here.
They were among the later arrivals and their
fares are said to have weakened the prices

Steamer Lewiston.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ladies—H. L Nelson & Co.
For House Cleaning.
Citizen’s Mutual Relief Society.
To Innholders and Vitualers.
To Let—The second story.
Wanted—By a young man.
Feather Dusters—Kendall & Whitney.
Information Wanted—S. A. Pierce.
Lost—Eye Glasses.
Smith, Gage & Co—Soaps, &c.
Cheese anu Beans—Smith, Gage & Co.
Wanted—By an English lady.
Steamer Lewiston will

receive

It is noticed that the fi- h
which ruled earlier.
fatten rapidly this year, and it is thought that
the quality of the season’s catch will be very

freight

for

Jones port to-day.
House cleaning loses more than half its terwhen the thrifty housewife uses Pyles’
Pearline. Be sure you are not deceived by
the vile imitations which flood the market but
rors

see

is

that the name of James Pyle

package.

on

each

If you are Ruined
in health from any cause, especially (rom the
use of any of the thousand nostrums that promise se largely, with long fictitious testimonials, have no fear. Resort to Hop Bitters at
once, aud in a short time you will have the
most robust and blooming health.
eod&wtf

An Important Discovery
Has been made whereby a successful vegetable
combination has been introduced, which acts
upon the bowels, the liver and the kidneysi
and at the same time imparts strength and viBurdock Blood
the entire system.
tality
Bitters constitute this important discovery.
Price 81.00, trial size 10 cents.
to

matter

______

was

WEBB.

quite brisk, and the trade is very much
larger than last year. Liquid paints, which
have been manufactured here but a few years,
have taken a long stride iu popular favor, and
are erowding their rivals in the distant markets. The demand is fully up to the production. Maine, Northern New Hampshire and

Tuesday.

Northern Vermont buys largely jof Portland
white lead, and the orders are coming from
those States most liberally this spring. Varnishes of Portland manufacture share in the

general activity

anu

popularity.

The trade iu lime and cement, which has
been backward, is now improving, and the
nealers say the outlook is good. The demand
for drain pipe is increasing, particularly at
the watering places and summer hotels, when

Its a little early in the season, but Kimball—
W. A.—is out with his Mount Desert Rusticator.
There

will be a most brilliant assemblage
in City Hall, Wednesday evening,
the occasion of the siity-third anniversary of

gathered

Odd Fellowship.
The next quarterly convention of the Cumberland County Reform Clubs will bo holden
with the club at South Casco, Wednesday and
A cordial
Thursday, May 10 and 11th next.
invitation is extended to all.
The police seized two barrels and two jags of
beer at a vacant store on Fore street yesterday
unknown.
Owners
Yesterday
forenoon.
morning they seized 21 barrels of beer at the
Eastern railroad depot.
The social entertainment of Ivanhoe Lodge,
K. of P., which has been announced to take
place at Grand Army Hall on Wednesday
evening of next week, is postponed to the suc-

ceeding evening,
At a meeting of the Spanish Literary Club
Saturday evening, Major H. A. Shorey, editor
of the Bridgton News, v as voted an honorary
member. The club will probably move into
its new room in Boyd Block, the last of this

the necessity for goud drainage has become
bet6er recognized than formerly. Orders are
coming in freely.
Concerning the general aspect of trade the
New York Bulletin of yesterday says:
The aspect of trade last week was uniformly
quiet at the leading business centres. Throughout the Northwest there was a fair activity in
merchandise and at the Southwest the despondent feeling created by the damaging
effects of the Mississippi freshets is gradually
passing away, in view of the fact that the injury to the crops will not be as serious as was
apprehended. In other sections of the South
trade is rather sluggish.
In the Eastern States the situation is characterized as follows by ths Boston Price Current:
“The spring trade is gradually increasing in
the interior arid the call for goods is becoming
more frequent, but buyers continue to operate
in a cautious way, and a conservative tone
almost every department of
runs through
manufactured wares. Leading raw materials
are also more or less affected by the cautious
policy,aud while in the aggregate sale3 sum up
quite largely, the movements are nearly all in
Outside of the
small lots for immediate use.
leading Western food products there is an enof
absence
tire
speculation.”
School Committee.

The regular monthly meeting occurred laBt
evening. The Mayor was present at the opening, but being called away at his request Mr.

Gray occupied

week.
The Massachusetts Legislature passed a law
some time ago forbidding the taking of lobsters
The result is that
off the coast of that state.
the lobster smacks of that state are catching
the lobsters on the Maine coast, thus depriving

people of their regular supply.
A Montreal paper says the advance of wages
demanded by the ship-laborers will be very
generally complied with by the stevedores of
but no settlement has been made
that
our own

city,

of laborers in the city>
and they threaten to strike unless their de-

general body

are

read, paints and varnishes

are

sAlien, last evening.
A large number of Bowdoiu students were in
town last evening waiting for the verdict.
The usual temperance meeting will be held
lit Gospel Mission tomorrow night at 7.30
o’clock. All are invited.

conceded.

visited by Gov. Washburn of
Wisconsin, to which reference was made in
yesterday’s Press, are not the Hot Springs, but
the Eureka Springs, Arkansas. These springs
in
are in the northwesterly corner of Arkansas
The

season

and consumers.
Portland white

43° at sunset; wind north.
There are now bat five patients in the pest
house, and no cases of small pox outside of it.
BA few drunks were the only occuDants of the

mands

The demand is fully up to the
The weekly shipare low.

prices

is now about over. The
fish dealers of Portland have organized a Fish
Exchange and in a short time it will be iu full
operation,to the advantage of catchers, dealers

Our telephone number has been changed
FROM 14 TO 135.
Cloudy am- raw yesterday, with glimpses of
sunshine. Mercury 37° at sunrise, 48° at noon,

with the

but

clams, but the

Brief Jottings.

a

languished, is looking up and the receipts are
improving in amount. A scarcity is reported by

Crude oil brings 55 cents per gallon and clarified from 80 cents to $1.25. During the winter
quite a large business was done in exporting

argued fully by complainants counse1

a. m.

Martha D. McClain came in yesterday from
shore fishing with a good fare, the precise
amount of which could not be ascertained.
She stocked $140 for the trip, and her winter’s
The vessel claims to
work aggregated $6500.
The lobster trade, which has
be “high line.”

The lobster men anticipate an average business for the season. Cod livers and
cod liver oil form quite an item in the fish
business of this port; one firm using this year
1000 barrels of livers against 1100 last year.

W. Gage for the respondent. Upon the
by
completion of the arguments the court delivered its
opinion, and ordered the following entry: Preliminary injunction denied.
J. H. Mandeville, Washington, D. C.,for compl’ts.
Stront & Gage -Strout for respondent.
10

week,and the J. W. Sawyer yesterday brought
0000 pounds more, and also 4000 pounds haddock. Her captain reported fish scarce. The

Chicago.

H.

Adjourned to

The arrivals of fresh fish this
have not been large, the weather being
One
for
the
unfavorable
shore fishing.
arrived last
fare of 10,000 pounds halibut
Bank.

week

ment is about 200 barrels per week, which are
consumed in New York, Boston, Canada and

MONDAY.—The April term opened to day at 10 a.
m.
Prayer by Rev. J. K Smyth. After the calling
of the docket, and the assignment of causes for
trial, the following cause in equity was taken up
and occupied the remainder of the day:
This
Amon Baker et al. vs. Ephraim William.
was a hearing on preliminary injunction to restrain
the respondent, duriDg the pendency of this suit,
from manufacturing and selling lumbermen's bootcalks, claimed to infringe complainants patent. Numerous affidavits were lead on both sides, and the
and

ginning to arrive again; one vessel, the J. W.
Sawyer, bringing 50,000 pounds from the Wes-

supply,

United States Circuit Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

The home market is

packed mackerel,
all sold and only

the fishermen.

^lw

ap24

completely Dare ot
the few in store here being
wait orders for delivering.
About the last of May or first of June the fleet
will begin to arrive off our coast, and packing
will1 commence in earnest. New salt cod is be-

goou.

tern

_

aprl5

higher.

and become pretty well known as one of the
most important fish markets on the Atlantic
coast; and the aggregate of business done in

Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. C. Andrew:.

NEW

was

The man who, twenty years ago, spoke derisively of Portland as “a fishing village,” was
prophetic without intending to be; for the
“village” has reached the dignity of a “town,’

Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryebnrg, K. C. Harmon and Shirley ft Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer ft Co.
Gorham, J. Irish,
Hallow ell, O. L. Spanlding.
Lewiston, Chandler ft Estee.
Lisbon, O. E. dndkins.
Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge, F. A. Mlllott.
Korway, A. O. Noves.

Sabattns, E. H. Johnson.
Baccarappa, at the Post Office.
Baco, ol L. Hodsdon and H. B.
Tboniaston, S. Delano.
Flnalhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Wutorville, J. M. Wail.
Wiscasset. Gibbs ft RundltS,
Woodlord's Comer, H. Moody.
Tarmontb, O. E. Coombs.

tendency
was steady and

reported. Foreign exchange

Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cum avrlaud Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar

springs

340 miles
spur of the Ozark Mountains,'about
The place has within three
from St. Lozis,
from a wilderness of
years been transformed
pines and oaks into a city of 12,000 people.

a

Personal.
Mr. and Mrs. I. P. Farrington have returned
from their Southern trip.
leaves for Wiscasset this

Judge Symonds

morning, where he will hold a term of court.
Miss Nellie Morant, late of the Professor
to her home in New
company, has returned

the chair.

All the members of

The records of the
the board were present.
regular and special' meetings of last month
were read and approved.
The supervisors' report on their various
schools indicating the changes that have been

made, aud their present condition.
The superintendent reports also on several
schools, and particularly be mentions improvements that have recently been made and are
now visible in Primary No. 2, it having been

brought up this year to one of the best classified of our primary schools.
Voted, That the superintendent of school
buildings be requested to make such improvements in the grading of certain of the school
yards as seem practicable at an early day.
Voted, That Miss King and Miss Brewer be
placed on the list for appointment to practice
class.

Voted, That the action of Dr. Files, supervisor of the West School, in appointing Miss
Custis as substitute, and Miss Wbitely as temporary teacher in that school bo approved.
Voted, That certificates be granted to the
following teachers on their examinations: Of
the first class, to Miss Mildred Evans; and of
the second class, to Miss Mabel R. Jordan and
to Hattie F. Lowe.
Pay rolls and b: 1 Is for the month amounting
to $0,352.52
proved.

were

read by Mr. Thaxter, and ap-

Voted, That the superintendent of schools

-.to be held in June.

be authorized to procure such supplementary
as has now been recommended by the
sub-committee on course of studies aud text
books.
Voted, That the teacher of singing be authorized to hold the usual musical festival in
June under the direction of the committee on
music; and that the test in music iu the grammar schools be omitted the present month.

aged

Militia Rifle Practice.
The following circular has been issued by
Col. E. C. Farrington, Inspector of Rifle Prac.

York city to recover her health.
Harry B. Brown has gone to New York and
will send from thence pictures for exhibition
ne Portland Society of Art
at the display of
of
Elbridge Gerry, Esq., a prominent citizen
in that town
Farmington, died at his residence
It is quite sickly
Friday, aged 71 years.
people in that town, three having
among

died during the past week.
Fred S. Merrill, son of Capt. E. I. Merrill of
Farmington, has accepted a lucrative position
as stenoon a Cleveland, O., newspaper,

grapher. He s a practical
man of fine abilities.

printer,

and

a

young

City of Richmond.
on
The City of Richmond will be ready to go
Tho ma‘
her route the 20th of next month.
smoke•chinery has ail been placed in her; her
on
stack set, and tho painters are now at work
Her saloon will be
her, both outside and in.
has
painted in two colors and its arrangement
better.
been very radically changed for the
from the
There will be winding stairs leading
of the
main deck to the saloon, and twelve
the guard on the
staterooms will open from
of the Fall River
saloon deck, after the style
and bedding are now
boats. Her carpotings
is being pushed as rapidbeing made and work
She will be one of the finest
as

possible.
ly
boats in the country._
Q. A- R. Memorial Hall.
considering the matter of
The O A. R. are

hall on Congress street,
a memorial
to select a
and have appointed a oommittee
arrangements.
necessary
site and make other
the HanThere has been some talk of buying
corner of Oak and Congress
son

Wilding

property,
Btreets, for the location of the

new

hall.

JUDGE’S

THE

moderate. There was no transactions in local railroad or municipal securities

Auburn, Willard Small ft Co.
Augusta, F. Pioree.
Bangor, J. H. Babb ft Co.
Bath, ol J. O. Sbaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
.Jellarson’s Bookstore.
Bridgton. Daniel Dickens.

AND

Financial—Fisli—White Lead and Paints—
Lime and Cement—A General Review.

THE PRESS
Ml.

RAILROAD

THE STROUT CASE.

DOWN TOWN.

readiBg

tice:
1. Circular No. 1, issued April 20th, 1881,
will govern the rifle practice for 1882, with the

following exceptions:

2. Marksmen who qualified in 1881 are excused from firing in the second and third
classes. They will fire in the first class, firing
ten rounds at 200 yards, standing, and twenty
Those making 25
rounds at 500 yards, lying.
points out of a possible 50 at 2C0 yards, aDd 25
points out of a possible 50 at 500 yards, will be
continued as marksmen, and will be entitled
to an extra bar to be attached to “Marksmen

ARGUMENTS

CHARGE.

are

Dismissed.

A large audience filled the Supreme Court
Lear
room yesterday morning at 9 o’clock to
of the counsel in the Strout
the

arguments
hazing case.
Charles F. Libby, Esq., for the defendants,
spoke for nearly two hours, presenting his
side of the case fully, clearly and with his well
known ability.
A. A. Strout, Esq counsel for the plaintiff,

occupied about the same time as Mr. Libby,
making a very strong and convincing argument. At 1 o’clock the court adjourned until
half past 2 o’clock.
At the opening of the court in the afternoon,
Judge Symonds proceeded to charge the jury,
occupying nearly an hour. He mentioned
that matters outside of the particular caso in
hand had been introduced, which, to be sure,
be somewhat
some bearing and will
affected by the verdict. But the verdict ought
to be in accordance with the facts as brought
He was aware of no
out by the testimony.
general question involved except the particular issue on trial. A verdict for the plaintiff

have

would, in his opinion, be no more a condemnation of the practice of hazing than a verdict
He then reviewed the
for the defendants.
evidence in the case. The first question, he
said, is whether the plaintiff has proved that
the coal was thrown by one of the defendants.
He instructed the jury that they must put out
the pre-

of the consideration of this question
vious character or acts of the defendants;
whether they had taken part in a previous
hazing affair, he said, does not bear on the
question of whether they committed this as
sault. In determining whether one of the defendants threw the coal, all the circumstances
connected with this affair must be considered.
It is not necessary that the plaintiff shall
prove this by an eye or ear witness. The jury
mast take into account the manner in which
these students came together, their situation,
their relations, what they were doing, and
what were their motives or opportunities for
committing this assault. The jury will consider all the evidence carefully as to the time
which elapsed after the injury before the defendants made their appearance in the rcom in
determining whether the defendants, at th
time of the assault had arrived r n the scene of
action. They will also consider their conduct
in the room and all other points which have
been brought out in the trial. If the jury find
that no one of the defendants threw the coal
the case fails. If they find that one of them
did throw the coal then that one alone may be
liable in the question of damages or all seven
The second question to conmay be liable.
sider is, whether six of the defendants are
liable for the act of the other one. If this act
of throwing the missile was committed while
the defendants were in pursuit of this one
purpose of assault then they are all liable. But
if they really were after cider and had no design of violence, and if one of their number,
without the consent of the rest and contrary to
the object of their combination, threw the
coal, then the rest will not be liable for his act.
In a word one may be liable, all may be liable
or none.
If the jury find a verdict for the
plaintiff, then in assessing damages they will
take into account the bodily and mental pain
suffered by the plaintiff and the injury to bis
future prospects in life by this assault.
About 3.30 p. m. the jury retired. They deliberated until half past seven when supper
was furnished. About that time, it is reported,

Judge Symonds was informed there was no
chance of their agreement, and ha notified the
officer in attendance upon the j ury to dismiss
them if by midnight they had not arrived at a
verdict. At that hour they bad not yet come
to an agreement, and in pursuance of orders
they

were

dismissed.

It is surmised that on the first ballot the jury
stood ten in favor of a verdict for plaintiff and
two for defendants, and this standing was
maintained on every ballot till dismissal.
To the People of Maine.
At the last re-union of the members of the
Society of the Army of the Cumberland, held
at Chattanooga, September, 1881, while their

comrade, General Garfield, President of the
United States, a distinguished officer in that
army, lay dead at Elberon, they decided, with
great unanimity, to erect a monument to his
memory, and voted to appoint a general com.
mittee to mature a plan for a suitable monument, and to collect for the purpose subscripThe "President
tions throughout the country.
of the Society, General Philip H. Sheridani
appointed under the vote the following general
committee:
General James A. Barnett of Cleveland, O,
Gen. J. C. Smith. Chicago, 111.
Gen. A. G. McCook, New York.
Col. H. C. Corbin, Washington, D. C.
Gen. W. A. Robinson, Pittsburgh. Pa.
Gen. A. B. Underwood, Boston, Mass.
Lieut. John Ruhm, Nashville, xenn.
Gen. Heury M. Cist, Cincinnati, O.
Gen. J. G. Parkhurst, Coldwater, Mich.
The committee has decided that the monument should be a national testimonial, a work
of art, and be erected in the capital of the nation, the Ecene of their comrade’s long and
pre-eminent public services, his intellectual

nearly
Representative,

conflicts and triumphs, and where

at

and the same time ho was
Senator and President; and where he fell a
victim of the assassin. To this end the genius
of the most eminent artists and architects will
be called into requisition, and the cost of the
monument will be commensurate with the
public contributions, limited only to such a
one

work of art as can be placed in position and
dedicated within three years. This same society in 1879 erected in Washington and gave
to the nation a fine equestrian statue by the
artist, J. Q. A. Ward, to the memory of Gen.
Thomas, their old commander, at a cost of
about 875,000. This is an earnest of what the
socioty will do in carrying into effect its vote
to erect the proposed monument. The general
committee is of the opinion that the sum of
8200,000 should be raised, that an appeal
should be made to all classes of the people of
the United States, comrades of the late President, and the citizens generally, to contribute
for the purposo such sums, large or small, as
their ability and grateful respect for the memory of the soldier, the statesman, and the marUnder
tyred Chief Magistrate, may dictate.
the authority of the general committee the
gentlemen hereinafter named, who served in
the several armies of the Potomac, of Virginia,
the James, the Cumberland, the Ohio, the
South, the Gulf, and the Burnside Expedition,
have consented to serve as a committee to solicit and receive contributionsjrom this state.
Messrs. J. B. Brown & Sons, bankers of Portland, Me., have kindly consented to serve as
trosurers. All funds received in this state
Subscriptions
will be deposited with them.
in bank checks, Jpostal
money orders, and
to them,
be
sent'
in
amounts,
may
any
money
committee,
or handed to any member of the
and will be duly acknowledged.
COMMITTEE FOR THE STATE OF MAINE.
General Francis Fessenden, chairman, Portland.Gen. Joshua L. Chamberlain, Brunswick.
Gen. Selden Connor, Augusta.
Gen. George L. Beal, Norway.
Gen. Thomas W. Hyde, Bath.
Gen. Davis Tillson, Rockland.
Gen. Franklin M. Drew, Lewiston.
Gen. A. C. Hamlin, Bangor.
Major Z. M. Clayton, BaDgor.
Gen. John Marshall Brown, Portland.
Captain Horace H. Burbank, Saco.
For the General Committee,
A. B. Underwood,
Committee for N. E. States except Connecticut.
__

Deaths of Old Residents.
of the oldest resiOsgood,
has kept a meat
dents of Portland, who
market in Old City Hall for upwards of 56
He
years died at i o’clock yesterday morning.
received a stroke of paralysis last Saturday
from the effects of which he died. Mr. Osgood
was born in Portland and was 78 years old at
lie was a member of
the time of his death.
Mr.

A.

A.

one

Ancient Brothers lodge and Machigonne EnHe had been an
campment of Odd Fellows.
He leaves a wife, a
Odd Fe'low for 38 years.
daughter, Mrs. Quincy of Boston, and a son,
Mr. J. P. Osgood, the sign painter. The
funeral will occur to-day, and will be attended
by the Veteral Association, I. O. O. F., of
was a member.
Mr. L. O. Reynolds, who kept a grocery
store in what is known as the “Row,” on Congress street, for so many years, died of the
effects of a second stroke of paralysis yester-

which he

Badge.”

day.

1882, who make 40 points

Suicide.
Samuel G. Mayberry of Bangor, formerly
traveling salesman for Shaw, Goding & Co.,
Portland, shot himself in his room at the Col-

qualifying or requalifying in
out of a possible 50
40 points out of a possible 50
and
at 200 yards,
at 500 yards, will be classed as sharpshooters.
4. Company commanders will see that each
man fully understands the rules laid down for
practice, and that they are rigidly adhered to
Strenuous efforts
in the practice ordered.
should be made to compel every man to combe belongs.
where
plete his firings in the class
Classification blanks for returns will be furnished and the time for making the final return to the Inspector of Rifle Practice extended to Sept. 10, 1882.
5. The allowance of ammunition to each
company for the current year is fixed at two
thousand rounds.
3. Marksmen

Apron Sale and Oyster Supper.
There will be an apron sale and oyster supper
at Sons of Temperance Hall for the benefit of
the Reform Club this afternoon and evening.
There should be a large attendance for the object is one that will commend itself to all.

__

lins House, in Fort Fairfield, Sunday at 4
o’clock p. m. He put five shots into his head.
Overwork and extreme fatigue is probably the
cause. He was a man well and favorably
known.
Cape Elizabeth.
The following were elected officers of Casco
Bay Lodge of Good Templars last evening:
W. C. T.-Frank H. Stevens.
W. V. X—Mrs.
Dyer.
W. F. S.—C. A- Pullen.
\y. x.—C-11 Waterhouse.
\y" m.—E. E. Parrott.
\t.C.—Mrs. C. H. Waterhouse.
W. I. G.—Herbert L. Parrott.
W O. G.—Mrs. Alice H. Crowell.

Interesting Libel Suit.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

NOTES.

Portland and Ogdensburg.
Yesterday President Anderson and Superintendent Hamilton of the Ogdensbnrg wen£ to
St. Johnsbury to attend a railroad meeting.
The Vermont Central made an arrangement
with the Ogdensbnrg some time ago to haul
their freight over its eighteen miles of road, at

BANKER'S

THE

DAUGHTER.

Last season Mr. Bronson Howard’s “Banker’s
Daughter” was presented in this city lor tho

first time before a large and brilliant audionce.
The play had created a great sensation in New
York and naturally expectation was a tip-toe
to witness it. The performance was somowhat

The term for
the rate of nine dollars a car.
which the arrangement was made has expired
and both roads will appear before a commission
the one to have the rate
at St.

in the lady who
assumed the character of “Lillian, tho Banker
Daughter." She was entirely inadequate to
Last evening, while Miss Belthe position.

at the present figures, and the latter to
have it reduced. The Ogdensbnrg can (if better terms are not made) build a line parallel to
the Vermont Central the required distance as
they have the right of way. Probably, however, satisfactory terms will be made.
The company are about to pull down the old
desiccated potato factory building on West
and erect commodious offiCommercial

garde—the Lillian—was hardly up to the desired standard, still sho was acceptable in the
role.
Mr. Whiting was a very good John
Strebelow, reminding one in appearance of

Johnsbury,

kept

street,

Maine
ces, somewhat similar to those of the
Central. They will then be close to their
The plans will
plant where they should be.

probably be determined at the
meeting of the directors.
We mentioned in yesterday's

next

monthly

Pkess that the

road proposes to put on a sleeper to a tram
leaving here at 5 p. m. for Chicago shortly.
We were informed yesterday that on May 1st,
and
the train will leave Portland at 2.40 p. m.,
leaving
train
This
m.
at
6
25th
June
p.
after
in
Portland at 6 p. m. will land a passenger
as if
Chicago within an hour or two as quickly
he left Boston, and quicker than by any other
route eastof Boston. Passengers leaving Port-

land at G p. m. will ride to Syracuse, N. Y.,
there step into a car standing alongside the one
they left Portland in, and thence proceed without change to Chicago, arriving in that city
about 4 p. m. of the next day but one after
leaving this city.
The company are engaged in filling in the
flats in front of their location west of the Forest City Sugar Refinery, out nearly to the Harbor Commissioners* line. This will give them
a fine waterfront of 680 feet with 1G feet of water and an additional area of over 140,000 square
feet. It is contemplated to dredge along this
new line so as to admit the largest tonnage to

discharge and receive freights. A cargo of 300
tons of steel rail*is expected soon v hich will
be used in the improvement of the track in the
mountain district.

A fine

large culvert of

massive masonry, with a span of 25 feet is to
take the place of the trestle work across Artist Brook, North Conway.
Grand Trunk.
The St. Louis Globe says: “The Grand
Trunk Road comes in for cons iderable attention in railroad circles just now. It is claimed
by the other Eastern lines every day or two,
and as regularly denied, that it is cutting rates,
in spite of cast-iron and cast-steel agreements.
The Grand Trunk also has a part to play in the
current shipments of grain from Chicago to
Liverpool at extraordinarily low rates. It is
on the usual “excellent authority,”
that considerable grain is now going abroad by
lake, the Grand Trunk, and Boston steamship
lines, at 15 cents per hundred through from
Chicago to Liverpool, as against a '25-cent allThe
rail rate from Chicago to New York.

reported,

water and rail rate to Boston is 20 cents, and
it is solemnly claimed that the Boston vessels
not only charge no freights on this business,
but actually pay the Grand Trunk Road 5 cents
a

hundred for

last

grain

furnished for uso

as

bal"

I”_
John Owen.

Mr. John Owen, known for the life-long
friendship that has existed between himself
and the late poet Longfellow, died after a brief
illness at his home on Mt. Aubnrnstreet, Cambridge, late Saturday evening. He had no distinctive malady, bat died rather from debility,
increased through inprudence in the care for
his health since taking a cold five weeks ago.
He took to the sick ted a fortnight ago, suffering slightly from bronchitis. This trouble soon
disappeared, but was followed with a fever that

recurred at intervals till death ensued. The
fever was attended with a pain in the right
lung and the patient’s strength w as steadily
reduced till he died of exhaustion. His mental
condition was nndisturhed up to Saturday
morning, but unconsciousness was induced soon
He died surafter and continued to the end.
rounded by his near relatives, two daughters,
Mrs. H. E. Scudder, Mis Owen, a sou and a
His rooms at 56 Mtsister, Mrs. Richardson.
Auburn street form one of the most carious
and quaint suites ever occupied by a scholar.
au old curiosity
shop.
Over
Bookcases line two sides of the room.
one of them are busts of Charles Sumner, Schiller and Goethe, and innumerable photographs

They might be called

of eminent men and

women are

in front of the books

on

ranged along

each shelf.
is one of the

Among

“Village
Mr. Owen’s photographs
Smithy” and the “Old Chestnut Tree,” celeThe photograph was
brated by Longfellow.
taken from a pen-and-ink sketch by Mr. LongOne of the chief curiosities is
the huge collection of stereoscopic and other
He had in his
views collected by Mr. Owen.
library a great many of Biideker’s and other
foreign guide books, and, when asked whether
he had been abroad, he used to go to his great

disappointing,

more

especially

Piesldent Arthur. Mr. Daboll, while he had
not the polish and finish of Signor Ma.jeroni as
the Count Carojac, nevertheless looked the
character and acted it well. His little song in
the second act was heartily applauded. Archie
fair

Harold

Cowper was
Snyder perfectly bewildered
a

Rutledge.

Matt

his friends. He
has grown stouter, and wears a full beard, and
although always good-looking, is now a very
handsome man. He assumed the minor part
of the art critic with ease and naturalness. Mr.
G. C. Boniface was as airy and volatile as tho
ideal American tourist—when he isn’t a clergyman—is supposed to be, and Mr. Tilton a very
fair Lawrence Westbrook. Miss Rose Graham
is even finer-looking than when a resident of
Portland and made an excellent Mrs. Holcome. Miss Hudson was not quite spontaneous
enough for Mrs. Brown, but still good, and
a
bright and natural
Little Georgia was
Natalie. The duel scene was very psetty and
the scene itself well acted, the audience calling
the actors. The orchestra was excellent and
performed the following selections:
Overture in

F.Kalliwoda

Waltz,Albertka.Rosati
Fantasia, Torquato Tasso (cornet obligato)

—

Donizetti

Waltz, Manola ..Waldteufel
Lumbye
Galop, Reunions.
■

The last

performance

will be

given to-night

NOTES.

The concert which was to have been given
complimentary to Mrs. Anna F. Day, has been
postponed until Wednesday evening, May 3d
Denman Thompson will draw two crowded
houses to Portland Theatre, Friday and Saturday. His “Josh Whitcomb” fills the seats.
The Revenue Marine Service.
[From the N. Y. Herald.]
The act of Congress, July, 1876, for the appointment of cadets in the revenue marine service requires the oadet to be only two years in

service before he is promoted to the grade of
third lieutenant, which grade gives him a relative rank with an ensign in the navy. Fourteen of the cadets who had only seen six
months sea service of the probationary term
have been promoted to the grade of third lieutenant—all of them deficient in seamanship.

Midshipmen in the navy are not promoted
the grade of ensign until they have been

to
at

least seven years in the service,-and three years
of that time at sea. The act of Congress should
be amended to read, "four years in service and
two years at sea,” which sea service should be
on our own coast, where the duties of revenue
marino officers are defined by acts of Congress,
and where the cadets would acquire a practical knowledge of the whole coast, the entrances into the b3ys, rivers and harbors; the headlands, lighthouses and the soundings and currents on the different parts of the coasts.
They would also have the opportunity to
board and examine all vessels sailing within
the jurisdiction of the revenue laws.
The bill to promote the efficiency of the revenue marine service, now before Congress, creates a new grade of four cost captains, with an
increase of salary of 81,000 each, but makes no
provision for an increase of any of the other
officers in the service. Some of the officers
have been endeavoring to get the Committee
on Commerce in the House to amend the bill
by inserting an amendment which provides a
small increase of pay for each grade, according to length of service, bat so far have been
unsuccessful. The Chief of the Revenue Marine Division and ono or two captains in the
service who drew up the original bill were so
intent in providing soft places for themselves
that they left all the old captains out in the
cold, and nothing was known by the officers in
the service of the provisions of the bill until
after it had been read twice in the House referred to the Committee on Commerce and ordered to bo printed.
The bill calls for written competitive examinations for all officers except post captains,
which is'unfair and unjust to the officers in the
service, as it gives the Board of Examiners an
opportunity to promote favorites over the heads
of meritorious and efficient officers, and which
has been done in several cases within the last
six years or more. Competitive examinations
are all right for cadets entering the service and
for their promotions to third lieutenants, but
lieutenants and engineers of all grades should
be promoted according to seniority after they
have passed the examination for promotion.
No higher grade or increase of officers is required over the number stated below (200),
which is sufficient to officer all the revenue
marine vossels now in service, and are also
sufficient for all the other duties pertaining to
the service, either revenue marine or life sav-

Captains, 30; first lieutenants, 30; second
lieutenants, 30; third lieutenants, 24; cadets,
14; tjchiel engineers, 24; first assistant engineers, 24; second assistant engineers, 24—total,

200.

J. M. GO WAN.
The plan of Capt. Gowan’s meets with favor
we are informed, from the officers of the ser-

vice in this section.

fellow himself.

stereoseopio views, and say:
upright
“This is the way I travel.” Mr. Owen’s home
for many years was on Mt. Auburn street,
near the present University Press (formerly the
Holyoke House). He had quite a large estate
there, which he delighted to improve and work.
He was particularly fond of cultivating fruit
and flowers, and he had at onetime sixty varieties of roses growing in his yard.
John Owen was born in Portland, Me., in
1806, the year before Henry Wardsworth LongBoth attended the public schools in
fellow.
Portland; they were students in Bowdoin College at the same time, Mr. Longfellow being a
member of the class of 1825, and Mr. Owen of
the class of 1827; and finally they lived near
each other in Cambridge the remainder of their
case

of

lives. After graduating from Bowdoin College
Mr. Owen came to Cambridge and took a course
He never preached very much,
in divinity.
however, nor ever had a regular charge. His
was
health
quite poor when lie left the Harvard Divinity School, and he returned for a
time to the home of his father at Portland. His
health has not since that time been very robust.
Some time after graduating at 'Cambridge he
married a daughter of Capt. Sylvanus Sampson
of Duxbury. In November, 1833, James Munroe and George Nichols bought out the bookstore of Brown, Shattuck & Co. in Cambridge,
Mr. Brown joining the firm of Hillard, Gray &
In 1834 John Owen, having
Co., in Boston.
come into the possession of certain property,
with Messrs Munroe &
his
fortunes
joined
Nichols in the book business. The partnership
of the triad lasted but a year or so, and the first
of January, 1836, saw Mr. Owen sole proprietor of the Cambridge store.
His great generosity and kindly instincts
were such as to divert his attention too much
from the careful management of business, and
Mr. Longfellow’s first volin 1848 he failed.
ume of poems, the “Voices of the Night,” was
published by Mr. Owen in 1839, at Cambridge,
and ho continued to be his publisher nntil the
Mr. Owen assisted Longfellow in
failure.
He
many ways, chiefly in reading his proofs.
did a great deal of the work on the “Poems of
in
1876-79—
Mr.
Longfellow
Places,” edited by
31 volumes. Mr. Owen’s work was chiefly in
veryifying the authorship of poems and ascertaining the authorship of those to which no
names were attached. He was a friend also of
Charles 8nmner, and it was owing to My.
Owen’s urgent suggestion that Sumner’s writings were began to be published in a complete
and nniform edition, a task that has since been
completed under the supervision of Mr. George
Nichole, assisted in manp ways by Mr. Owen.
In social life Mr. Owen was marked by his
modest, amiable disposition, and wa3 interesting for his fund of information and his keen
and appreciative remarks in the way of literary criticism.

April Weather Thirty Years AgoApril 25,1843, the writer
had a largo quantity of lumber delivered into
Portland on sleds by ox teams,from West BuxMb. Editor:—On

ton.
The roadbeds were quite good, but it was
in
very difficult for teams to pass each other,
the country the snow was so deep outside of
the beaten track.
The middle of April the snow in the country
was four to five feet deep, and was even that
depth in may of the streets in this city.
The snow came early, with cold weather,
which continued almost up to the first day of

Katahdin Iron Works
Railroad.
The Bangor and Katahdin Iron Works Railway, which is to extend from Milo Station on
tho Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad to the
Katahdin Iron Works, a distance ol twenty
miles, will have an important bearing on this

The Bangor and

tho State,many va luable water powers and vast quantities of raw material in shape
of 'lumber, slate and iron being opened np by

portion of
it.

At Milo village, the road strikes a magnificent water power, crossing the Sebec river,
which is dammed at this point and which has
behindlit the whole volume of Sebec Lake,
a never failing and abundant supply of

giving

At this point is a saw and grist mill, a
carding mill, and an excelsior and spool factoof the
ry, which utilize but a small fraction
water.

water-power.
PassiDg for five miles through the fertile
farming town of Milo, the road strikes the
valley of the Pleasant river at Brownville,
where another fine water power exists and is
but partially utilized by the saw mill, grist
mill, carriage and shovel handle factories which
are here located.
Enormous quantities of lumber, both hard
and soft, exist on the head waters of the Pleasant river, and during the past winter over
twenty million feet of lumber passed over the
dam at Brownville, most of which it is claimed, could have beeu manufactured at more
at this point, if railroad facilities had existed, than to have been driven as logs to Oldtown and Bangor.
At Brownfield, for the first time in the historailroad
ry of the slate industry of Maine, the
No other
will rnn directly to the quarries.
business in Maine has a brighter outlook or is

profit

of more indefinite expansion than that
of slato quarrying. In the vicinity of Brown,
ville are found deposits of unlimited extent,
and ol quality unapproaclied by that of any
other slates in this country or abroad, and the
ropntation of which is already established.
Font large quarries have already been opened here, which, in spite of the serious drawback of transportation by teams to railroad to

capable

Milo, have developed a large trade and absorbed a large capital in expensive plant and machinery. These quarries are already preparing
to largely increase their capacity in anticipation of tho railroad, and several new openings
Slate lands are adbeing started.
vancing in value and capitalists from abroad
are looking up and purchasing desirable loca-

are

now

When the change eime, it was suddco, and
the snow melted in the open country in three
time
or four days; in the woods it was a long
in passing away.
On the first day of May it began to rain in
torrents, and the ground was literally deluged
of
with water for two days; the result was, one
in
the most disastrous fre»*et8 ever known
at
New England State*- Damages estimated
far
the time not less roan 8500,000, probably
exceeding tb>* amount.
Mills bridges, houses, bams and lumber
Were«aken away by the high water, roads
washed out, and bridges on theof small

swept

away.

The month of May was warm and vegetation came forward rapidly. There were fine
crops and an abundant harvest that season.
We complain ; of the cold weather of the
present month, and one would infer that it was
the coldest weather ever known in April, with
out recurring to the records of the past, when
we find that many Aprils have been colder
H.
than the present month.

Portland, April 23,1882

bou of the same town and addressed to the taxThe counsel for Mr. Hincks originalpayers.
ly were O. P. Cunningham of Bucksport, Col.

School Instruction.
Ma. Editoe;—Allow me to
exprasa my
sympathy for your correspondent O. E. D. It
mast be annoying to a fellow who has striven
hard to prove himself a rhetorician to have all
his work spoiled by a few lines from a professor
in some obscure college like Yale.
Who can
blame him if he seeks revenge? Certainly not
I. But the man who would wreak vengeance
must bide bis time. O. E. D. is important.
His criticisms of the expressions quoted from
the essay n the Advertiser are puerile. Some
of those expressions are perfectly correct—that
is, if good usnage and the dictionary count for
anything; the others at worst show only unimportant errors. But let O. E. D. wait. The
author of that essay »ill sometimes make a
real blunder. It may not be for year but it
will come at last. He will use a double negative, or fail to make his verb agree with its
Then will oome
noun in person audnumber.
his confusion and the triumph of O. E. D.;
then that professor will hide his head and
Yale College will he rocked from turret to
foundation stone.

At the iron work3 is another excellent water
that
power, with such rapid tall iu tho river
dams could be built at short intervals for several miles. At this point is also found the Katahdin ore mountain with its singular formation of iron ore unlike any other kno wn de- ;
been oxposit. A large amount of capital has
|
pended here in trying to work this ore with
but without success until it fell into the

have now a first-class, thoroughly equipped*
modem charcoal blast furnace that stands at
the bead, in economy of working and quality
ot product, of the charcoal iron industry. The
furnace is now in full operation, making|at the
rate of 5000 to G000 tons per annum of car
to

New York,

wheel iron that is now shipped
Pennsylvania and the West.
Recent investigations have proved this deposit of ore to be practically inexhaustible, and
the business of smelting it, when railroad facilities are added, will naturally be very largely increased. Beyond the iron works extends
the unbroken forests, only, as yet, invaded by
the lumberman. During the past winter over
five hundred men were engaged in cutting
spruce and pine logs in tho vicinity, which were
floated to Bangor. When the railroad is completed to tho iron works large quantities of hard
and soft wood and timber now worthless, will
be shipped by rail, iu shape of ship timber,
ship knees, snool wood, last-blocks, shovel
handles, railroad ties, telegraph poles, excelsior and paper pulp.—Com. Bulletin.
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STORE FIXTURES

LADIES’

AT AUCTION.

April 27th,

Ob Thursday,
and
Cents.

Cardinal,

Blue

45

Brown

—

AT

at 2 1-2 P. M.

—

STORE 47 FREE STREET,

HOSIERY

FINISHED SEAMED

Tea, Cotree, Tobacco, Cigars, Soap, Starch, Spies*,
Canned Goods, Pickles, Sauces, Extracts sad Oil,
together with the usual variety of a Hrst class Grocery stock. Safe. Platform, Spring balance and Oouter Seales, Ice Chest, Measures, Scoops, Stow, Bsakcts, &c. Everything choice, ttrst class and trass.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Asclitsssn.

ONLY 25 CTS. PAIR.

d4t

ap24

GENTLEMENS

F. O. BAILEY dc CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*
IS Exchange Sc.

Kslesrtsin

ALL LINEN 15 CTS. COLLARS

r, O.

C. W. 1IIW,

BAILKV,

ONLY 10 CTS. EACH.

of Furulture and General Mcrshi
dire every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a.
m.
oetSdtf
Consignments solicited.

LADIES’

GREAT SALE

Regular

sale

OF

WEIGHT 50 CENT.

MEDIUM

UNDERVESTS,
JUST THE THING FOR EARLY

BUCK SILKS.

SPRING WEAR.
The

H, I. Nelson & Co.
TELEPHONE NO. 3IIX.

success

of

our

SILKS

COLORED
has

<IU

ap25

unparalleled

recent sale of

prompted

to hold

us

SPECIAL

a

SALE

New Organizations.

Light Co. has

The National Gas Electric

organized. Capital §250,000; capital
stock paid in §70; par value shares §10.
President—Louis W. Burnham.
been

Treasurer—John N. Barbour.
Directors—L. W. Burnham, J. N. Barbour,
W. C. Cutler, M. D.,‘ A. A. Sweet, A. M.
Austin, J. Frank Lang.

STATE NEWS.
ANDEOSCOOGIN COUNTY.
The counsel of James Burnham of Greene,
who was indicted for criminal libel in causing
to be published in the columns of the Journal
parties in
a bogus notice of a marriage of
Greene, filed a demurrer to the indictment in
the S. J. Court at Auburn, Friday morning.
The fact that the respondent caused the notice
to be published is not denied, but it is argued
that the act of the respondent was not a crimi
ual libel. The proceeding was proforma, and
the demurrer was over-ruled by the Court, in
order to bring the case to the law court.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

Since April 1st Deer Isle has had no teleof the
graphic communication with the rest Beach
world. The cable across Eggemoggin
was broken, and on examination it was found
is found
so badly rusted and stranded that it
The new cable
necessary to lay a new one.
to
arrive
Is
and
has been ordered
expected
daily. It cost §1600.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
The Journal says Charles E. Merrill, the
Weeks’ Mills murderer, who was committed in
Augusts one year ago for killingat his mother,
Thomaston
and sentenced to imprisonment
for life, is well and hearty, and weighs 210
to
the
jail in
pounds. When first committed
Augusta he weighed but 170 pounds.
Christopher Mitchell of Augusta has just
entered his 97th year, is yet in good health,
and reads the morning paper without the aid
of glassos. He takes much pleasure in relatHe is anxious for
ing liis early experiences.
Blaine to receive the nomination for President
so he can vote for him.
Mr. H. K. Morrell, of the Gardiner Journal,
lias ordered and will present to the Gardiner
Library Building Association, to be placed in
the new library Building, a beautiful circular
window, eight feet in diameter, of old Scotch
cathodral and brilliant jewelled glass, bsautifully colored, and of elegant design, costing

§125

—

the City of Portland.

A correspondent (R.) writes: The number of
inhabitants in Limington in 1880 was 1431.
The number now living over 70 years is 112.
Mrs. Bradeen was 99 last December: Two
About one-third of
other ladies are over 90.
the 112 are past 80. Good water and pure air
are health promoters.
His Royal Highness
the Prince of Wales presides at the
Festival of the Victoria Hospital.
His Royal Highness the Prince of Wale3, on
Wednesday evening presided at a festival in
aid of the funds of this institution in Willis’s

Licensing

the

that

hereby given,
Board of the City of Portland, will meet at the
NOTICE
Manday
'Aldermen’s
Building,
is

Koom, City

on

dtd

ap25

^“Advertiser copy.

For House
THERE IS

Cleaning

NOTHING TO COMPARE WITH

James

Pyle’s Pearline.
THE WORK IS

NO SOAP IS REQUIRED, AND
DONE IN HALF THE TIME. SOLD BY ALL
GROCERS, BUT BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
LOOK FOR THE NAME OF JAMES PYLB.
eodlmlBtpnrm
ap25

SMITH, CAGE

A.

Mont-

B., the Lord Mayor, Admiral Sir
Sir A. Milne,
gomery; Admiral of the Fleet
Major General Sir Archibald Alison, Sir C.
Stafford, Sir Charles Dilke, M. P., and many
others of distinction.
Altogether a very enjoyable evening was
dinner was admira-

spent by all present. The
credit on tUe
bly served, and reflected great
while the chammanagers of Willis’s Rooms,
the famous brand of G. H.
pagne, which was
from
Mumm & Co., won the highest eeomiums
and distinguished visitors.—The
the royal
Court Circular, London.

Wednesday, April 19.
We have all of the popular
makes of Silks in stock, ana during this sale we ’shall offer

EXTRAORDINARY BARGAINS.
sent

Samples

Beach’s Washing Soaps,
Frank Siddall’s Soaps, and
Choice Selected Canned Prunes.
Above goods should be
your Grocer for them.

492 & 494
apll

Aik

used in every family.

CARRIAGES.

ap26d3w

Cheese and Beans.
50 Boxes Vermont Sage Cheese.
“
“
“
h
plain do
100
100 Bags Berman Pea Beans.

200to300 instock. Comprises all the
Maine State
styles in Doable and Single Carriages,which we are
Prison and other manufactories, for
lowest
their
sell
at
to
authorized
pnej*.
Agents and
and
We can show a large variety, and sell Fine
In Few
dium Class Carriages lower than any house

England.

-FOR SALE BY-

GAGE
SMITH,
ap25

& CO.
_aJW

Citizen’s mutual Uelief Society.
at
Stated Meeting for April will be held
Reception Hall, next FRIDAY EVENING,
meet at

THE
28th insl.

8

at

The Directors
Per order,
M. N. RICH, Secretary.

o’clock.

7Y* o’clock.

HARNESSES.

for James R. Hill & Co.’s celebrated Concord Harness, the best Harness in the L nlted StaU*.
Alan
for
Prices
Single Harness $30 to $100 each.
and conAgents for several large manufacturers,
manufacturers
from
stantly receiving consignments
who must realize. A fine oak stock, fall niokel,

Agent

Lost.
SATURDAY LAST, Eye Glasses in case; very
valuable to the owner, either between Prosand the P. O., or between the P. O. and
st.
pect
Winter St. The finder will be rewarded by leaving
ap25d3t
at this office.

ON

Wanted.

Information

BOY left Portland, March 26. 1882, name
John M. Welch, 16 years old, bins eyes, brown
Please Inhair, powder blown in one side of face.

A

form

me.

S. A.

14 Market street.

PIERCE,

dlw

ap25

DUSTERS

FEATHER

at Wholesale and Retail.

Kendall & Whitney.
ap25d2w

Portland, April 22.

Wanted.
by a young man, to look after horses
referor as houseservant, having flrst-class
ences from Montreal. Call 14 Greenleaf Street.

WANTED
ap25
__dlw

second story of house No. 2 St. Lawrence
Kent
Place, containing gas and Sebazo water.
S9.00 per month. Enquire at 606 Congress St.

THE

dtf

aP25
_

Wanted.
an educated and accomplished English lady,
a position as geverness, teacher, companion,
Address
Best of references given.
or to travel.
apr-odlw
145 Danforth st.

BY

ChildreB’^CloiiBg.
C. J. k F. R. FARRINGTON,
No3. 180 & 182 Middle Street,

MU...
Immense stock. Fine line lor Men Ladies,
Boston
and Boys, as follows:—Whitman McLellan,
Mexi4(Buo,
Hog
Princess. English shaftoe,English
4c.
can. 4c.; Bridles, Housings,
Horse
BlankMa,
line
of
Itobes,
Carriage
Also a full
outfit*.
Mats, Whips and all Horse and Carriage
Please remember
line of the above

32 & 34 Plum

to those in want of

BOOTS and SHOES.
In order to reduce onr Stock to make
for Goods of our own manufacture.

room

We offer at COST for tlie S EXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock ofLadles’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This is a rare *»P*rtnnity as onr Stock is large, and consist*
of goods from line hand sewed to common medium grades. Do net fall to call
and examine onr goods before bnylnf
elsewhere.

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE C0„
}

Cor. Union St, Under Falmouth

AND

I ever used. I
than tbe doctors and all the medicine
consider your medicine one of tbe greatest of blessMrs. M. MARTIN, Cleveland, 0.

CHILDREN’S SUITS

William’s Indian Pile Ointment is the

This is a new departure in our business
and we are determined that the very
Latest Styles, made up in the best possible manner shall always be found on
our counters.
,,
ap22

for

piles.

\V. F. PHI1.I.IPS & CO., Wholesale Agie
Portland Me.
mh31F&T&wly

The
There are mushroom growths in medicine.
a
sensational style of advertising farces them, for
such
Trust
notice.
only
into
brief space,
public
can
You
medicines as are of established reputation.
make no mi-take in choosing AYERS SARSAPAand
RILLA, to cleanse the blood and put new life
most powerful
energy into tbe system. It is the
best
the
Spring
ever produced, and

bloca-puriiier

“sold by

druggists. Ask for AYER’S SARSAPARILLA, and do not be persuaded to take any
other. Price, $1; six bottles for $5.
all

ap22_dfrwlw

JUST RECEIVED.

HORSES.
must have the

N°. 81

designs for

AT

FAIRWEATHER’S,

MISS

(NO. 8 ELM

STREET.

mh30_
A.

S. H. LARMIN1E,

Chicago.

dH

W. JORDAN,
Portland, Me

S. H. LAR33IN1E & CO.,
CommisMou

Merchonlu.

Art Needle Work.
Every lady interested in Art
Needle Work, should examine the
new designs which we are now
showing in onr “Up Stairs” room.
Stamping executed in the very
manner.

Owen, Moore & Go.
dtf

aplS

8tationer»

Engraved Cards and Invitation*
for

and

Weddings
tions

Recep-

Specialty.

a

513 CONGRESS STREET.
^
mchl 1

*

O’BRION;

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
Domes!ic Coals
Prices.

322

Specialty,

a

at

Loweei Market

Commercial Street,

Brown’s Wliarl,
PORTLAND,
Orders received by

Master

MAINE.

telephone._aplSdtf

“GEORGE
Late

_

best

AND

Cards.

Franklin Street.

_dJt

ap24

STAMPING,

room.

RUFUS- RAND,

A large lot of very choice

CABO PIATE ENGBAVEB

CHAS.:

Received This Day two car loads Drawing, Team and Express Horses. These
Horses are all young, sound and adapted to general business and have been
bought with care. I will sell them
lower than again this Spring. I shall
receive another carload on Thnrsday and

Hotel,

William S. Lowell,

Visiting

ings.”

cure

dlw

INTERESTING

WeddiDg

a most complete
assortment of

sale

an.-

Street,

POBTLAWP, Mg.

ap24

—

In which will be found

keep the largest and Unas,

HORSE AM CARRIAGE HART

A

CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT

wo

goods in Maine for private
only. Consignments lor oar regular Saturday
tion sale are entirely separate.

Ready-Made Clothing.
—

SADDLES.

RIDING

Frazier's Root Bitters act strongly upon tbo
and reguliver and kidneys, keep tbe bowels open
build Up
lar make tbe weak strong, beal the lungs,
and
blood
system of
tli© nerves,and cleanse the

Dr.

Congress St.
__

Dr. Frazier’s Root Bitters.

only sure

Mail upon ap-

by

plication.

Having recently Enlarged our Store,
have added to their usual Large and Excellent stock of

tendFor Dizziness, Rush of Blood to tbe Head,
and Ague,
ing to Apoplexy, Dyspepsia, Fever
Humors
Dropsy, Pimples and Blotches, Scrofulous
and Sores, Tetter, Ringworm, White Swelling,
Erysipelas, Sore Eyes, or for young men suffering
from Weakness or Debility caused from imprudence,
and for females in delicate health, Frazier s Root
Bitters are especially recommended.
of your
Dr Frazier: I have used two bottles
Weakness
Root Bitters for Dyspepsia, Dizziness,
and Kidney Disease, and they did me more good

commence on

CO.,

&

To £.et.

Cadogan.
Earl Stanhope, the Marquis of Hamilton, Earl
Bathurst, Lord O’Hagan, Lord Edmund Talbot, Lord Brabourne, the Hon. Albany
Erskine, the Hon. Spencer Ponsonby Fane, C.
Earl

were

which will

Wholesale Agents for

Rooms.

Among those .present

—

M Sills and Mm,

>

the arm day «f May. at 7Vs o’clock p. m., lor
the purpose of granting licenses to innholders and
victualers who may then and their apply therefor.
Per order of Licensing Board.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

ap25d4t

YOEK COUNTY.

OF

To Innholders and Victualers in

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Whig says it is reported a] young child
of Thomas Lane, Bangor, Sunday took poison
The mother
and his recovery is uncertain.
had been using laudanum and a small vial conwhere the
around
left
was
this
poison
taining
little one while playing found it, spilled some
of it and also drank Borne. The child had been
in a stupor most of the time since and at last
accounts was still unconscious.

profit,

hands of the present proprietors—tho Katahdin Iron Company—who, after large expendiin
tures of time and money, have succeeded
and
a reputation for their product

GROCERIES

CHOICE

Jasper Hutchins of Brewer, and Congressman

Reed of Portland. Mr. Reed being unable to
attend, Herbert M. Heath was employed to
argue the cate. The oounsel on defence were
P. G. White of Bangor and Hon. L. A. Emery
of Ellsworth. There was a great local interest
in the matter. On the third day of the trial
the defendant, through his counsel and his
own testimony, disclaimed ever intending to
accuse the plaintiff of any corrupt or wrong
conduct, and that certain severe comments in
the pamplet aimed at the “municipal officers”
The
were not intended to mean the plaintiff.
vindication of the plaintiff’s character being
full and comp.ete, the case then ended, the
defendant submitting to a default in the sum
of 8105.

SALES.

AUCTION

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

known as chairman of the lato State Valuation
Commission, brought suit for alleged libel upon his official conduct of selectman
ol Buckaport during the war, the libel being in a pamphlet issued by Jos. L. Buck and S. E. Tri-

tions.

establishing

May.

streams

interesting libel suit was tried before
Judge Libbey at Ellsworth, last week. The
plaintiff Hon. S. T. Hincks cf Bucksport, well
An

M.

PORTER,

Rhode Island School of Dealga,
Teacher of

nnd
Drawing, Painting, Modelling

Studio

A

511

De-

signing.
I-S Congress Street.

CHILDREN’S CLASS

In adranced work will be hold
shade wifi be taught.
object drawing, and light and Dr. T. A.
irpater,
References-Rev. Dr. Hill,

^or^ermsje'tc., apply

between 2

and^otclosk

BROOK
KIMBALL
I CB
prepared to furnish Ice of superior quality for families and offices from Kimball
WE
Also, POND AND RIVER 1C*,
Brook.
-

Grain,

Seeds,

Provisions,

157 Commercial St., Portland, Hie.
*
122 La Salle St
CHICAGO OFFICE,
bought and sold on Chicago Market on
mar3dtf
Margins. Correspondence invite
Futures

PARKER GUNS
At reduced prices.

G. L.

BAILEY,

221 MIDDLE, CORXER TEMPLE ST.
ap20(Uw

ROOMS TO LET
With Board in
ap!3

house up town.
J. S. €., Press Office.
eodtfSdp

pleasant

DRY HEMLOCK BOARDS
FOR SALE.

300,000 ft. dry Hemlock Boards, Heady
for immediate delivery.
ADDRESS,

a

C. JORDAN, AIM, Maine.

feb2{

__dU

are

any cut this winter for Stores, Stenraers
Vessels at reasonable rates.

equal to
and

BURNHAM & DYER
Office 73 Cross Street.
TELEPHONE NO. Mf.

tylStlU

Hawks and Owls Wanted. CLOTHESWRINCE R8.
For wiicli

the following prices will be paid at

T. B. DAVIS’
Cun Store, opposite Post Office.
Large Specimens, 50c. each; medium sized specimens, 35c: »mall specimens, 25c.
ap22dlw
ISr-N.B —Fish Hawks not wanted.

Prices reduced

“UNIVERSAL,”

on

“NOVELTY”

AND “EUREKA.”

kendall&whitney
I•*»
ap3dtf
Pox,laud, April

HABRIAGE8.

AGRICULTURAL.
Cleaning the Door-Yard.
In the best regulated families there will
be an accumulation of more or less rubbish
in the yard and grounds about the house.
The early days of Spring invite us out to
survey the situation, and with a light heart
inspired by the bright sunshine, we set ourselves at work to bring beauty out of this

the family.]
In Deering.

Parisian

as

well

as unre-

mitting vigilance in making a thorough application of the salt and oil after the biennial house-cleanings, and at other times if apprehensive of any danger.
To any one who lias not used this compound, and wishes to a'void the nuisance of
bugs, my advice would be to have the bedsteads thoroughly washed, and when dry apply the mixture to every possible crevice
with a painter’s small brush.
Keep a supply of the mixture in a wide-mouthed vessel
If
of glass or stone-ware, and well corked.
used faithfully, this will drive the vermin
from the house and keep them at bay. The
oil and salt do not injure carpet, matting or
floor if dropped upon it, for the oil soon
evaporates, and the salt can be swept up.
This was an original idea of my own more
than twenty years ago, when driven almost
to desperation by a nuisance to which I had
been a stranger, and having recommended it
to many who have proved its complete success, I am desirous that others may avail
themselves of the same means of relief.
—Cor. Countiy Gentleman.
Wit and Wisdom.
The way to get rich in this world is to save
what yon make. When you make a fool of
yourself, don’t give it away.—Philadelphia

Chronicle-Herald.

You can those
12 Elm street.

“I can’t use my hemmers.”
that go with the “Domestic.”

In Wisconsin there was married lately Mr.
John Oliver to Miss Jane Roland. We refrain
from the comment that might be expected of
us.—Texas Siftings.
_

Moving springs of action

are

deeply interfus-

laws. The
nervous man finds his life blasted, but he can
be restored to vigorous health by Dr. Bensan’s
Celery and Chamomile Pills. They are sim-

principles subject to certain

and efficacious.

Translated from the Sonntagsblatt: Property
holder—“As has been said, Mr. Lieutenant,
strike you yourself my daughter out of the
thoughts. I am from the bottom against the

Lieutenant, madly

despairing—

"But I can without your daughter not live!”
Property holder- “That believe I, certainly,
with the scanty Lieutenant’s pay.”

Sawyer’s

Salve as

now

prepared

beats

25 cents.

lady, who, though in the autumn of life,
had not lost all dreams of its spring, said to Jerrold, “I cannot imagine what makes my hair
turn gray. I sometimes fancy it must be the
essence of rosemary, with which my maid is in
the habit of brushing it. What think you?”
“I should be afraid, madame,” said the distinguished dramatist, dryly, “that it is the essence
of thyme.”
A

_

One
is stranger than fiction.
druggist alone has sold more than a thousand
bottles of “Elixib of Life Root,” and has
never found a case where it has failed to cure.

Surely truth

How is that for

a

record?

Meissonier’s portrait of Mrs. J. W. Mackey
represents that lady as daintily dres.?ed, with a
broad directoire hat, and engaged in buttoning
Probably he
a glove of extravagant length.
had her use the glove to keep her occupied
while he painted, and the picture shows that he
got it done before she got the glove buttoned.
Young men who have waited for a girl to get
her gloves buttoned will believe this.—Boston
Post.
_

Bright’s Disease, Diabetes, Kidney, Liv
Diseases.

er or Drinary
Have no fear of any of these diseases if you
use Hop Bitters, as they will prevent and cure
the worst cases, even when you have been

made worse by some great

puffed

up

pretended

cures.

Arrived.
Steamer City of Portland, Larcom, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch Hannah Stone, Hatch, New Haven—salt to
E O Willard.
Sch Contest, Bickford. Cape Ann.
Sch J W Sawyer, orchard, Cape Shore,-40 000
lbs fish.
Sch Alice Dean, Watts, Pembroke-iron to Boston
& Maine RR.
Sch Caroline Kriescher, Devereux, Bangor, with
fish barrels to Carney & Prince.
Sch Franklin Pierce, Stinson, Rockland.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay.
Sch Arrival, Farnham, Boothbay.
Ar 23d—Sch A J York, Littlejon, New York-coal
to Sam’l Rounds.
Cleared.
Sch F A Bailey, Hume, St John, PR—Pbinney &

Jackson.
Sch John James. Bullock, Winterport— S W Thax-

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at New York 24th, steamer Newport. Havana.
Sid fm Cienfuegos 13th, brig Clara Jenkins, for
Boston.
Ar at Matanzas 15th, sch Lahaiua, Houghton, fm
Portland.
Sid 16th, barque Minnie Hunter. Lathwaite, for
New York; S R Lyman, Pinkham, Boston; sch Eagle Rock. Hammond, New York; 17th, John Bird,

“Evangeline” was
Longfellow by seeing the bur-

tbe story of

mt suggested
lesque play of that
to

name at a Boston theatre;
be impelled to write “The Psalm ot
Life” bv observing the tenacity with which
Psalm Tilden hangs on to existence.—Cincinnati Saturday Night.
nor was

A Friend in Need.
Time over and again Thomas’ Eclectmc Oil
has proved a salutary friend to the distressed
As a reliable curative for croup in children,
sore throat and bronchial affections, and as a
positive external remedy for pain, it is a never

failing antidote.
A

Washington pension agent

was

almost

paralyzed with astonishment the other day
when he found a veteran of the late war who
bad sustained a permanent injury while in the
army, and had not applied for a pension. The
veteran had cut an artery in his wrist while
opening a bottle of whiBkey stolen from the col
onei’s headquarters, and he said he didn’t know
a wound of that character entitled him to a
pension. The agent soon convinced him of his
error, and in a few days he will receive $‘-’,800
back pension, minus $1,100 pocketed by the
agent.—Ncrristown Herald.
A Portland family directory would have to
be published to give a full list of families using
the Congres Yeast Powder. It has been on the
market for nearly 40 years and its large sale is

owing to its

Smith, Baltimore; 20th, brig Ernestine, Norton,
Portland; Edw H Williams, Gould, New York; G M
Goodrich, Look, do; sch May McFarland, do.
Sid fm Sagua 14th, barque Dida K Clark, Clark,
North of Hatteras; Geneva, do; 17th, barque Han
nah McLoon, do.
Ar at Havre 20th inst, ship Belle of Bath, Starkey. San Francisco.
Sid fm Liverpool 21st inst, ship Gen Knox, Henry
San Francisco.

,.

MEMORANDA.
Barqne Ethel, Thompson, from Caibarien for Bos21st. lat 27, Ion 73, with loss of
was
spoken
ton,
maintopmast. Wanted no assistance.
Call, for Europe, is believed to
Vesuvius,
Barqne
be all right, as she did not sail from Portland, O, until April 13, two weeks after the board mentioned

was

purity

and excellence.

We

an

are

Every Family and Household

Inducement for

going

June 20, 1882,

have

to

at which we will

1 Team Road Horses.

$500 U. S. Bonds.
1 Pony and Village Cart.

LIFE ROOT!

5

2
2
5
10

$1.00

Bonds.

Brand Pianos.
Diamond Bracelets.
Pairs Diamond Barrings.
Diamond Finger Rings.

A Positive Cure for Kid~
ney & Live Complaints
and all Diseasesarising
therefrom such as
Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Inflammation
of the Bladder, Brick Bust Deposit,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Female
and all Diseases

Complaints,
of the Urinary Organs.

over 1,000 Bottles
Rockland, Mo., April 25,1881.
bottles of Elixir of
one
thousand
I liave sold over
Life Root, and have never found a case whore it
failed to give satisfaction.
WM. H. K1TTREDGE.
Nearly Dead and One Bottle Cured Hiiu
1.
Westfield, Mass., March 28,1
J. W. Kittredge, Agent Elixir of Life Root.
Doar Sir—Having suffered intensely for four years
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
that time tried various medicines without obtaining relief, I was induced to try a bottle of your
EL1XER0F LIFE ROOT, and it affords me pleasure
to say that one bottle of it completely cured me. I
recommend it as the only valuable and certain cure
I would add
for kidney troubles I have ever seen
that before taking your medicine I bad become so

Druggist

A

lias Hold

weak that I was about to give up work. Hoping
that others who have suffered like
may be o
fortunate as to try your valuable medicine,
T. F. McMAlN.
Truly yours,

myself

A*

SPRING TONIC AND APPETIZ£B IT HAS NO EQUAL.
Oi\E DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

Aud Three Hundred other

!

cake of Soap is wrapped in a DARK BROWN Wrapper, especially made for DAVID’S PRIZE
Buy the Soap and SAVE THE WRAPPERS until you have 20. and you will get a ticket by returning them to us; for 100 wrappers you will get 6 tickets. You can obtain free of charge, from the Grocer of whom you buy the Soap, an envelope, in which you can send the wrappers by mail at the least possible expense. REMEMBER, the tickets cost you nothing—you do not buy them—WE DO NOT SELL
THEM, we GIVE them to vou for using our Soap. You have got to use soap. Uso DAVID’S PRIZE
LAUNDRY SOAP. It is the LARGEST, CHEAPEST, BEST. The LONGEST-LASTING, WHITESTBEAR IN MIND THAT
WASHING, and most EFFICACIOUS SWEETENER OF LINEN EXTANT.
We are going to
THE SOAP IS FULL VALUE AND CHEAP FOR THE PRICE YOU PAY FOR IT.
IF YOU USE IT ONCE
give away these Presents as an inducement for the people to use our Soap.
MONEY
BACK.
GET
OUR
YOU WILL ALWAYS USE IT, AND THAT’S THE WAY WE WILL
THINK OF IT ! No Soap ever did so much for you, none ever will. “You have nothing to lose,” you
one
of
the
above
Presrun no risk; you get tin worth of yourmonev as soon as you buy the ^oap.
Every
20 WRAPPERS, 1 TICKET—100 WRAPPERS, 6 TICKETS.
ents will be positively given away.
obtain
by
Every ticket Holder wi l receive a set of our elegant advertising cards. See the advantage you
using UAVIU’N P4bI25K &OAP. You get a larger cake of Soap than any other of like quality. It
is the best ever made f >r laundry or household purposes, and you may receive a valuable present. It will
not be necessary to attend the festival in order to receive presents, as they will be forwarded to anybody
entitled to them on receipt of instructions how to send BUY NOW. Every one can have six tickets before June if they commence at at once to use the Soap .TRY IT! YOU’LL LIKE IT! BUY MORE THAN
YOU NEED FOR IMMEDIATE USE, AS THE SOAP IMPROVES WITH AGE. IT IS THE BEST INIf your
VESTMENT EVER MADE. For sale by all jobbers and grocers keeping money worth goods.
grocer does not keep it or will not get it, you can purchase it by the box of any wholesale grocer in PortNo communications answered unless you inclose
land. PRICE, $0 00 for 100 CAKES, BO POUNDS.
stamp.

Every

SOAP.

David’s Prize Soap Co., 185 to 187 First Av.,

KiTTliEDGK, Agent,
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
tar*ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT,_*(

J2225&29

_eoti&wly22

PARKER’S

HAIR BALSAM.
his

EVERYBODY WANTS IT.
258tli Edition.

similar

(who

article,

/

on ac-

of its superior
cleanliness and purity.
It contains materials
only that are beneficial
to the scalp and hair
and always

Restores the Youthful Color to Grey or Faded Hair
Parker’s Hair Balsam is finely perfumed and is
warranted to prevent falling of the hair and to remove dandruff and itching. Hiscox & Co., N.Y.
50c. and $1 slies, at dealers In drugs and medicines.

PARKER’S

DOMESTIC POB W.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 14th, ship Majestic, HatTownsend.
Port
field
Sid 14th. ship Geo Stetson, Higgins, Liverpool.
Cld 22d, ship Gatherer, Sparks, Queenstown.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 19th, sch Melissaa A Willey. Putnam, Friendship.
Cld 19th, barque C P Dixon. Keen, Matanzas; sob
J A Hatrv, Siilpl.en, Corpus Christi.
KEY WEST—Ar 12th, sch Lizzie Henderson,
Jackson, Cedar Keys.
SATILLA—Sid fm Bailey’s Mills 18th, sch Belle

GINGERTONIC

A Superlative Health and Strength Restorer.
If you are a mechanic or farmer, worn out with
overwork, or a mother run down by family or household duties try Parker’s Ginger Tonic.
If yotl are a lawyer, minister or business man exhausted by mental strain or anxious caies, do not take
intoxicating stimulants, butuse Parker's Ginger Tonic

ech
H(JHARLESION—Cld 22d, SC.

Revised and Enlarged.

(New.)

—*

religous

anl scientific—throughout the laud.
The book is guaranteed to be a better medical work, in every sense, than can be obtained elsewhere for
double the price, or the money will bo refunded in every instance.
Thousands of Copies are sent by mail, seenrely sealed and post.paid, to all parts of the
world, every month, upon receipt of price, $1.25.

N.

B.—The author

W. H.

\
l
ft

J
f.
f
I

PARKER,

4 Bulfiech St., Boston, Mass.
may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience.

v

every bottle. Any druggist or dealer In
supply von. 95 nnd 75 cent sires.
'V:v;

:^e.

jan24

via ar 19th.
At Singapore

Meh 11th, brig Motley, Cates, for

ping

WOLFE’S

TTb&Sly

Wilbor’* CW-I.lver Oil mill l.inic—The
friends of persons who have been restored from Conand
sumption by the use of this original preparation,
the yrateful parties themselves, have, by recomefficamending it and acknowledging its wonderful
in New Engcy, given the article a vast popularity
land. The Cod-Liver Oil is in this combination robbed of its unpleasant taste, and rendered doubly
effective in being coupled with the Lime, which is
itself a restorative principal, supplying nature with
Just the assistance required to heal and restore the
diseased Lungs. A. B. Wilbor, Boston, proprietor.
Sold by all druggists.
aplldeod&wlm

CATARRH. Elys’Cream Balm
"i

6POKEH.
Bardsey 20 miles, Bhip Andrew
Jackson, from Liverpool for A njier.
30
lat
OS, Ion 73 69, sch F.uuisMcKown
April 17,
Wylie, from Philadelphia for Baraeoa.
«ive.y, that the
Executor

i* hereby
subscriber has been duly appointed
of the Will of
ELIJAH ROSS, late of North Yarmouth,
and has
in the County of Cumberland, dece»8ed,
as the
taken upon him,elf that trust by giviig bonds
the
law directs. All persons having den, suds upon
the
to
exhibit
are
taid
required
estate of
deceased,
are
same, and all persons indebted to sfnd estate
to
to
make
called upon
payment
CHARLES T. GRANT, of Yannoith, Executor.
North Yarmouth. April 4tb, 1S82
dlaw3wTk
ap!8

Notice

of taste and
smell ;beneficial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaled fo
the head.
colds in
Agreeable to use. Aplittle
the
finger
ply by
into the nostrils. On
receipt of 60c will mail a package. For sale in Port
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.
■

>

n

HAY FEVER,
nov24

d&wly48

that
\TOTlCf? f* HEREBY GIVEN,
1.T the subscriber Las been duly appointed ana
the
Adm>m8t,ra‘:0?
himself
qf
taken upon
tryst
of the estate of
DENNIS A. JORDAN, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demauds upon the estate of said deceased, are requirto
ed to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted
said estate are called upon to make payment to
EDWARD A. JORDAN, Administrator.
aplSdlawJwI*
Portland, April 11th, 1882,

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W.J.SPIOEK Superintendent,
octl7dtf

STEAMERS.
INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Calais, Me., St.
Halifax, ft. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

Eastpnrt,

Me.,

John, ft. B.,

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

Caroline B.Winttlow, Ml. D.,
Washington, D. C.
With three months* use of the Reactionary Lifter.
Its effect
I am a physically regenerated woman.
has been magical. I esteem it a blessing which can
not be over-estimated.
Clayton Keith, Ml. D.,
St. Louis.
It hardens the muscles, steadies the nerves, and
tones up the whole physical system, thus enabling

necessary

it to lesist disease.

corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition

or

other causes,

I

am

fects.

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

Iloratio Gomez, HI. D.,
New York.
fully satisfied with your machine

as

other alcoholic preparation.

at 7.30

a. m.

and

1.03 p.

m.

Reactionary

sale

Lifter to all pet sons

suffering from dys-

peptic or rheumatic affections, and to every person
of sedentary employments.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, HI. D.,

nnequaled

Harvard

University.

furnishes a concentrated form of cxerc ise u hie
by any other alcoholic distillation have 11 nave found salutary, agreeable and exhilarating
The particular apparatus you use, “The Reactionary
j
is a most ingenious, convenient, compact,
Insured for it the reputation of salubrity Lifter,”
! and serviceable arrangement.
R. C. HI of fat, HI. D.,
claimed for it. For sale by all
It

Druggists

!

and Grocers.

1
I

Udolptio Wolfe’s Son & Co,f
E4YER STREET,

18

Buffalo.
astonished at the wonderful potency of cumulative exercise in reaching and relieving chronic
infirmities of long standing. It has been a new revelation to me and other medical friends.
1

was

(1. Peckham Fitch, IK. P*.
New York.

indispensable for the maintenance of
health: it develops the entire muscular structure,
and imparts tone and vitality to the whole organism
It is almost

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS

4EW YORK.

jul4

Brooklyn.

It is the most perfect compendium of exercise ima«inable. It is particularly adapted to ladies suffering from uterine and kindred ueaknesscs.
Lawson A. Long, HI. D.,

41,

POKTLANp,

UO'.b

The Great

of

Catarrh. Asthma,

Consumption
WHYHeart Disease, Kfdney
Wom|> Affections
Neuralgia,
Fits
die

or

Cancers, Rheumatism,
Epileptic
Serofula, Nervous Debility, Premature Decay, Loss
of Manhood, or sutler from Deafness, Blindness,
Discharges from the Ears,or any other chronic blood
or nerve disease, when you may learn the means of
self cure by sending 6 cent stamp for copy of above,

(ltf

sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of

as a

addressing

apl6

eod3m

8. It.

THE

and

Leave Portland for Canton; at 1.30
”r
'Leaye Lewiston at 1.57 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dlxfleld,
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.

OTIS HAYFORD, Supt.
dec3 dtf
Portland, Dec., 5tli, 1381.

nx

n

of
thin Line will
ers
Leave Railroad Wharf,
of
State
foot
every
Monday,
street,
at 6 p. m.,
for Eastpcrt and
and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Kobbinston,
St..
Andrews, Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock,

J-—^■™r»r7;-rx^4?

Thursday,

Grand Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shediao, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falla, and other
atationa on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Wind8or, and Annapolia, Western Counties, and Prinoo Edward Island Kali Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any InFreight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circnlais, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
Stato Rooms and farther information apply at
C. HEBCompany’s Office, 40 Exchange St., T.nov24dtf
SEYx President, and Manager

On and after Monday, Dec. 5th, Passenger
Trains will ran as follows: Leave Portland
for fiit. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations on E. A N. A. Railway,
12.55, and tll.15 p m.; £t. Andrew*, fiit. fi»lenhen, Fredericton. Aroostook C ounty,
Moose head E a ke, and all stations on 11. A
Piscataquis R. K., 111.16 p. m., (or 12.55 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Bucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Hkowbegau, 12.45 p. m., 12.55 p. m.,tll,15p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.4o p. m,, 12.55
p. in., 11.16 p. m. and 5.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Kfallowell, Gardiner, Richmond,and Brunswick 7.00 a. m,f 12.55 p.
m., 6.15 p. m., tX1.16 p. m.; Bath, 7.00 a. m.
12.65 p. m., 6.16 p.m. and 11.15 p. m. oi:
Saturdays only; Rockluud, and Knox A
R.
R., 7.00 a. m.,
12.55 p.
Eiucola
Auburn and JLewiston, 12.45 p. m.,
m.:
6,05 p.m. Eev/iston via Brunswick 7.00

tll.15 p.m.; Farmington, Phillips,
Raugeley Lake, Monmouth, Winthrop,

a.

Brunswick, 7.00

Waterville and North

m.,

Farmington

AFTER TAHIRS.

GRAY MEDICINE no.f
No. 106 Main Street, Buffai/>,

J^^“Solcl in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221
antfiouny tf Stone, eor. Congress and Green Sts.

a.m.;

fits.

a. m.f
m., 0.00 p. m.;

Stephen,.9.45

a.

BOSTON,

2.45 p. m.; St.
Ifoulton, 9.00
in.:

Bucksport,

m., 5. p. m,: Bangor, 7.15 a. m., t7.46
Dexter,7.05 a. m.,4.40 p. m.; Belfast,
.35 a. m., 2.50 p. m.; Show began, 8 20 a. in..
2.40 p. m.; Waterville, 9.22a.m. 1.65, tlO.OO
p. m.; and 5.10 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
6.00 a.m 10.10 a. m., 2.45 p.m., flO,66 p.m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. w., 10.27 a. m„ 3.07 p. m.,
til.14 p. m. Bath, 6.65 a. m., 11.16 a. m., 4.10
m., Hruuswick, 7.25 a. m., 11.48 a. m.,
.35 p. m., 112.35 a. m., (night.)
Rockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.36 p. ra. Eewistou, 7.20 a.m.,
11.28 a. m., 4.15 p.m. Phillips. 6.40 a.m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. in.: %Viulhrop 10.25
as
follows: The
a. m. being due in Portland
and
from Augusta
morning trains
Bath,
8.40.
The day trains
8.35 a. m. Lewiston,
all
intermediate
stations
and
from Bangor, and
roads
at
1.00
and
1.06
connecting
p.

5.30

a.

S.m.;

trains from
Tlxe afternoon
ra.
Waterville,
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40
Pullman
Express train at 1.60
p. m. The Night
*r.

Y.

Congress 81.,

$Qg29d)yr

KILES,
Advertising Agent,

OEO. P. ROWELL A CO.,

TKEMOIVT ST.)
BOSTON.
Contracts for Advertisements in Newspapers in all
cities ami towns of the United States and the
BritishPro vinces.

»'OB ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPEU3,
JO SPKIIVE STREET, NEW VOISR
found on file a onr office
'l'be PRK88 m%v
NEW lOlIK
4 eAKU HOW

Advertising Agents,

Cook’. tiranJ Kxcnr«ion» leave New York,
April 27th, June 8th, and July 1st, 1882. Full
particulars iu special Pamphlet, sent free on application. Passage tickets by all Atlaatio steamen.

Special facilities for securing good berths. Tourist
tickets for individual travelers in Europe, by all
routes at reduced rates.
Cook’s Earnreioajet-. with Maps, by mail 10
cents. THOS. COOK & SON. 261 Broadway, N. Y.
97 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
fob4eod4m
0. A. BARATTONI, Manager.

a. m.

f Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central R. R.
t Runs tiwnugh to Bangor every morning, and Skowliogan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexte*, Balta-1 or Bucksport, Sunday

morning.

Eimited Ticket* first rvnij «ecottd class for
If'-. John and Halifax on »*.!? m reduced
rates.
PAYSON TUCKER, Su*»t.

Portland, Dec. 6th, 1881.
de©2

lTnE.

DOMINION

The steamers of this Line will
run during the winter season
fortnightly between this port and
Liverpool. The vessels are Clyde
built, full powered and have superior accommodation for cat>in and steerage passengers. Prepaid
tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.

TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson.19th March
ONTARIO, Capt. Williams.30th March.
BKOOKLYN, Capt. Lindall.13th April.
DOMINION. 27th April.
RATES

PASSAGE.

OF

Cabin. $60.00 Gold.
Cabin return.$90.00 Gold.
For passage. Ac., apply to DAVID TORRANCE
A CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offidec6 dtxnayl
ces, foot of India street.

PROFESSIONAL
-AND-

EDUCATIONAL.
ARCHITECTS.
F. H. FASSETT,
ARCHITECT,
Centennial Bloek, 93 Exchange Street.

r

__180J*

Middle street.

CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Spring

Arrangement.
The

Steamer

termediate

0. JORDAN,

E.

CIYIL ENGINEER AN

LEWISTON,

MaaDEERING.
Railroad Wharf,
^SREEwB Portland,
Friday
every
evening, m If.f5 o’clock, oron the arrival of
Pullman train from Boston, for Bockland, 1'online, Deer isle, Medgwick, So* Went Harbor, Rar Harbor (Mt. Desert), Hillbridge,
ionmport and Hachiasport.
Also leave Portland every Tuesday Evening same time for Hillbridge, touching at inn CHARLES

_a ter, will

I

J

Commencing April If tb, 1S82*

leave

Night

Train for Boston.
Ihe Lewiston connects at Rockland with Boston
& Baugor steamers for Bangor and River Landings
every Saturday mornmg.
GEORGE L. DaY, General Ticket Agent.

E. CUSHING, General Manager.

Portland, April 8.1882.dtf_

LAWYERS.
the Cumberland

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,
188 Middle Street

/

W. R. ANTHOINE,

C

NATHAN A HENRY B. CLEAVES,

n

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
48 Exchange

COUNELLORS

AT

CJOHN

LAW,

0. COBB,
AT LAW,
31 Mi Exchange Street

COUNSELLOR

0

DRUMMOND A DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

f

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

Exchange Street.

93

COUNSELLOR

LAV.
Middle Street.

AT

_172
J. H. FOGG,

r

Direct Steamship Line.

COUNSELLOR

From Long Wharf. Huston, 8 p
m.
From Pine S-reet Wharf
Philadelphia, at 1C a. m.
Insurance one-half the rateof

sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
bv connecting lines^forwarded free of commission.
Passage Eight Hollar*. Round Trip 9l3f
Meals and Boo 5 included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
fi. H. SAMPSON, Agent,
tO Long Wharf. Heaton
deSU

General Ocean Steamer

PASSAGE IICKE1 OFFICE.
Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard, State, National, American, Bed Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest ratesof passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $60, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $26 to $32. according to

and port. Return tickets very low.
Sterling and Continental exchange in
Also agent Morris European and
sums to suit.
American Express for packages and freight to all
of
the
parts
globe. Also agent for the celebrated
Acidia Coal by the cargo. Apply to
steamer

J. L. FARMER, Agent,
No. 22 Exchange Street.

LAW.

AT

42Exchange Street
M. P. FRANK,

[

Whapfagtf.

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,

_199 Mddl

H

CLARENCE HALE,

H

AARON B. HOLDEN,

1

SETH L. LARRABEE,

COUNSELLOR

Steamers !
FARE $1.00.
The xavonte Steamer* Forest City and
John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
at
7
and
o’clock
INDIA
Portland,
p.m.
WHARF,
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
1ST* Tickets and Stateroom* for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to Now York, via the variou*
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr., General Ageui.

LAW,
93 Exchange Street

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
399J£ Congress Street

L

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
100 Exchange Street.

J. LARRABEE,

LP.
I

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
199 Middle

L

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exchange Street.

I

LOCKE & LOCKE,

L

COUUSELLORS AT LAW,
176 Middle, Cor. Exchange Street.

WILBUR F. LUNT.

I

L

ATTORNEY AT

LAW,

Poet Office Bnildin

MO.

P. MATTOCKS,

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,
31 Vs

M
I)

JAMES O’DONNELL,

P

HENRY C. PEABODY

U

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

119^b Exchange SI
LAW,

COUNSELLOR AT

Exchange

100

BRAY

COUNSELLORS

AT LAW.

100 Exchange St.

B
B

FRANK W. ROBINSON,

T

THOMAS A BIRD,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93

COUNSELLOR

COUNSELLORS

Exchange St

LAW,

Exchange Street

LAW,
38 Exchange

AT

St

GAGE A STROUT
COUNSELLORS AT LAW

SSTROUT,

31Vi Exchange St

FRANK S. WATERHOUSE,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

W

93 Exchange St

MUSIC

TEACHERS

KH. KOTZSCHMAB,
PIANO, ORGAN

AND HARMONY,
Stoekbrtdge’s Music Store.

MH.

MURRAY,

PIANO AND ORGAN.

Stockbrldge’s Music Store.
E. PENNELL,
t'OICS, SINGING
Tenor

IN ALL

BRANCHBS

Soloist, 96 Park Street

NERVOUS .DEBILITY.

Guaranteed.

Cure

Dr. E. C. West’9 Nerve and Brain Treatspecific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Lost
of Memory, Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused bv overertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which leads
ox will cur®
to misery, decay and death. One
recent cases. Each bo* contains one * onth’s treatfor five dolment. One dollar a box, or six boxe
lars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of priee. Tb©
proprietors, John C. West & Co., guarantee six boxe®
to cure any case. With each order received for
six boxes, accomuanied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar;
ment: a

STEAMSHIP LINE

BOSTON
onnection with
RAILROAD.

received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Steamem, sailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
direot to

Freight

Pliil adolpliln.
Connecting there with Clyde Steam Lines
CharleMton, S. C., Washington, D. C.,

AT

34

A

COLONY

Street

A DYER,

THOMAS B. REED,

PA.

NEW ENGLAND

In

Exchange S

JAMES T. McCOBB,
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY,
86 Exchange St.

-AND

FROM

Street

J. J. LYNCH,

dtf_

CLYDE’S
PHILADELPHIA

StTMi.

AT

dtf

mclil6

St.

_30 Exchange Street

PHILADELPHIA

OLD

of

C. ANDREWS,

AS.

—AKD—

_

ND

The following are members
Bar Association:

Landings.

Returning, leaves Maohiasport, every ITfoa
day Horning, at 4.30 o’clock, and Millbridge
every Honday and Thnrn.iay at SA. H.,
touching at intermediate landings, arriving in Portwith Pullman
land same evening, connecting

SURVEYOR,
184 Middle Street.

t

to
and

Ra 1 *nd Water Lines.
Rates and Bills Lading given from any
point in New England to Philadelphia.
For Rates and Information apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
No. 3 Old State House, Boston, Mas
all

antee to return the money if the treatment doee not
Guarantees issued through H. H.
effect a cure.
HAY & CO., Druggists,
agents n Portland.
at
Junction
Middle
and Free Sts.
Me.,
uovlb
dAwly40

only

Through

Halifax, 8.16
a.

via

a. m.

and

The new an
splendid steamers nil from New
fork on the 10th, 23th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Franoieoo
as below.
S. S. City ol Para. April 20 1 3. 8. Colon,. ..April 2D
8. S. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
May 10.
For freight or passage tatea and the fnlleal info
■nation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. L. BARTLETT & CO.,
119 lisle Street, cot. Broad Ml., Boalaa.
or to vV. D. LITTLE ft 00.,
81 Exchange St., Portland.
JeSSdtf

STEAMBOAT CO.

m.,

Eicnd field, Wrest
Anson, 12.45 p.

’£rnluud

New

Portland, Bangor & Machias ROHAS. H. KIMBALL,
ARCHITECT,

MAIM CENTRAL RAILROAD.

S.

Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Fain in

containing

valuable advice on Diseases, Prevention,
Address the Agent, T. 0.
Treatment and Cure
Holmes, P. O. Box, 1598, Boston, Mass.

.Eng-

Remedy. An TRADE MARK
trade mare lish
unfuiling cure for
Seminal Weakness.
Iinpotency, ami all
Diseases that follow

BEFORE TAXlRB.

'pb'^

John, 8.16

ME.

the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age, and many
other Diseases that
lead to Insanity or
Consumption and a
Fiwnature Grave.

Canton for Portland
Lewiston, 4.00 and 9.20 a. m.

_Leave

From

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

A Herald of Health.
A Herald of Health.
A Herald of Health.

Rumford Falls & Buckfleld

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and

201 MIDDLE STREET.

AFTEK MON.
DAN.NOV. itNIb, gleam-

UN AN»

change Street.
*
Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticke., Agent.
f, Snpt.
dec3dtf
GEO. P. WEC

RAIljROAD.

It is entirely satisfactory to me, and possesses all
the merits claimed for it.
David Wooster, Ml. D„
San Francisco.
I do rot hesitate to unqualifiedly commend the

unsolicited endorsement by
a

its ef-

Saratoga Springs.

trial of over SO years duration. in every

Schnapps, its

Ear Rochester, Springvnlc, Alfred,
erboro and Saco River.7.30 a. m., 1.05
p. in., end (mixed) at 6.30 p. m< Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.24
a. m.. and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a, m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
Tor Gorham,
Haccarappa, Cnmberlaad
Westbrook and Woodford’*,
Mills,
at7.30 a. tsu, 9.03, 0.10 and (mixed;
<6.30 p. m.
The 1.03 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
*ye- June, with Ilooanc 'Tunnel Route for
1 (West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
is York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
(.Springfield, also with N. V. A N. E. R.
si .(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia, Baltimore, Wanbington, and the
South and with Boston & Albany R. R. for
the Went.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrnnk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Rcllins & Adams’ No. 22 Ex-

Robert Hamilton, HI. D

public

A

ana

WEEK.

PER

TRIPS

TWO

>

fiom prominent Professional Men.

passages of

sense

arriving

Wat-

REACTIONARY HEALTH -TIFT

cleanses

Catarrhal virus, causing healthy secretions,
allays inflammation,
protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals the
sores and restores the

U

of

Effectually

the nasal

NAt

April 5. NW

As a general beverage and

the medical faculty and

^WTT.BOM OOMPOUSD OF ^
PURE COD LIVER
.OIL AND LIME.^

m.,

M8Bche*ter, Concord and points North, at
1.03 p. m.

MANN’S

section of our conntry of Ctlolpho Wolfe’s
aug

|

at Worcester

Island*.

Australia.

and after

Par

Cures

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,Wholesale Agts.

H. P. BALDWIN,
Agent O. R. R. ofN. J.

Ayer Jane.,
Fitchknrg,
Oilman,
Nashua, I.etveSI, Windham, and Up-

SCHNAPPS.

Calcutta Meh 21, ship Alice D Hooper, HardiDcr. for Boston; barque GuyC Goss. Freeman, do.
At Batavia Meh 0
barque T L Sweat, Whittier.
Sid fruPort Pirio Feb 20, barque Olive Thurlow,
Corbett, Rio Janeiro.
Ar at Bassein Meh 10, ship Rufus E Wood, hott
ton. Shields.
Cld at Cardiff 6th Inst, ship Patrician Jackson,
Yokohama, (and sailed from Penarth 10th.)
Arat A spin wall 11th, barque Gera, Richardson,
Savannah, 12 days passage.
Cld at St John, NB, 2gd,sobs Eagle, Perry, New
York; Jerl F Daren, Cook, and lsola, Smith, do.
Czar, Davis, Baltimore.

Gen. Pass.

obtained at Ml

JAPAN, CUINA,
"reualwirJi

Northwest, West and Southwest.

lo

For

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 21st, Beks Angola, from Sullivan for New York; Empress, Rock-

The best Internal and external remedy la
the world. Every bottle guaranteed.
Price, 60 cents and '1.00.
Prop’rs,
FOSTEIi, WLBFKK &
BUFFALO

Canada, Detroit, Chicago,Millwankee
Cincinnati, St. Louis,Omaha, Saginaw, SI. f*aul, Salt bake City,
Denver, Nan Francisco,

To

®

m.

New York.

_

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

{

Washington Street, Boston.

be

can

PACIFIC MAIL 8. S. CO
FOR CALIFORNIA,

Saturday.

2.16 p. m. and 7180 p. m. Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.80 a. in. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p.m. and 5.46 p.

eoa&wly

Tickets and State Rooms

Excuange Street. From Dee. 1 to May 1, no pasdeo5dtf
sengers will be taken by tkia line.

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

at

—FOR—

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
and THUKSDAY.ai «
East Kiver, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY,at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on tbeir passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, 95; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For farther information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 88, E. R. New York.

Portland, every MONDAY
f. M., and le&ve^Pier 87,

-AND-

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

ROlT«.

ARRANGEMENT.
Monday, Dec. 5,
.NS
|
|, Passenger Trains will leaye
fi'j'S.jiiSPortlaitd at 7.30 a. m., and

Extracts frem Brief Testimonials

Rheumatism, Lumbago;
Lame Back, Sprains and Bruises,
Asthma, Catarrh, Coughs, Colds,
Sore Throat, Diphtheria, Burns,
Frost
Bites, Tooth, Ear, and
Headache, and all pains and aches.

74 EXCHANGE STREET

WINTER

Schiedam Aromatic

land lor do.
Ar 22d, sch J D Robinson, of Bath, with loss of
foresail and gaff.
In port, sens Alaska, Cabot, Lucy Ames, Hiram,
Alleghania and others.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 22d, soh George W Jewett,

BROOK

uebec,

PASSENGER OFFICES

PORTLAND Ic ROCHESTER R. R.

perfumery I

Eells, do; Hyue, Marr, and Gen Howard, Portland;
Chase. Rockland.
Cld 22d, brig Tally Ho, McKown, Cardenas; schB
Manna Loa, Chisholm, Arecibo; Alta V Cole, Mitchell, Nuevitas; F L Richardson, Balano, Matanzas;
Wm S Farwell, Hunt, Mayport, Fla.
Passed the (late 23d, echs Bramhall, from New
York for Portland; Donglnss Haynes, do for Boston
PROVIDENCE—Sid 22d, schs Gen Banks,Norton,
New York; Jane. Haskell; A MeNichols, Flynn,

FOREIGN JPORT*.
At Adelaido Meh 4, barque Erie Reed, Rairden,
John.
from Boston; Malleville, Harlow, from St
At Padang Feb 26, brig Irene, Yates, from Bata,

BOUND

and 12.30

a.

m.

From Chicago,
12.30 p. m.

to bay ticket, (at any railroad or steam
boat office In New England) via

Fortiaud and Worcester Line.

can

Fall River.
In Hart Island Roads 22d, sobs Hyne, Gen Howard. and Henry Foss.
Ar 23d, barqne Jose R Lopez, Leland, Sagua 13
days; Freeda A Willey, Willey, New Haven ; echs
Edith B Coombs, Coombs, Barcelona; L A Orr, Orr,
Matanzas; Addle E Snow. Flanders, Tonalo; Maud,
Robinson, Sagua; Sarah F Bird, Farwell, Newbern;
Ruth H Uodgdon, Stearns, Rockland; J H Eells,

Portland.
....
Sid 18th, brig Akbar, Dow, West Indies.
Sid 21st, Bob Chalcedony, Bryant, Portland.

sure

m.,

TIonfreai and

Ciorhana, 8.30, 9.40

From

p.

m

Boston

Express Trains, Double Track, Slone Balias
Sc

Auburn, 8.30 a.

From LewiHton and
12.30, 3,15 and 6.00 p. m.

THIRD AND BERKS STS.

rah26dtf

nothing like it. Insist upon having Flores- ■
Cologne and look for signature of

Candage,

sch Eliza A Anderson, Rankin, Rockport, to load for New York.
sch
Cocbcco, SewPORTSMOUTH—Below 22d,
ard, from Seal Harbor for Mayport, Fla.
V
Minot, Hathaway,
MACHIAS—Ar 10th, sch C

^SND

311

ton

on

ARRIFAL8.

NEW ENGEAND AGENCY,

Its rich and lasting fragrance has made this I
delightful perfume exceedingly popular. There H

ingame, Kennebec; Jorusha Baker,Chase, Machias;
Laura Robinson, Luce, Hallowell; Julia & Martha,
Hopps, and Lyndon, Clark, Calais; Olive Branch,
Farrell, do; Jachin, Perry, Belfast; Chase. Ingraaham, Rockland; Margaret, Kennedy, New Bedford;
Ellen Morrison, Orne, Somerset; Albert Jameson,

24th, barqfle Carmel, (Nor) Gleru[dseu,

Stations in Philadelphia
At Reading; R. R.
NINTH AND GREEN STREET!',

New York and Philadelphia

stomach, bowels, blood or nerves,Parker’s Ginger
Tonic will cure you, 11 is the Greatest Blood Purifier
And ths Best and Surest Cough Cure Ever Used.
If you are wasting away from age, dissipation or
any disease or weakness and require a stimulant take
Ginge* Tonic at once; it will invigorate and build
you up from the first dose but will never intoxicate,
It has saved hundreds of lives; it may save yours,
CAUTION!—Refuse fill substitutes. Parker’s Ginger Tonic is
composed of the best remedial agents in the world, and is entirely
different from preparations of ginger alone. Send for circular to
Jiiicox A Co., N. Y. 60c. A $1 sizes, at dealers in drugs.

is

Philadelphia.

Steamers Eleanors and Franconia

DEPARTURE*:

Philadelphia

—An-as—

_

&

STATION IN NEW YORK

_On

Ar st Delaware Breakwater 22d, brig Castalia,
Jackson. Gardiner.
NEW YORK —Ar 22d. ship Henry S Sanford,
Waite, Havre 46 days; schs L A Burlingame, Burl-

NKWBUKYPORT—Sid 21st,

York, Trenton

Nov22eodtangl

nas.

land.

tion.
Adi traius stop at Exeter ten minutes tor refreshments. First class Dining Booms at Portland,
Transfer Station. Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Souln ma7 ha had of M. f.. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston St Maine Depot, and at Ddu
Ticket ««!<<■, 40 Exchange St.
.IAS. T. FURBEIt, Gen.SnpK
v. if. sTfil EN3. Gen. Agent. Portland
dtf
der ?

M. D.

GREAT SAVING BUYING DOLLAR SIZE.

Ar 23d, brig Castalla, Jackson, Gardiner,Me; sobs
Waldemar. Parker,Trinidad; Charlie Bucki, French
Mobile; Sarah Potter. Walls, Kings Ferry.

Port-

Trains on Boston St Maine road connect with all
rawing between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maohias, Eastport, Calais, 8t.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trank
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland ACgdeusburg trains at Transfer Stasteamers

Sew

17th,

and all points in the

after Monday. April
Trains
Passenger
poutla.xd
:ave
v» udKTON at 8.45 a. m. 1.10
(Express,) and 3.30 p. mM arriving at Boston at
1.lo, 5.10, and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Bos
ton at 8.30 a. m. (Express), 12.30, 3.30 p. m.,
arriving at Portland at 12.30, 6.00, and 8.00
Portland for Ncarborough Bearh
p. m.
and Pine Point, at 8.45 a. m. 3.30 and 5.30
p.m. (See Note.) For Old Orchard Beach,
Mato, Biddeford and Kennebnnk, at 8.45
a. m.1.10. 3.30 and 6.30 p. m. For Wells, at 8.45
a. m. and 3.30 p. in. (See note.) For North Berwick, Nalmon Falls, Great Falls, Dover,
Fxeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell,
at 8.45 a. m.. 1,10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
Market, at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. For
Kochester, and Farmington, N. H., at 8.46
For Alton Bay,
a. mM 1.10 and 3.30 p. m.
at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. in. For Manchester
and Concord, N. II., (via Lawrence,) at 8.45
a. m.;
(via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p. m.
morning Train M ill leave Kennebnnk for
Portland at 7.26.
ByNOTE—The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland. will uot stop at Scarborough Beach, Pine
Point or Wells, except to take passengers for
Boston.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. in. 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.45 a. m. and
1.10 p. m.
Parlor Cur Neats secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
ry-Thft l.io p. m. train from Portland connect#
with Mound Line Nieamers for New York
and ail rail lines for the West. Tbe 3.30 p. m.
connects with all Kail Lines for New
train
York and the Mouth and West.
NUN DAY TKAINM Leave Portland for
Boston
Boston and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
for Portland at 0.00 p. m.

If you have Consumption, Dyspepsia, Rheumaism, kidney Complaints, or any disorder of the lungs,

Clytie, Port Royal;
S S Bickmore, Georgetown,
GEORGETOWN, SC-Cld 20th, sch E V Glover,
Ingersoll, New York.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Sid 22d, aeh Stephen Bennett
Douglass, New York.
WILMINGTON—Cld 19th, sch Allie Burnham,
Baxter, Yarmouth, Me.
RICHMOND, VA—Ar 22d, sch Billow, Rockland.
BALTIMORE— Ar 22d, sch W Abrahams, Snow,
Damariscotta.
Cld 22d, sch J Wbiteheuse. Farnham, Hoboken
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 21st, sch Rising Sun, Griffin, James River.
Ar 22d, sch Nellie J DinBmore, Parker, Havana.
Cld 22d, brig Henry B Cleaves, Charlson, Carde-

m. ana

-BETWEEN-

The author of the Science of Life is a noble benefactor.
He reaches the very roots and vitals of disease
and is enabled to apply thorough remedies. The book already is read upon both continents by millions.—
London Lancet.
The Gold and Jewelled Medal awarded the author of the Science of Life was fairly won and worthily
bestowed.—Massachusetts Ploughman.
Thousands of extracts similar to the above could be taken from the leading journals—literary, political,

after MONDAY, OCT.
1881, trains will run as follows:
ami

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. m.,
12.35 and 6.16 p. in.
For Gorham, 7.30 a. m., 1. 80 and 5.15 p. m.
For Ciorham, 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For 71 on treat Quebec and Chicago, 1. 30
p. m.

<1tf

turn cnronic uiseascs.

Bound in beautiful French Muslin, embossed, full gilt,
TUVCETfi E
RNUinr 1 fa ¥ vkLl I Price only 1.25 by 91nil. (New Edition.)
ILLUSTRATED SAMPLE 6 CENTS. SEND NOW.
The Science of Life, or Selt-Preservation, is the most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.
There is nothing whatever that the married or single of either sex can either require or wish to know, but
what is fully explained. In short the book is invaluable to all who wish for good health.— Toronto Globe.
The hook for young and middle aged men to read just now is the Science of Life, or Self-Preservation. It
is worth many times its weight in gold. —Medical Times.

or

7.00 p.

Bound Brook Route.

IfllAfAf

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE

Boston at

jiYofMMelplallcwLiiie

A Great medical Treatise
on IVIauhood; the Cause and Cure of Exhausted
Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, also on
the Untold miseries arising fromthe Excesses of mature Years. 300 pages. Royal Koto. The very finest
steel engravings.
126 Invaluable Prescriptions, for all

acute

leaving

trains

on

_

jbor Self-Preservation.

count

for Banks.
Sch Martha D McLainn, which has been engaged
ofl shore the past winter, has jnst closed the season
with $6,600 stock, (high line of the Portland oftshore fleet.)

Everybody

Needs It.

elegant dressing

is preferred by those
have used it, to any

FISHERMEN.
Ar at Now York 22d, sch Clara A Benner, Benner, Eastport.
Ar at Pubnico, NS, 22d, sch Sargasso, from Portland for Banks, with loss of foremast.
Ar at Halifax, NS, 22d, sch Geo W Cushing,Cushing, Portland, (and sailed 23d for Banks.)
Ar at do 21st, sch Humboldt, spofl'ord, Boothbay

Sold!

Copies

ON

On nml

HOW TO GET A TICKET.

More than One Million

n. in.

SBRING ARRANGEMENT.

JS. W.

J«2

with

Canada.

Railway of

CHANGE OF TIME.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

a

Elixir of Life Root Company,

connecting

dec6

and

Useful

Everything Desirable

No Cheap Things!

No Small Things!

m.

Portland at 2.00 a. in).
Through ticket* to all points West aud
Mouth may be bad of J, M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
iSerthssold at Depot Ticket Office.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
D. W. SaNBORN, Master Transportation.

Valuable Presents.

25 $20 Oold Pieces.

6.10 p.

leave Bouton.
and arrive in Portland at 12.30 p.
m. At 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive m Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Car*.

Cars

lO Gold Lace Pins.

30 Oold Watches.
30 Silver Watches.

at

On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. and trains leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
in. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping

50 $10 G old Pieces.
1O0 $5 Gold Pieces.
50 Tea and Vinner Sets, 50 Pieces.
5 Velocipedes.
5 Sewing Machines.
250 Japanese Tea Sets, 7 pieces.
50 Mantel Clock*.
3 Sealskin Sacques.
25 Plated Ice Pitcher*.
5 Refrigerators.
12 Pairs Gold Bracelet*.

Brick House aud Lot. 25x100, iu the
city of New York.
1 $1000 4 per rent. U. 8. Boisd.

Grand Trunk

points.

8.30

At

give away the following

2

Valiant has Been floated off the bank at Shalemar
Point, so badly damaged by Are and swelling of the
wot jute, that she can only be looked upon as a constructive loss. Probably will be sold.

Bath.
Cld

Boston, arriving

Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern and West-

FESTIVAL

PRESENTATION

GRAND

a

1

-OF-

picked up.

Blair, Georgetown, SC.
Sid 22d, sch Benj B Church, Kelley, (from Galveston) for Saco.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 21st, sobs Minnie C
Taylor, from Elizabetbport for Boston; Para, from
Hoboken for Lynn; Garland, Woebawken for Salem; Wm Duren, Port Johnson for Dover; Hudson,
New York for Calais; Golden Rule, Newport for do;
Enterprise, and Carrie Belle, Virginia for Bath.
Sailed, schs Petrel, Minnie C Taylor, Carrie Belle,
Para. Garland, Hudson.
EDGAKTOWN—Ar 21st, sch Petrel, Decrow, New
“York for Danvers, (and sailed )
HUSTON—Ai 22d, brig G W Halls, Maynes, from
Sagua, for orders.
Cld 22d, schs Hattie M Crowell, Crowell, Kennebec; Flank G Dow, Gage, do.
Ar 22d, barque Payson Tucker, Tucker, MatanBchs Ella
zas; schB M C Moseley, Dow, Cape Hayti;
Brown, Brown, Hoboken; Henrietta, Babbidge, fm
Bangor.
Ar 24th, brig Atlas, Gray, Cardenas; schs Nulato,
Small, Hoboken; Mary F Cushman, Patten, Ellsworth; J C Wood, Wilson, Millbridge; Clio Cbillcott, Fullorton, Deer Isle; H H Havey, Blake, Sullivan; Peerless, Orne. Southport; S Sawyer, Bryant,
and J P Wallace, Bryant. Bristol; Onward, Poole,
andMCSproul, Sproul, do; Herald, Frlsbee, Wiscasset; B D Prince, Greenlaw, and Australia. Reed,
Camden; Pulaski, Richardson; E P Rogers, Oliver,

Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
for

in.

Trains

to use.

VALUABLE PRESENTS:

ELIXIR

Sch Delhi, Lynam, from Milk River. Ja, for New
York, was Epokeu 16th inst, oil Bahamas, short of
provisions, aud was supplied.
Sch Rainbow. Fiekett, from South store, arrived
at Millbridge 20th inst with loss of boat, mainmast,
mainsail, aud damage on deck, in a gale 19th.
Calcutta, March 21st—The burned hull of ship

_

No, Herbert,

powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholosomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot bo sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight,
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans. Royal Baking Powder Co.
feb!8d&wly
New York.

As

This

24.

ter Si Co.

fore being carried up stairs,

Absolutely

THE BANNER

MONDAY, April

At 1. lO p.

ern

Pure.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

house (just vacated by a noted housekeeper) that was overrun by these vermin,
we immediately set to work vigorously in applying coal oil and fine salt, well mixed together, to closets, base boards, &c., and in a
few weeks the vermin were driven to parts
unknown, and we were never again troubled
with them; never had one in our bedrooms
thongh living in a mining district where
these intruders were thought to be inevitable
adjuncts to sleeping apartments. I have
traveled much through mining and tanning
districts, sojourning therein for weeks and
months together, and have been compelled
to lodge in cabins on the plains, and among

Miss

3STEWS.

a. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport,
Newburyport, and
Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
Lynn, Chelsea

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

27

AKKiVING AT FOKTLAND:
1 i .OO a. m.—From Fabyan’s and Bartlett.
ti.OO p. m.—From Burlington and Swanton.
J. HAMILTON. Snp’t.
deeSdtf
Portland. Dec. 3, 1881.

p. in.
At 8.45

A'l

/

.Liverpool... Apl 27

MARHSTE

to a

the world.

•.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.APRIL 25.
Sun rises.5.00 I High water, (p m).. h.ai
Sun sets.6.56 I Mood sets. 1.08

have forgotten the inquirer’s initials) respecting the extermination of this loathsome
pest, I will state that having once moved in-

military.”

...........Boston...

27
27
28
29
29
Colon.New York..Aspinwall....Apl 29
Newport.New York..Havana.Apl 29
Arden.New York. .Greytown.. .May 2
Sarmatian.Portland... .Liverpool... »May 4
Caracas.New York.. Laguayra... .May 6
Silesia.New York..Hamburg ...May 6
Saratoga.New York. Havana.Mav 6
Accapuleo.New York..Panama.May 10
Alvo.New York..Port Prince,May 16

of first importance.

the mountaius where cleanliness was a virtue unknown, and where from the abounding numbers of these creeping, biting pests,
there was no sleep to my eyes or slumber to
my eyelids the whole night through, but I
have never had one intrude into my own
home.
Especial care has of course been observed to search trunks and all luggage be-

/T^SOAWl

FOB

Toronto.Portland. ...Liverpool....Ap
Flaaiborougli.New York..Bermuda ....Adi
City of Alexandria New York..Havana..Apl
Alene.New York. .Pt au Prince..Apl
Mangerton.........New York. .Rio Janeiro. .Apl
Muriel.New York. .St Kitts...... Apl

Exterminating Bed Bugs.
Iu answer to an inquiry in your valuable
paper (which was sent to a neighbor, and I

ple, harmless

Isaac W.

2o
Santiago.New York..St Jago.Apl
Alvena.New York. .Kingston —Apl 25
Batavia.New York..Liverpool. ...Apl 2b
2b
Claudius.New York. I.sguayra.Ap 26
Amerique.New York..Havre.Apl
26
.London.A
pi
York.
California.New
26
Elba .New York..Bremen.Apl
27
Apl
York..Liverpool....
Oltic.New

Let us beautify our homes with such materials as we have, remembering that neat-

ed with

of

m.—For all

a.

tions.

Portland.
At,
ii a. m.
Daily (Night Pullman) lor Saco,
Biddeford, Kennobunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special Sleeping Oar will be
at 6.30 a. m.
ready for occupancy in Portland station, at 9.00
is
and
attached
to this train for Boston,
p. m.
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill 11

__

April 24, Mary, wife

FROM

vase.

are

Until farther notice passenger trains
will ran as follows:

Trains leave

MIUNCi DAYS OF STEAMSHIP*.

respectable garden vase from an old stump,
and a beautiful jardiniere from half of a nail
kee or barrel placed upon a round stick of
wood with evenly sawed ends, decorated with
grape vines or roots. A hoop running over
the center makes a support for delicate vines,
and when filled with choice plants is just as

and order
—Prairie Farmer.

—

.LEAVING FOKTLAND
stations, through to Mur.
liagtou, Swanton, Montreal and Ogden,
burg.
4.43 p. m.—For Fabyan’s and intermediate sta-

Parker, aged 35 years 8 months.
at
[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,
her late residence, Deering Point. Burial at convenience of the family.]

man who has an eye to the esthetics of life will see that his wood is cut and
snugly piled in winter, and every woman
who is worthy to be the wife of such a man
will see that a neat and inviting Boor-yard
shall be an important item in the surroundings of a farmer’s home. Then rake up the
chips; Sisters, a few handfulls of them will
cook yourdinner. The beef and other bones
make excellent fuel and when burnt and
broken are much relished by pigs and poultry. What you can’t use any other way put
in the rubbish mound and don’t throw anything into the street to frighten horses.
I have made nice plant frames and hanging baskets fron old hoopskirt wires, a very

ness

ON

S.45

years 4 months.
(Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at o o’clock, at
his late residence, No. 38 Cedar street. Burial at
Members of the Veteran
convenence of the family.
Association 1. O. of O. F. are requested to attend.
O. Reynolds, aged
Leonard
In this city, April 24,
68 yeaas.
[Funeral Wednesday forenoon, at 10y% o’clock,
Burial at convenience of
at 144 Brackett street.

yard.
livery

$15

—

Semi-Weekly Line to New fork.
CHANGE OF TIME.
On and after Monday, December 3 th, I SSI,

MONDAY, DECEMBER oth, 1881

In this city. April 24, Andrew A. Osgood, aged 78

both in green i.ess and color. How cheering to the working-woman are glimpses of
beauty even at the back door, and how much
better than a rubbishy and disorderly back

as a

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

Steamship Company.

Maine

DEATHS

growing in the
yard, such as money-wort, ground ivy and
the like. As the spring advances, and all
danger of frost is past, we will plant somea
of the less hardy vines and seeds, and as
crowning beauty we will fill the old tin pail
with brilliant geraniums or coleus. Our
mound being in close proximity to both well
and cistern is well watered, and is beautiful

pretty

Eastern JRailroad.

,.

vines that are

hardy

STEAM EKS.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS
'"'l,

-■■■»

In this city, April 22, by Kev. Dr. Carrutbers,
Geo E. Eldridge and Miss Emma I. Beecher, both of
Portland.
In this city, April 23, by Kev. W. T. Phelan. Geo.
L. Hatch of Cape Elizabeth and Miss Alice M. Davis of Portland.
In Exeter, N. H.. April 18, Cyrus S. Gookin of
Exeter and Maria E. Brown of Cape Elizabeth.

incongruous mass.
Here in this side next the barn-yard, we
find the skeletons of three cows’ heads, relics
of the winter’s butchering, which our good
Rover has brought here for his own convenience. These we have not strength to
bury, so we will carry them to the back door,
near the cistern or well, and they shall be the
base of our rubbish mound. Then we will
look for some knotty pieces of w’ood that,
being too tough to split and too long for the
stove, can serve as a stratum in this “thing
of beauty” which surely is growing. Then
with broken rocks and bricks we will shape
it into proper dimensions fitting in among
the rocks every old fruit and oyster can,
broken crock or tin pan. In the center on
the top, we will have a flat piece of rock
upon which we will place that cracked
earthern crock or an old rusty pail painted
brown. Now, with a wheelbarrow load or
two of good earth we will fill all these cans,
crocks and pans, and plant in them some
of the

MISCELLANEOUS_

dti

feb20d_
Norfolk & Washington

Baltimore,
4
:

Steamship Line,
will sail

JOHN HOPKINS,

one

of their first-class

WM.'rKANE,

II. MILLER,
BERKSHIRE.

LAWRENCE,
ALLEGHANEY,
every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
at 3 o’clock, P. M., from Central Wharf, Boston,
WM.

D.

direct to Norfolk and Baltimore.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to all parts of

TENNESSEE,
CAROL1NAS,
FLORIDA,
ALABAMA,
GEORGIA,
and ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI,
By Va., Venn. A- Ga. Air Line. Bills of Lading given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Washington st.
By Atlantic Ceait Liue and Seaboard Air
l.ine. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, No. 228 Washington st.
By Inland Ar Seaboard Coaming Co. and

VIRGINIA,

Potomac Bl. H. Co. to Washington, D. C., and
Alexandria. Bills of lading given at the wharf.
TICKETS to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Through T icket* to all parts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf, and 240 and
30(J Washington St. Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
$9.00 first class; $7.00 second class, including meals
and berths.
E. SAMPSON, Gen. Agent, 53 Central
nov2-dtf
Wharf, Boiston.

STEPHEN

BERRY,

and (gald

$cob; fob

ffidn’itx,

No. 37 Plum Street.

T.

C.

EYAM’

Advertising Agency and
Warehouse,
tOO WASHINGTON Sk,

Printers’
BOSTON.

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type, and all kinds of
Printer#’ Materials. Advertisement# inserted in all
paper in the.United Staten or Canada? at publishers
Send for estimates.
owe?; price?

DODD’S

.Newspaper Advertising Agency,
BOSTON
M3 WASHINGTON ST.,
Advertisements received for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the Lowest
Contract Prices. Any information oheerinlly given
and estimates promptly furnished.
File of tbs Paass nept for tnspeetion at any time
Send for Circular.
Estimate# furnished.
A List of 100 choice newspapers.

